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SIJP}IÄRY 

This thesis investigates the twin problems of syntax 

definition and syntax analysis of programming languages. 

Conventionally, the syntax of a programming language is defined, 

partly, by a context-free grammar, leaving non-context-free 

features of the syntax to be described, say, in English. 

Correspondingly, the context-free part of the s. 'ntax analysis is 

performed by a parser constructed rigorously from the context-free 

grammar, while the remaining features are analysed by ad-hoc 

methods, which tend to be both more difficult to implement and less 

reliable than the formal methods. 

Accordingly, various attempts have been made to devise a 

formal method of defining completely the syntax of programming 

languages. Currently, the most promising line of research in this 

field is the two-level grammar, so called because on one (lower level) 

context-free grammar is superimposed a second (higher level) grammar. 

The primary advantage of the two-level grammar lies in its being an 

extension of the context-free grammar. This makes it possible to 

extend to two-level grammars some of the many results already 

obtained for context-free grammars, in particular the techniques of 

parser construction. 

The prototype two-level grammar was van 'r, 4-_ raarden Form, 

which was used to define the syntax of ALGOL 68. Although an 

elegant formalism in many ways, van Wijngaarden Form was not 

designed to be, and is not, suitable for parser construction. 

Affix grammars were devised by Koster with the parsing 

problem very much in mind. These have a more rigid structure than 

van Wijngaarden grammars, but their power is enhanced by the 

addition of arbitrary total recursive functions. 



In the first part of this thesis the parsing problem for 

affix grammars is studied, and a specific parsing technique, based 

on DeRemer's LR(k) method for context-free grammars, is presented 

and proved. The class of affix grammars to which this technique is 

applicable is larger than that to which any other deterministic 

parsing technique known to the author is applicable. 

Affix grammars have the drawback that they are not oriented 

to human readers. In an attempt to remedy this drawback, and to 

find a cleaner solution (not involving external functions) to the 

language definition problem, extended affix grammars are introduced 

in the second part of this thesis. These are shown to be as 

powerful as the other two-level grammars. An algorithm for converting 

any extended affix grammar to an equivalent affix grammar is given. 

These results are drawn together to enable the construction 

of a parser from a suitable extended affix grammar to be completely 

automated. Various possibilities of tuning the resulting parser 

are discussed. A specific method of implementation of the parser 

on a computer is described, and the results of an empirical 

investigation into the efficiency of the parser, based on this 

implementation, are presented. The possibility of incorporating 

the parser into a practical compiler is discussed. 

The thesis concludes by indicating possible lines of further 

development. An extended affix grammar defining the syntax of a 

complete programming language is presented in the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER 0 

INTRODUCTION 

0.1e Two-Level Grammars 

Ever since the syntax of ALGOL 60 (Naur 60,63) was defined 

by a context-free grammar (CFG), CFGs have attracted a considerable 

amount of attention. k number of other programming languages have 

since been defined by CFGs. Each grammar serves as a means of 

communication between the language designer and the programmer, 

who requires a readable description of the allowable constructs of 

the language; and between the designer and the impl=entcr, who 

requires a detailed, accurate and complete specification of the 

language's syntactic structure for his translator. Practice has 

shown'that a well-designed CFG can simultaneously satisfy almost 

all these requirements. 

The usefulness of CFGs as an aid to the implementation of 

programming languages has been much enhanced. by, the development of 

a variety of syntax-directed parsing techniques (Feldman 68). 

These techniques enable parsers to he constructed automatically 

from suitable CFGs. The constructed-parsers, in-, many cases, are 

almost as efficient as those written by hand, and have linear 

performance characteristics. They can therefore be incorporated 

into practical translators. Moreover, their correctness can be 

guaranteed. 

Unfortunately, typical progranv: languages are not strictly 

context-free: they are context--sensitive. Examples of fc lures of 

a typical language which defy description by CFGs are the 

correspondence between declarations and application: of 
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identifiers, and the compatibility of actual and formal parameters. 

In a programming language with generalised data types, even type 

compatibility cannot be defined by a CFG. 

At this point we should state exactly what we mean by 

"syntax", as there is no general agreement on the definition"of 

this term. One view is that syntax encompasses precisely those 

features of a language which can be defined by a CFG; context- 

sensitive features are considered as belonging to the realm of 

semantics. Apart from making a virtue of necessity, this view 

seems to us, if it were adopted universally, to tend to inhibit 

the search for more powerful methods of defining languages. Our 

own view is that any criterion for well-formedness of a program 

which can be determined algorithmically is syntactic. 

Conventionally, in language definitions the CFG defining the 

context-free part of the language's syntax is accompanied by 

descriptions, in a natural language such as English, of the 

context-sensitive features of the syntax. This is not fully 

satisfactory, because of the consequent increased dangers of 

ambiguity, incompleteness, and misunderstanding on the part of 

the reader. Furthermore, there is no possibility of automatically 

implementing syntax features described in this way. 

The implementor's traditional solution to this problem 

reflects the context-free view of what constitutes syntax. A 

context-free parser is constructed from the CFG, and context- 

sensitive features are transcribed as semantic constraints. In 

practice this approach has been justified by the use of certain 

ad-hoc techniques, such as hashed identifier tables, which 

enable the context-sensitivities to be checked without seriously 

degrading the performance of the underlying context-free parser. 

On the other hand, it increases the burden on the post-syntactic 

phase of the translator, already the most difficult part to 

implement. Moreover, it is not easy to prove the correctness of 

such ad-hoc techniques. 
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Context-sensitive grammars, otherwise known as Chomsky type 1 

grammars (Hopcroft 69), are not likely to provide a solution. A 

context-sensitive grammar for a typical programming language is 

likely to be long and unreadable. No method of constructing 

reasonably efficient parsers from a useful class of context- 

sensitive grammars is known to us. 

The useful properties of CFGs suggest that the best approach 

to this problem is to devise an extension to CFGs which will. 

enhance their power but retain their desirable properties. Early 

proposals along these lines tended, however, to be designed to 

handle specific features of programming languages: for example, 

the formalism used in the definition of the syntax of ALGOL W 

(Wirth 66) was designed to specify type compatibility, and 

"property grammars" ('Stearns 69) were designed to formalise 

identification. 

Currently the most promising development is the "t-, TO--level 

grammar", so called because on one (lo! -, er level) context-free 

grammar is superimposed a second (higher level) grammar. Interest 

in this concept dates from the use of one form of two-level grammar 

to define the syntax of ALGOL 6$ (van Wijngaarden 68). Grammars 

of this form subsequently became known as "van 4lijngaarden grammars" 

(VWGs), and were formalised by Baker (Baker 72). 

In a VWG the upper level consists of a set of context-free 

rules, in which the nonterminals are known as "metanotions". An 

example of a metanotion (all our examples in this section are 

taken from (van Wijngaarden 68)) is 'MODE', whose terminal 

productions include 'real' and 'reference to real'. The lower 

level contains meta-rules each of which has one "hypernotion" on 

its left side and a sequence DP-"hypernotions" on its right side. 

A hypernotion is written as a string, in which metanotions may be 

embedded. Art example of a hypernotion is 'MODE source'. An 

example of a VtG meta-rule is 

reference to MODE assintion reference to ?. ODE destination 
becomes symbol 9 MODE source . 
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(The colon separates the left and right sides, and the commas 

separate adjacent hypernotions. ) Such a meta-rule acts as a 

generator for context-free-like production rules: to generate a 

production rule, each metanotion is replaced, throughout the 

meta-rule, by some terminal production of itself. In our example, 
if we choose to replace 'MODE' by 'real', we obtain the production 

rule 

reference to real assignation reference to real destination 
becomes symbol , real source . 

In a production rule the l-gpernotions have been replaced by 

"protonot ions" (such as 'real source'), which have no embedded 

metanotions. Protonotions play a similar role to nonterminals in 

a CFG, that is, at each step of a derivation a protonotion may be 

replaced by the sequence of protonotions on the right side of a 

production rule if the first protonotion is the left side of that 

rule. 

The requirement that all occurrence of a given metanotion in 

a meta-rule must be replaced by the same terminal production allows 

many context-sensitivities to be defined; our example meta-rule 

specifies that the "destination" (left hand side) and "source" 

(right hand side) of an "assignation" must have compatible modes, 

that is, their modes must be the same but for the prefix 

'reference to' of the former. Moreover, it is possible to 

generate an infinite number of production rules from a finite set 

of meta-rules, since a metanotion may have an infinite number of 

terminal productions. These properties make V, +Gs a highly powerful 

formalism for defining languages, as po-,. erful in fact (Sintzoff 67) 

as Chomsky type 0 grammars (Hopcroft 69). 

The principal' disadvantage of VWGs is their very generality. 

Consider, for example, the meta-rules 

(1ý formal LOWPLR bound strict LOWPER bound option 9 
flexible symbol option 

(2) NOTION option : NOTION 

(3) NOTION option 
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The metanotion 'LOWPER' has as terminal productions 'lower' and 
'upper', and the set of terminal productions of 'NOTION' includes 

every protonotion. (Recall that a protonotion is written as a 
string. ) Thus, replacing 'LOWPER' in meta-rule (1) by 'lower', 

we obtain the production rule 

formal lower bound : strict lower bound option 
flexible symbol option 

Similarly replacing 'NOTION' in meta-rule (2) by 'strict loi. rer 
bound' and by 'flexible symbol' respectively, we obtain the 

production rules 

strict lower bound option : strict lower bound . 
flexible symbol option : flexible symbol . 

These three production rules might well be applied one after 

another in a derivation. ' Our point is that the last two production 

rules, although generated from the same meta-rule, are not related 

to each other in any genuine logical or syntactic sense. The 

existence of meta-rules such as (2) and (3) implies that 

protonotions (and hypernotions) are somewhat polymorphous objects. 

Another feature of VWGs is that protonotions may be 

infinitely long, since a metanotion may be replaced by, an infinite 

string, and that an infinitely long protonotion may occur in the 

derivation of a finite program. Consider an example from ALGOL 68. 

In the reach of the mode-declaration 

mode lisp = struct ( int hy ref lisp t 

'lisp' is i 'structured with integral field letter h and reference 

to structured with integral field letter h and. reference to ....... 
field letter t field letter t declarer'. 

These observations lead us to conclude that VWGs are not 

suitable for constructing parsers. We feel intuitively, from the 

point of vier of parsing, that protonotions should have well- 

defined structures, reflecting the attributes of strings derived 

from them, and that production rules generated from the same 

meta-rule should be similar to each other in some syntactic sense, 
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0.2. Affix Grammars and Extended Affix Grammars 

This thesis is a study of two other classes of two-level 

grammars, namely "affix grammars" and "extended affix grammars", 

which retain the basic ideas of VWGs and are formally as powerful, 

but which satisfy the conditions which we consider desirable. The 

basic ideas which are retained are the upper-level grammar, the 

embedding of metanotions in hypernotions, and the generation of 

production rules from meta-rules by systematic replacement of 

metanotions by terminal productions of themselves. 

Affix grammars were devised by Koster (Koster 70) with the 

parsing problem very much in mind. In affix grammars hypernotions 

are tightly restricted in form, and they depend for their power 

largely on the inclusion, of arbitrary total recursive functions, 

which may be invoked from within the rules, and which are defined 

separately. In chapter 1 of this thesis we present a definition 

of affix grammars and some of Koster's results for them, and ye 

comment on the merits and drawbacks of these grammars. 

In chapter 2 we develop our own approach to the parsing 

problem for affix grammars. We first of all reduce this problem 

to a manageable extension of the parsing problem for context-free 

grammars, to which any one of several well-known techniques could 

be applied. We choose the LR(k) parsing method as refined by 

DeRemer (DeRemer 69,71). This generalised LR(k) parsing method is, 

we believe, applicable to a larger class of affix grammars than any 

other deterministic parsing technique for affix grammars. 

The main drawback of affix grammars is that they tend to be 

tedious to write and difficult to read. In an attempt to combine 

most of' the desirable properties of TIGs and affix grammars, we 

propose in chapter 3a new class of two-level grammars, which we 

call the "extended affix grammars". Extended affix grammars have 

the clean appearance of \T Gs, and do not invoke external functions. 

We show, however, that every extended affix grammar can be 

converted automatically into an equivalent affix grammar, so the 
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suitability of affix grammars for parser construction. is retained. 

In chapter 4 we show how to apply our results of chapter 2 to 

construct parsers from extended affix grammars. The main problem 

with affix grammars, namely that of implementing the separately 

defined functions, does not exist with extended affix grammars: 

all the information required by the constructor is available in the 

rules of the upper and lower levels. Thus we are able to automate 

completely the construction of deterministic parsers from suitable 

extended affix grammars. 

We have implemented such a parser on a computer and measured 

its performance. As expected, it eras slower than a syntax analyser 

for the same language based on a context-free parser, but the 

difference was small enough, we believe, to justify optimism in 

the possible development of our parsing method for use in practical. 

translators. 

We conclude our thesis in chapter 5 by outlining applications 

of extended affix grammars and discussing the question of notation, 

and by setting out possible lines of future research. An appendix 

contains a major example of the use of an extended affix grammar to 

define a complete programming language. 
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0.3. Terminology and Notation 

The starting point for the research reported in this thesis 
is the great volume of results, obtained in a comparatively short 
period, for formal languages in general and context-free grammars 
in particular. It is not possible explicitly to acknowledge all 
this work, only those sources which have been most immediately 

useful to our research. Most of these sources, of course, were 
themselves based on earlier work. 

Even in these well-developed fields e terminology has not yet 
become completely uniform, so we have adopted in this thesis the 

terminology used in our most useful sources. Terminology, 
definitions and results relevant to context-free grammars and 

parsing will be found in (DeRemer 69), and those relevant to formal 
languages in general will he found in (IIopcroft 69). 

The study of two--level grarm, mars is comparatively new, and 
the terminology is correspondingly diverse. As we require a 

uniform terminology for purposes of comparative evaluation, we have 

chosen the terminology used in (Koster 70), except for a few terms 

which, for reasons of clarity or brevity, we have borrowed from 

(van Wijngaarden 68) or coined ourselves. Terms connected with 

parsing in two-level grammars are, where appropriate, borrowed from 

context-free parsing terminology. 

We require on occasion a notation for specifying functionsp 

and for this purpose we use ), -expressions. A function with bound 

variables x1,... txn and body E is written as 
axl ... Ax(E) : 

where the parentheses may be omitted if the body is already 

enclosed between parentheses. 

If P is a predicate and E1 and E2 are expressions, then we 

write 
(P1E11E2) 
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to denote an expression whose value is the value of E1 if the value 

of'P is true, or the value of E2 if the value of P is false. 

We use the notation Cmt n] as an abbreviation for the set 
jkI m<_kin). 

Finally, the notation 

3x :P 

is to be read as "there exists x such that P", where P is a,., = 

predicate. Likewise, the notation 

Ox iP 

is to be read as "there does not exist x such that P"; 

3x1,..., xn :P 

is to be read as "there exist x1, ... v xn such that F"; etc. 

t 
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CHAPTER 1 

AFFIX GRAMMARS 

1.0. Introduction to Affix Grammars 

With the idea of devising a grammar system more oriented to 

parsing than van Wijngaarden grammars (Vv! Gs), Koster defined a new 

class of two-level grammars, which he called the "affix grammars". 
Many of the concepts of VWGs, which we explained in section 0.1, 

have their counterparts in affix grammars. We shall illustra-ve 

this introduction to affix grammars by the same example which wo 

used in section 0.1 to illustrate VWGs, namely the definition of 
legal "assignations" in ALGOL 68. 

In an affix grammar, a protonotion is a structured object, 

consisting of a "head" and a set of "affixes", whose number and 

domains are fixed by the head. The head characterises a set of 

protonotions which have broadly similar syntactic properties. 

Each affix of a protonotion represents sorge attribute of a phrase 

which is a terminal production of that protonotion. Thus we 

might have a head 'source' which characterises the set of right 

hand sides of ALGOL 68 assignations. Each protonotion whose head 

is 'source' might have a single affix which represents the mode of 

a particular source, for example 'real'. The structure of a 

protonotion is emphasised by writing it with the affix(es) 

enclosed in parentheses and following the head, for example 

'source(real)'. 

The domain of each affix is the cet of finite terminal 

productions of some °i affix-nonterminal", defined by a set of 
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context-free "affix-rules", which form the upper level of the 

affix grammar. (An affix-nonterminal is the same as a metanotiou 
in VWG terminology. ) Thus we might have an affix-nonterminal 

'MODE' whose terminal productions include 'real', 'reference to 

real' and 'boolean'. 

A hypernotion has the same form as a protonotiony except 
that an affix-nonterminal may stand in place of each affix: thus 

'source(MODE)' is a hypernotion. The meta-rule of our first 

example of section 0.1 might be written in an affix grammar as 

assignation(LMODE) destinatio (U-TODE) 

check-ref(LMODE, nODE) becomes-symbol 
source(I-LODE) 

where 'LMODE' has the same set of terminal productions as EMODE'. 

As in VWGs, a production rule is generated from a meta-rule 

by replacing each affix-nonterminal, throughout the meta-rule, by 

some terminal production of itself, Thus, replacing ''DIODE' by 

'reference to real' and 'MODE' by 'real', we obtain the production 

rule 

assignation(reference to real) : destination(reference to real) 
check--ref(reference to real, real) 
becomes-symbol sou. rce(real) 0 

Each affix-position in a hrpernotion may be occupied only by 

an affix-nonterminal or by an affix. As this is rather restr°t ctiveti 
the power of affix grammars is enhanced by the addition of total 

recursive functions over the affixes. In our example, 'cheek-ref' 

would invoke a predicate which checks that its first parameter 

(affix) has the prefix 'reference to' but is otherwise identical to 

its second parameter. Thus, although by replacing 'LODE' by 

'boolean' in our meta-rule we could generate the production rule 

assignation(boolean) destir_ation(boolean) 
check-ref(boolean, real) becomes-symbol 
source(real) s 

ýerivat7. O: lf Sli"-ý-3 "ýti:. =- this production rule could. not he used. it a 

predicate invoked by 'check-ref, wwould yield the result false when 
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its parameters are the affixes 'boolean' and 'real'. 

It must be emphasised that although in this example a fairly 

straightforward transliteration from a VWG meta-rule to an affix 
grammar meta-rule was possible, the nature of VWGs makes such a 
transliteration impossible in general. For example, no affix 
grammar defining ALGOL 68 would be likely to contain anything 
similar to the meta-rules 

NOTION option :; NOTION . 

which we quoted in our second example of section 0.10 

Koster also defined a subclass of affix grammars, which he 

called "well-formed affix grammars". A clear distinction is made 
between "derived" and "inherited" affixes of a protonotion. Given 

a protonotion and a phrase which is a terminal production of that 

protonotion, a derived affix of the protonotion, roughly speaking, 

represents an attribute of the phrase which is determined by the 

phrase itself, and an inherited affix an attribute determined by 

the context of the phrase. In addition various restrictions are 

placed upon the meta-rules, whose effect is to make well-formed 

affix grammars amenable to syntax-directed parsing by techniques 

which are extensions of well-known techniques already developed 

for CFGs. 

In this chapter we present a formal definition of affix 

grammars (section 1.1), a definition of well-formed affix gram-mars 
(section 1.2), and an investigation into their formal properties 
(section 1.3). This material is heavily based upon the work of 

Koster as reported in (Koster 70), but inoludes slight 

modifications to his definitions, notation and terminology, which 

we attempt to justify. (In our example in this introduction, 

however, we adhered to Koster's definition in order to simplify 
the explanation. ) Finally, in section 1.4, we comment on the 

advantages and disadvantages of affix grammars from several points 

of view. 
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1.1. Definition of an Affix Grammar 

The original definition of an affix grammar was given by 
Koster (Koster 70). For our own purposes we find it necessary to 

make certain modifications to this definition. These modifications 

are discussed later, and it is shown that they make no difference 
to the power of affix grammars. We also take the liberty of 
changing his notation in favour of-a notation which seems more 

natural. 

We define an affix prarri-iar (AG) to be an 11-tupfe 

G= (V 
i V., An, At, Q, et R, B, D S, P) 

whose elements are defined in the following paragraphs. 

Vn is a finite non-empty set of nonterminal symbols, Vt a 
finite non-empty set of terminal symbols' An a finite set of 

affix-nonterminal symbols, At a finite set of affig: -terminal 
symbols' and Qa finite set of Primitive predicate symbols. 
Vn? Vt and Q are mutually disjioint, as are An and A. t. 

e, a member of Vn, is the distinguished nonterminal. 

R is a finite set of affix-rules. Each affix-rule is of the 

form 

a al ... am9 

where ac An, m2 0, and al,... , am e AnuAt. Thus, if a is an affix- 

nonterminal, the 4-tuple Ga = (At, An, a, R) is a CFG. We denote 

by L(a) the language generated by Ga, and by L the union of all 

sets L(a) such that aeAn. Each string in L is known as an affig. 
Note that every affix is finite in length. 

B is a finite set of affix-variables (or, simply, variables), 

disjoint from At. D is a map from B into An: D(b) is the 

associated affix-nonterminal of the variable b, and L(D(b)) is the 

domain of b, that is the set of affixes which can be derived, using 
the affix-rules in R, from its associated affix-nonterminal. 
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S is the control of the AG, a set of 5-tuples 

Sx ° \äC1 Nxf 
gT ! «4 Fgý 

1 

one for each nonterminal and primitive predicate symbol x. Nx is 

the number of affix-positions of x. Tx is an Ng-tuple over [ks) 

specifying the tapes of the affix positions of x: Tx i=t 
(or S) 

s 
denotes that the i-th affix-position of x is inherited 
(respectively,, derived). c is an Nx-tuple over An specifying the 

domains of the affix-positions of x: L(otXi ) is the domain of the 
t i-th affix of x. Fx is the associated function of x, and is 

relevant only if x is a primitive predicate symbol; it is a total 

recursive function 

Fx : L(axs1) X ..... X L(«grR 
I) 

-o- {true, false } 

P is a finite set of meta-rules. Each meta-rule is of the 

form 

Z: Z1 ... Zm 

where m? O. Z is the left side, and Zl... Zm 

meta-rule. Z is of the form v(bl,. o. 'bN 
) 

each i¬tl, NvIt D(bi)=av 
, il 

that is, each of 

side is occupied by an affix-variable whose 

the right side, of this 

, where vEVn and, for 

Cix-position on the left 

associated affix- 

nonterminal specifies the domain of that affix-position. For each 
je[l, m], Zj is either a terminal or a hypernotion. A ýjypornotion 

is of the form x(fl,..., fN ), where the head xeVnUQ and,, for each 
iECl, Nx7, fi is either an affix-variable or an affix. (Thus the 

left side of each meta-rule is occupied by a hypernotion of a 

restricted form. ) 

A meta-rule is a rule for generating (CF-like) production 

rules,, which may in turn be used for deriving sentences in the AG. 

Suppose that bl, ..., bn are all the variables occurring in the 

meta-rule 

Z Z1 ... Zra I 

and that cl, ..., cn are affixes in the respective dor::. ins of these 

variables. Suppose further that, if b1 is replaced by c1, ..... ý 
and bl is replaced by n,. throughout the meta--rule, the resulting 
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rule is 

Y Y1 ... Ym 0 

Then Y4 Yl ... Ym is a production rule, and Y1... Ym is a direct 

production of Y. A protonotion is a hypernotion in which each 

affig variable has been replaced by an affix in the domain of that 

variable. Y will be a protonotion, and each Yj will be either a 
terminal or a protonotion (according as Zj was a terminal or a 
hypernotion). 

A protonotion whose head is a primitive predicate symbol q 

may or may not have a direct production - the empty string (A) 
- 

depending on the value of q's associated function when applied to 

the affixes of the protonotion. We define that q(cl,..., cN ) 47ý 

if and only if Fq(cl t ... , c, ) evaluates to true. q 

q 

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the 

distinguished nonterminal e has no affix-positions and does not 

occur in the right side of any meta-rule. 

A notion is a protonotion which has at least one direct 

production. In particular, e is a notion. A protonotion which 

is not a notion is termed a blind alley. 

A production of a notion X is either (i) a direct production 

of X, or (ii) a string of protonotions and terminals obtained by 

replacing, in a production of X, some notion Y by a direct 

production of. -Y:, A terminal. production of a notion is one which 

consists entirely of terminals. 

A sentence is a terthinal production of the distinguished 

nonterminal e. 

The language generated by the AG is the set of all sentences 

of the AG. 
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We now give some further definitions which we shall find 

useful later. All of these are generalisations of terms weil known 
from CFG theory. Consider the AG G defined above; let N denote 
the set of protonotions of G. 

If YeN, and ITc, T (NUVt)*, then o°YT oT if and only if 
Y -ý 'R. We call the relation aY'r * o-irT a direct derivation. If 
001917 ... 113nr-(NUVt)* and PO Al 4 ... ßn (where n>_O), 

write ßp An and call this a derivation from PO to ßl. 

then i.. -e 

The language generated by G can alternatively be defined by 

L(G) ={ TEVt* IeT} 

In general there is more than one derivation from e to a 

given sentence, since the'pro&onotions occurring in an intermediate 

string can be replaced in any order by direct productions. We 

choose as our canonical derivation the rig'-it derivation, in which 

the rightmost protonotion in each intermediate string is replaced 
by a direct production. Formally, crYT QrrT is e. canonic, il 

direct derivation if and only if Y-r and TEVt*. A canonical 

derivation is a derivation of which every step is a canonical 

direct derivation. A's we are interested only in canonical 

derivations, we shall henceforth use the relations 4 and only 

in this sense. 

A canonical form is a string of protonotions and terminals 

which can be canonically derived from e. 

A canonical parse (or, simply, a arse) of a canonical form 

is the reverse of the sequence of production rules applied in a 

canonical derivation from e to A. 

An AG-is unambihuous if and only if every canonical form has 

a unique canonical parse. 



Vn = (-block, declns, stmts, stmt, vbie, tag, type } 

Vt = ( var, be ihn, x, y, z, in a, boo 1, end } 

An = { TAG, MODE, LIST) 

At = (X., y, z, i, b) 

Q={ empty, declare, equal, identify, tagx, tagy, tagz, 
model, modeb } 

e= block 

R: - 
TAG x ;y; z 
MODE :i ;b 
LIST : ; LIST TAG MODE 

B={T, M, M1, L, L1} 

D={ (T, TAG), (M, MODE), (M1, MODE), (L)LIST), (I, 1, LIST) } 

S={ block, 0, -, -, -) , 
(dec In s, 1, Sy LIST, -) , 

stmts, 1 , L, LIST, -), (stmt, 1, v, LIST, -), 
vble, 2, (®, S), (LIST, MQDE), -), (tag, 1, 6, TAG, -), (type, 1,8, MODE, -), 

(empty, 1 , S, LIST, -Al ((1=1) ), 
(declare, 4, (: IST, TAG, '"ODE, L-? ST), 

Al At 'Ain ak (('p, q l='Dtq) A k=l tm) 
equal, 2 , 

(']ODE, )m n (m=n) 
identify , 3, (LIS'L', TAC, ': ODE), 

Ni At Am (ý -), q l= tmq) A (fir, s =r. ts)) , 
tagx, 1, S., TAG, At t= x) ), 
tagy, 1 S, TAG, ? tt t=y) 
tagz, 1, S, TAG, At (t=z) )t 

modei, MODE, Am (m=i) 

modeb, 1 ,8, MODE, Am (m=b) )} 

(continued) 

Figure 1.1. Ah affix grammar. 
This AG defines a language in w. -which variables 
may be dec 

_lared, at most once, to be either 
int or bool, and assignments are allowed between 
variables of the same type, 



P: - 

(p1) block var declns(L) begin stmts(L) end 
(p2) declns(L) empty(L) ; 

(P3) declns(L1) tag(T) : type(M) ; 
declare(L1, T, ML) 

(p4) stmts(L) stmt(L) 
(p5) stmts(L) k stmt(L) 

(p6) stmt(L) vble(L, M) := vble(L, M1) equal(M1, M) 

(p7) vble(L, M) : tag(T) identify(L, T, M) 

(P8) tag(T) x tagx(T) ; 

(p9) y tagy(T) ; 

(p10) z tagz(T) 

(p11) type(M) int modei(M) ; 

(p12) boot modeb("ýi) 

Figure 1.1 (concluded) 



block 

=> var declns(xiyi) begin stmts(xiyi) end 

=> var declns(xiyi) begin stmt(xl. yi) end 

=> var declns(xiyi) begin vble(xiyi, i) := vble(xiyi, i) 
equal(i, i) end 

=> var declns(xiyi) begin vble(xiyi, i) := vble(xiyi', i. ) 
end 

var dec lns (xiyi) begin vble (r y: i_, i) := tag(x) 
identify (xi ri, x, i) end 

=> var declns(xi. yi) be in vble(xiyi, i) := tag(x) end 

=> var declns(xiyi) begin vble(xiyi, i) x tagx(x) end 

=> var declns(xiyi) be, in vble(xiyi, i) x end 

_ý var declns(xiyi) begin tag(y) iden. tify(xiyi., y, i) 
x end 

=> var declns(xiyi ) begin tag(y) :=x end 

=> var declns(xiyi ) begin y tagy(y) :=x end 

=> var declns(xiyi ) heLin y :=x end 

=> var declns(xi) tag(y) _ type(s) j declare(:: i, y, i, xiyi) 
fin y :=x end 

=> var declns(xi)" tag(y) _ type(i) i begin y :=x end 

=> var declns(xi) tag(y) _ int modei(i) ; begin y :=x 
end 

=> var declns(xi) tag(y) : int ` begin y :=x end 

var declns(xi) y tagy(y) : int z begin y :=x end 

var decins(xi) y: int ; begin y :=x end 

var declns() tag(x) : type(i) declare(, x, i, xi) y 
int Z begin y :=x end 

var declns() tag(x) type(i) y: int begin y : - 
x end 

var declns() tag(x) int modei(i) y int b ß'1n 
y :=x end 

var declnsO tag(x) int int begin y .=x en 

(contirwcc ) 

Fl: if, ur'f', j. 
2. Derivat: i on of a seni-ence 1 nn ': h:: AG of fir; v. re 1.1. 



var dec lns () x tagx(x) : int jy: ins j in y :=x 
end 

_ý var dec lns Ox_ int _y int begin y: =x end 

_ý var empty() x_ int Zy: int 1 begin y :=x end 

_ý var x_ int 1y: int ; begin 
,y 

:=x end 

Figure 1.2 (concluded. ) 
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The essential difference between our definition of an AG and 
that given by Koster is our introduction of affix-variables. In 

Koster's definition the hypernotions (or "affix expressions" as he 

calls them) contain affix-nonterminals rather than affix-variables; 

production rules are generated from meta-rules by replacing each 

affix-nonterminal by an affix which can be derived from it. 

The distinction we have made is genuine - the variable is the 

object which is to be replaced, throughout a meta-rule' by a single 

affix; the affix-nonterminal defines the domain of that variable. 

VWGs, like AGs, do not make that distinction. A consequence of 
this in the ALGOL 68 syntax is the need to use metanotions (affix- 

nonterminals) like 'LMODE' and 'RI=TODE'' which have the same domain 

as 'MODE' (van Wijngaarden 68). Really the reason for not making 
this distinction was notational and expository convenience rather 
than any practical or theoretical problems, as Koster himself 

implies in the discussion following his paper (Koster 70). 

That our modification to the definition does not affect the 

power of AGs can be shown by a simple construction. Given an AG, 

unite B with Ani add to Ra new affix-rule b: a for each 

variable b with associated affix-nonterminal a, and discard B and 

D. The resulting grammar conforms to Koster's definition, and its 

language is the same as that of the original AG. 

The motivation for our modification is precisely to avoid 

such artificiality. Why this is important will not be clear at 

this stage, but will become so when we introduce extended affix 

grammars (chapter 3). 

In examples of AGs we will use certain notational conventions. 

Nonterminals, primitive predicate symbols and affix-terminals will 

usually be represented by sequences of lower-case letters and 

hyphens. Affix-nonterminals will be represent-. d by sequences of 

upper-case letters, and each affix-variable will. usually be 

represented by the same sequence as its as_sociated affix-nonterminalf 
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possibly followed by a digit. (Thus, in the example of section 1.0, 

'MODE' and 'LMODE' were not affix-nonterminals but variables. ) 

Terminals will usually be represented by single letters, digits or 
special symbols. Blanks will be used where necessary to separate 

adjacent symbols. If two or more affix-rules or meta-rules have 

identical left sides, then they may be grouped together with the 

common left side written once only and the right sides separated by 

semicolons. 

Notice that derivations of sentences in an AG are similar to 

derivations in a CFG, with notions playing a part similar to that 

of nonterminals in a CFG. The essential difference is that an AG 

may have an infinite number of notions and an infinite number of 

production rules. Nevertheless, a derivation in an AG may be 

represented by a derivation tree as in a CFG. The root of the tree 

will be labelled by ej the leaves by terminal symbols, and other 

nodes by notions. 

An example of an AG is given in figure 1.1. A derivation of 

a sentence in that AG is shown in figure 1.2, and the corresponding 

derivation tree is shoran in figure 1.3. 

1.2. Well. -formed Affix Grammars 

Our definition in section 1.1 of an AG is quite satisfactory 

from the point of view of language definition. Our interest, 

however, will'be primarily in the analysis of sentences in a 

language. This necessitates restrictions on the class of AGs 

which are of interest. 

Some auxiliary definitions will be useful. An occurrence of 

an affix-variable in an inherited affix-position on the left side, 

or in a derived affix-positio2i on the right side, of a riete-rule is 

termed a defininn occurrence of tha'v variable. An occurrence of a 

variable which is not a defining occurrence is termed an applied 
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occurrence of that variable. 

A well-formed affix grammar is one which satisfies conditions 
cl-c3 following. 

(cl) If the hypernotion x(fl,..., fN ) occurs in the right side of 
a meta-rule, then for each . 

ifEl, NxJox 

Txti=Ö implies fiEB A L(B(fi))? L(oc 
,) 

'r 
Pis 

L implies fiEB A L(D(fi))cL(x 
Pi) ) V gie L(agPi 

(c2) For each qEQ' suppose the inherited affix-positions of q are 
those numbered ill ... ' imp and the derived affix positions of q 
are those numbered d1ý ..., dn. (Thus m+n = Nq. ) Then there is 

given a*total recursive function 

F: L(a )X... X L(oc )+ L(u )X... X L( ) 
q gvll qjim gld1 CItln 

such that Fq (yil 
r"""'yiM) = (Ydi 

..., Ydn ) if and only if 

Fq(Yi '" "' +Yrd 
) 

q 
evaluates to true. 

We use the term -"associated function" to refer variously to 

Fq or to Fq. In each case the context should make clear which is 

meant. 

(c3) Each affix-variable occurring in a meta-rule has exactly one 

defining occurrence in that meta-rule. Furthermore, if this 

defining occurrence is in a hypernotion Z on the right side of the 

meta-rule, then there is no applied occurrence of that variable in 

Z or in any hypernotion to the left of Z. 

Condition cl cuts off "invisible" blind alloys. Condition c2 

demonstrates the primary purpose of the primitive predicates: they 

are functions mapping their inherited zffixes on to their derived 

affixes. 
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We can best illustrate the significance of these conditions 

With the aid of our example of section 1.0. Consider the meta-rule 

assignation(LMODE) : aestination(LMODE) check-ref(LMODE, MODE) 
becomes-symbol source(MODE) 7 

and assume that the single affix-positions of 'assignation' and. 

'destination' are derived, that the affix-positions of 'check-ref' 

are respectively inherited and derived, and that the single affix- 

position of 'source' is inherited. Then the meta-rule is well- 

formed according to condition c3. Now consider what happens during 

a left-to-right goal-oriented parse of some sentence when the goal 

is 'assignation'. Suppose a part of the sentence has been 

successfully reduced to the notion 'destination(reference to real)'; 

then the variable 'LIIODE' receives the value 'reference to real'. 

Now Fcheckref(reference to real) is evaluated, yielding the value 

'real'; this implies that check-ref(reference to real, real) -* 71. 

Thus 'MODE' receives the value 'real'. Suppose now 'becomes- 

symbol' is scanned. Then, since the affix of 'source' is inherited, 

this affix becomes part of the new sub-goal, which is therefore 

'source(real)'. When this sub-goal has been attained, the goal has 

also been attained. The affix of 'assignation', being derived is 

now made to be the value of 'LIDTODE', namely 'reference to real'. 

This completes the re-construction of the production rule applied 

at this stage of the parse. 

Our example illustrates the fact that a defining occurrence 

of a variable is a position in which it receives a value, and an 

applied occurrence of a variable is a position in which its value 

is used. Condition c3 ensures that each variable has a value when 

required, and that no variable ever receives more than one value 

(which would be contrary to the generation rules for production 

rules). 

Our example also brings out the distinction between inherited 

and derived affixes. In the case of a primitive predicate, they 

respectively the input and output parame cris of its associated 

function. In the case of a no:: terminal notion, its inherited 

those which are known before commencing a left-to--right 
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scan of a terminal production of that notion (and are passed down 

the parse tree); and its derived affixes are those which are known 

only after that scan (and are passed up the parse tree). 

The purpose of condition cl is to ensure that during a parse 
no variable ever receives an affix which is outside its domain. 

This might result in a parse using `production rules" which cannot 
legally be generated from the meta-rules of the AG, or the errant 

affix might end up as an input parameter of a function and cause a 

malfunction by being outside the domain of that parameter. 

Koster (Koster 70) gives five conditions for well-formedness 

of an AG. The conditions we have given are equivalent to his 

second, third and fourth conditions. His fifth condition excludes 

left recursion, and was motivated solely by his own choice of 

parsing algorithm (top-down). His first condition prohibits a 

variable from occurring more than once on the left side of' a meta- 

rule, and was designed to permit a simple transcription of the 

meta-rules to form the parser body. We do not include such 

conditions because we wish, in defining a class of AGs which are 

potentially suitable for parsing, to avoid reference to any 

particular parsing technique. 

Observe that it is not possible, in general, to determine 

whether condition cl holds for a given AG. This follows from the 

fact that it is undecidable whether the language generated by one 

CFG is a subset of the language generated by another CFG (IIopcroft 

69, corollary 14.1). This leads us to state the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.1. It is undecidable whether an arbitrary affix grammar 

is well-formed. 

As Koster points out, this negative result is not likely to 

be of much significance in practice. It is to be expected that any 

`=ý-' '"G will be written in such a may that well-formedness may 
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be determined by inspection. 

The AG of figure 1.1 is well-formed. 

1.3. Formal Pao erties of Affix Grammars 

In this section we demonstrate some theoretical results 

intended to give some insight into the power of AGs as a means of 
defining languages. 

Theorem 1.2. For every Turing machine T there exists an affix 

grammar which generates the language recognised by T. 

Proof. We use the Turing machine formalism adopted in (Hopcroft 

69), except that we represent a machine configuration by a 

triple (q, a, ß), in which q is the state of the machine, 

a is the string of symbols on the tape to the left of the 

tape head, and ß is the string of symbols on the non-blank 

portion of the tape under and to the right of the tape head. 

We construct an AG G which simulates the action of T. Each 

machine configuration (q, a, ß) will be represented by the 

protonotion q(a, ß). A change in configuration will be 

represented by a derivation which simply replaces one 

(proto)notion by another. 

The affix-terminals of G are the tape symbols of T. The 

affix-nonterminals are 'SYMBOL', whose terminal productions 

are the tape symbols, and 'LEF'T' and 'RIGHT', whose 

terminal productions are the strings of tape symbols. 

The terminals of G are the input symbols of T. The control 

of G contains one element 

(q, 2, (L, 1. ), (LEFT, RIGT; T), -) 

each possible state q of `h, plus the following: - 
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(finit, 1, L, RIGHT, -), 
(attachieft, 3, (1,, i., ä), (LEFT, SYMBOL, LE'T), 

'Ax is ýky (xs=y) ) 

(attachright, 3, (L, t, 8), (RIGHT, SY1BOL, RIGHT), 
'Xx as Ay (sx=y) )t 

(detachieft, 3, (L, 8,8), (LFFT, SYMBOL, LEFT), 
'Ax As ly (x=ys) 

(detachright, 3, (RIGHT, SYA BoL, RIG 1T) , 
Ax 'As Ay (x=sy) ) 

(equal, 2, (L, l) , 
(SYDiBOL, SY1,1}30L) , 

is )t (s=t) 

(blank, 1, L, RIGHT, Ax (x=A) ) 

We use as &. ffix-variables 'SYMBOL', ' bYMBOL1' (associated 

with the affix-nontexminal 'SYMBOL'), 'LET', 'LEFT1' 
(associated with 'LEFT'), 'RIGHT', 'RIGHTl', 'RIGHT2', 

'RIGFIT3' (associated with 'RIGHT'). 

The rules of T are transcribed into meta-rules as follows. 

T-rule S(qi, si) = (qf, sf, R) 
Meta-rule gi(LEFTvRIGFT) : detachright(RIGHT, SYIBOL, RIG11Tl) 

equal(SYMBOL, si) attachleft(LEFT, sf, LEFT1) 
gf(LEFT19RIGHT1) 

Effect ....... si s ...... ...... c-f s1...... 
fT 

T-rule 6(qi I B) (qf, Sf I R) 

Meta-rule gi(LEFT, RIGHT) : blank(RIGIfI) attachleft(LEFT , sf 9LEUT1) 
gf(LEFT11RIGIT) 

Effect ...... blanks ... h ...... sf blank .. 
TT 

T-rule S(qi, si) = (qf, sf, L) 

Meta-rule gi(LE, FT, RIGHT) : detachright(RIGHT , SYMBOL , RIGFi1'1) 

equal (SYI. I3cL, si) attachright(RIGHT7., sf, RIGIT2) 
detachleft(LEFT, SYD' 3GL1, LEFT1) 
attachright(RIGHT2, SYIIBOL1, RIGHT3) 
gf(LEFT11RIGHT3) 

Effect ...... s si .....: 1 ...... Is Isf ...... 
TT 
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T-rule S(gil B) = (qf, sf, L) 

Meta-rule gi(LEFT, RIGF'T) : blank(RIGHT) atta. chright(RIGHT , sf, 
RIGHT 1) detachlefi; (L IpP,: ýYbýI30L, LýiVi'1) 

attachright(RIGHT1, SYMBOL, RIGHT2) 
q f(LEFTI, RIGF? T2) 

Effect .... s blanks .. 1- .... s Isf blanks 

In addition there is the following meta-rule: 

e: init(A) , 

plus one meta-rule for each input symbol s: 

init(RIGRT) : attachright(RIGHT, s, RIGHT1) init(RIGHTl) s 

plus one meta-rule for each final state q of T: 

q(LEFT, RIGHT) :A, 

plus the following meta-rule, where q0 is the initial state 

of T: 

finit (RIGHT) : q0 (i1, RIGIIT ) 

We prove that a change of machine configuration corresponds 

to a replacement of one protonotion by another, as stated. 

Consider the first of the four cases of transcription. Let 

a, ß, y, i be arbitrary strings of tape symbols, and let s 

be an arbitrary tape symbol. Substituting cc for LEFT, 

A for LEFTl, V for RIGR'T, t, for RIGHT1 and s for SYMBOL in 

the meta-rule 

q, (LP'I, RIGHT) : detachright(RIGHTT, SYMBOL, RIGHT 1) 
1� equal (SYMBOL 

, si) attachleft(LEFT, sf, LEPT1) 

gf(LLFT1, RIGA1i1) 7 

we obtain the production rule 

q (a, y) 4 detachright(y, s, 7) equal(s, s ) attachleft(cx, ei, 
1 ß) of( , 1) 1 

Now, detachright(y, s, i) -ý a if and only if sn ; 

equal(s, si) -ý if and only if s = Si 

and attachleft(oCC, s f, A) 4 if and only if as f =A" 

) (q 
,s ,s , R) , Thus, if S(g then q (c s , Y) is ý, n. -"oduci i On 

. f f i f f 
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of gi(oc, sirl) ; moreover the sequence of direct productions 

comprising this production includes- only one replacement of 

a nonterminal notion. Exhaustive testing shows that "only 

if" applies here as well as "if". But, by definition of T, 
(gi, a, si71) h (gf, asf, 'q) if and only if S(gi, si) L (qf, s f, R). 
Similar arguments apply in the other three cases of 
transcription. Thus, in general, g2(c(2, k) is a production: 
of g1(or1, p1) involving exactly one replacement of a 
nonterminal notion if and only if (q1, «1, ß1) --(q2,02, ß2), 

It follows by induction that g1 (c1 
, ß1) =>* q2(«29ß2) if and 

only if (gl, dl, ßl) .* (q2,2, ß2)" In particular, 

q0(%ºT) q(a, ß) if and only if (q07 ýýT) ý-* (qý"': ý)" 

It can further be shown that, for any string T of input 

symbols, e* init(A) init(T)T 4 q0(ß,, T)T. Also q(a, ß) 

if and only if q is a final state of T. Thus e rý** g0(A, T)T 

q(a, ß)T I if and only if q is a final state of T and 
(gG, 1, 'r) F-* (q, o(, ß). That is, T is a sentence of G if and 

only if T accepts T. 

Corollary 1.3. Every recursively enumerable set can be generated 
by an affix grammar. 

Note that the AG which simulates the Turing machine is well- 

formed according to our definition (but not according to Koster's 

definition). The foregoing results are more of theoretical than 

of practical interest, however, as we are primarily interested in 

those AGs from which parsers can be constructed. since the 

recognition problem is solvable only for recursive sets (Eopcroft 

it follows that every AG of interest to us generates a recursive 

set. 
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1.4. Some Comments on Affix Grammars 

The primary advantage of AGs is their suitability for syntax- 

directed parsing. This is a consequence of their being an 

extension of CFGs, which have been extensively studied and for 

which parsing techniques have been developed to a high degree of 

refinement. Koster's extension was designed to allow many of these 

techniques, suitably generalised, to be applied to AGs as well. 
This possibility has been demonstrated by Koster himself, who 

describes a top-down parsing method (Koster 70), and also by Crowe, 

who gives a bottom-up method (Crowe 72). In chapter 2 we shall 

provide a further demonstration by describing a third technique. 

The power of AGs depends very largely on the functions 

associated with its primitive predicate symbols. The definition of 

an AG in fact permits functions of arbitrary complexity to be 

included. Indeed there is nothing to exclude an AG which has a 

meta-rule 

e: string(STR) acceptable(STR) p 

and in which the whole recognition problem is solved by one 

"primitive" predicate function. ' Fiore seriously, it is noteworthy 

that in the AG which simulates a Turing machine (theorem 1.2), all 

the functions were simple to the point of triviality. So also were 

most of the functions in our example AG of figure 1.1. This 

strongly suggests that AGs may contain power in excess of that 

which is strictly necessary to define languages. In practice this 

can be an advantage, facilitating the determination of complex 

relationships among affixes. 

There is no defined mechanism for specifying the primitive 

predicate functions. The simple functions occurring in our 

examples we have defined in )-notation. In a practical AGB 

intended to specify the action of a parser, the functions might 

well be expressed in a suitable programming language. Thi: 

flexibility is valuable in practice, although it does require 

a constructor for AGs must be used in conjunction with a compiler. 
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It is noteworthy that, although affixes are formally defined 

as strings of symbols, their nature has no real. relevance to the 

essential structure of AGs. In fact the only role of the affix- 

terminals, -nonterminals and -rules is to define the domains of 

the affix-variables and of the affix-positions. Even this 

information is of limited usefulness, from a formal point of view, 

since by theorem 1.1 it cannot be used automatically to check that 

an AG is well-formed. There is no reason why affixes should not be 

allowed to be objects of any desired type. Koster himself gives an 

example in which some affixes are integers or arrays (Koster 70). 

This flexibility again is valuable in practice, but it doer, suggeý. t 

a degree of over-definition of AGs. The affix-terminals, 

-nonterminals and -rules could well be dispensed with, and the 

domains of affix-variables and of affix-positions could then be 

arbitrary sets. The absence of a defined mechanism for specifying 

these domains would have the same advantages and disadvantages as 

the lack of a defined mechanism for specifying the primitive 

predicate functions, since these functions are closely tied to the 

nature of the affixes anyiray, 

As we have already seen, an AG tends to contain many 

primitive predicates, often rather trivial, and its meta-rules tend 

to become rather cluttered with them. As a result, AGs tend to be 

tedious to write, and subsequently difficult to read. From the 

point of view of providing a language definition method suitable 

for human readers, this is perhaps the most serious disadvantage 

of AGs. 

In an attempt to remedy some of the drawbacks discussed here, 

to make the grammars easier to write and to read., without 

sacrificing the applicability of syntax-directed parsing tr, ohniques, 

we propose in chapter 3a modified form of tiro-level gr3mmm?. r, based 

however on AGs. But first we turn our attention in chapter 2 to 

the parsing problem for AGs. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LEFT-TO-RIGHT PARSERS FOR WELL=-FORAZED AFFIX GRAM ARS 

2.1. LR(k) Parsing for Context-Free Grammars 

Knuth (Knuth 65) defined an LR(k) grammar (where k? O) to be a 
CFG satisfying the condition that, for each (right) canonical form 

OvT, the first production rule N+v of the canonical parse of OVT 

can be determined uniquely from ¢v and the first k symbols of 
Thus for an LR(k) grammar there is a parser which, starting with a 

sentence, repeatedly determines from the current canonical form OvT 

the relevant production rule N+V and replaces V by N (this is 

called a reduction) to obtain a new canonical form ONT; the parse 

is complete when the new form is S, the distinguished nonterminal 

of the grammar. Since a right canonical derivation is a right-to- 

left process, and. a parse is the reverse of a derivation, this 

parser will scan the sentence from left to right, except for look- 

aheads of up to k symbols. In fact, as Knuth pointed out, the 

LR(k) grammars are the largest class of CFGs whose sentences can be 

parsed deterministically from left to right. Also, every L. R(k) 

grammar is unambiguous. 

DeRemer (DeRemer 69) showed how to construct efficient 

parsers from LR(k) grammars. As his work forms the basis of much 

of the material in this chapter, we summarise his main results here. 

Consider the CFG G= (VTR VNI S? P).. We assume that the 

distinguished nonterminal S does not occur on the right side of any 

production rule in P. We also assume an arbitrary numbering of the 

production rules. 
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Suppose qSvT is a canonical form which has a canonical 
derivation S* ONT 4 ývT, and suppose N4v is the p-th 

production rule in P. Let #p be a special symbol, not in VNUVT, 

uniquely associated with this production rule. Then OV#p is a 

characteristic string of QSvT. Knuth's definition can thus be 

re-stated: G is LR k if and only if every canonical form AT of G, 

except S, has a unique characteristic string ßfp which can be 

determined by investigating only ß and the first k symbols of T. 

DeRemer proved that the set of characteristic strings of G is 

the regular language generated by the grammar GC = (VT, VII Sit P°), 

where 

VI = VTUVNU{#o' ##1' ... 
} 

VN ={ N' N¬VN } 

P' = (N , -ý v#p IN 
-ý v is the p-th production rule in P) 

U{ N' 4 vM' IN4 vMft is in P, and MEVN } 

GC is called the characteristic fa-ammar of G. The characteristic 

finite-state machine (C STS: ) of G is the reduced deterministic 

finite-state machine which accepts the sentences of GC, i. e. the 

characteristic strings of G. The CFSM can be constructed from Ge 
J 

(Hoporoft 69); DeRemer also gives a method of constructing the 

CFSM directly from G (DeRemer 71). 

The CFSM contains transitions under terminals, nonterminals 

and #-symbols. A read state is a state of the CFSM out of which 

there are only terminal- and nonterminal-transitions; a reduce 

state is one out of which there is exactly one #-transition and no 

terminal transitions; an inadecruate state is one which is neither 

a read state nor a reduce state. DeRemer proved that a CFG is 

Lß(0) if and only if its CFSM contains no inadequate states. 
(Actually, his definition in (DeRemer 69) of reduce states 

precluded any nonterminal transitions out of them, and his proof of 

the above result assumed the latter definition. In (DeRemer 71) he 

modified the definition to allow one nonterrinal transition out of 

a reduce state. In fact f any, number of such transition, -3 may be 

allowed without affecting the result. ) 
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DeRemer then showed that the sentences of an LR(O) grammar G 

can be parsed by the following algorithm based on G's CFSN. This 

algorithm, which is called the LR(0) parsing algorithm, uses a 

stack on which are stored the names of states of the CFSM. 

Step 1. Start the CFSM in its initial state, and initialise the 

stack to be empty. Be prepared 'o start reading the input 

string from its first symbol. 

Step 2. Stack the name of the current state. If the current state 

is a read state, go to step 3. if the current state is a 

reduce state, consider the #-transition out of this state, 

and go to step 4. 

Step 3, (Read state). Read the next terminal from the input string. 

If there is a transition out of the current state under 

that terminal, then change to the state at the end of that 

transition, and go to step 2. Otherwise, the input string 

is not a sentence of G. 

Step 4 (Reduce state). Let N4v be the production rule 

associated with the f-symbol on the considered transition, 

and let n be the number of symbols in v. Pop n state 

names from the stack. If N=S, the parse has been success- 

fully completed. Otherwise, there will be a transition 

under N out of the state whose name is now at the top of 

the stack. Change to the state at the end of that 

transition and go to step 2. 

Figure 2.1 gives an example of an L. R(0) grammar together 

with its CFSM and a history of the LR(0) parser when applied to a 

sentence of the grammar. 

In a CFSM all transitions into a given state are under the 

same (terminal or nonterminal) symbol (DeRemer 71)v This each 

state on the stack, with the exception of the initial state, 
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uniquely identifies the symbol which caused that state to be 

accessed. Thus the contents of the stack are a representation of 

the prefix of the current canonical form which has already been 

scanned. 

Inadequate states, which are likely to appear in the CFSMs of 

most grammars of interest, cannot be handled by the LR(o) parsing 

algorithm because in such a state there is a choice between 

reading a new terminal and making a reduction, and/or a choice 

among several reductions. In many cases this local non-determinism 

can be resolved by a look-ahead in the input string. In the 

following we assume that P contains production rules of the form 

S- cr-fk , where -ieVT, and neither S nor -1 occurs in any other 

production rule. 

With each terminal- and #-transition out of an inadequate 

state q is associated a 

under a terminal t this 

LASk(q, t) _{ tA6VTk 

and for a transition uni 

LASk(gr#p) _{ AEVTk 

k- 

i. s 

Is 

ier 

IS 

symbol look-ahead set: for a transition 

** otý'r, and 0 accesses q in the CFSI1 }; 

a #-symbol this is 

* GNAT Ov Yr, and ,v acce. ses q in the 
CFSA2, and N -+º v is production rule p) . 

DeRemer defined a grammar to be LALK k if and only if, for every 

inadequate state in its CFSM, the k-symbol look-ahead sets 

associated with the terminal- and #-transitions out of that state 

are mutually disjoint; each such state is called a look-ahead 

state. 

We do not know of any algorithm for computing these look ahead 

sets exactly9 but DeRemer has shown (DeRemer 69) how to compute 

approximations to these sets. DeRemeros method computes what he 

calls simple look-ahead sets, each of which subsumes the 

corresponding (exact) look-ahead set. If in every inadequate state 

the simple k-symbol look-ahead sets are mutually disjoint, the 

grammar is called simple LR(k) (k]). 
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The LR(O) parsing algorithm can be made into an LALR k 

parsd rg algorithm by allowing it to look ahead k symbols. Step 2 

is modified by the addition of the sentence "If the current state 

is a look-ahead state, go to step 5. ". A new step is added: 

Step 5. Examine the next k terminals of the input string, but do 

not read them. If this string is not in any of the 

k-symbol look-ahead sets associa-1ed with transitions out of 
the current state, then the input string is not a sentence 

of G. Otherwise, the string must be in exactly one of the 

look-ahead sets. If the transition associated with this 

set is a terminal-transition, then read a terminal from the 

input string (which will always match the terminal on the 

transition), change to the state at the end of the 

transition, and go to step 2. If the transition is a 

-transition, then consider this -transition and go to step 
4. 

An important point made by DeRemer is that in general some 

inadequate states are "more" inadequate than others. A state may 

be considered to be k-look-ahead if k is the smallest integer for 

which the k-symbol look-ahead sets associated with transitions out 

of that particular state are mutually disjoint. (Reduce states may 

be considered to be 0-look-ahead from this point of view. ) The 

grammar is then LALR(k) if the "most" inadequate state of its CFSM 

is k-look-ahead. The LALR(k) parsing algorithm can easily be 

generalised to take advantage of this by shortening look-aheads 

wherever possible. 

Figure 2.2 shows an LALR(1) grammar and its CFSN with the 

1-symbol look-ahead sets associated with transitions out of its 

inadequate states. 

The treatment of general LR(k) grammars is an order more 

complex. The C ST of an LR(k) grammar which is not LJILR(k) will 

contain inadequate states for which the k-symbol look-ahead : Jets 

are not mutually disjoint. Intuitively, the reason for this is 
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that each state of the CFSM represents an equivalence class of 
possible left contexts and as such may not convey to the parser 

enough information about the left context to enable a parsing 
decision to be made (even with look-ahead). DeRe-: ier showed how 

states of the CFSM can be "split" (where necessary), thus 

partitioning the equivalence classes, to convey more detailed 

information about the left context, in such a way that every 

inadequate state of the resulting LRkCFSM2 is at worst k-look-ahead 

if the grammar is LR(k). The LR k parsing al orithm uses the 

LRkCFSI1 but is otherwise identical to the LALR(k) parsing algorithm. 

Figure 2.3 gives an example of an ß, R(1) grammar, which is 

not LALR(k) for any k, its CFSM with associated 1-symbol loot--ahead 

sets, and its LRICFSM with associated 1-symbol look-ahead sets. 

In practice, very many grammars of interest are LALR(1). For 

example, DeRemer showed that the LALR(l) grammars include the weak 

precedence grammars, which in turn include the simple precedence 

grammars. Practical grammars which are LALR(k) but no'c LALR(l) are 
likely to have CFSMs with only a small proportion of states which 

are "worse" than 1-look-ahead. (In the case of programming 

languages, this is linked to the practical necessity of pror ams 

being intelligible to humans, reading from left to right, as well 

as to machines. ) Equally, practical grammars which are LR(k) but 

not LALR(k) are likely to have CFSMs in which only a few states 

require to be split. 

These observations are of the greatest practical importance. 

The complexity of the computation of the k-symbol look-ahead sets 

increases rapidly with k. State-splitting is also computationally 

complex. DeRemer's approach allows these computations to be 

performed only when strictly necessary, and the resulting parsers 

are economic in terms of both size and speed. 

An important advantage of LR(k) parsing in general is early 

detection of errors. An error is discovered immediately the 

offending terminal is read; or perhaps even earlier, if a look- 

ahead fails. 



S --> aA (#ý) S -ý bB (#3) 

A -ý cA (#i) B --i cB (#4) 

A -ý d (#2) B-d (#5) 

Figure 2.1 (a)_ The production rules of an LR (P? ) grammar, 
with associated #-symbols. 

ýq 

2 

-4 

L 
-S. 

Figure 2.1(b) The CFSM of the above grammar. 

(All #-transitions go to a unique state. 
This state is n, Dt shy ri, for the sake c 
clarity, and also because it plugs no' cart 
in the parser. ) 



State Stack Remaining Reduction 
input string 

0 acd 

1 0 cd 

4 01 d 

5 U14 
2A -> d 

1A -> cA 
3 U1 

US -> aA 

Figure 2.1(c) History of the above grammar's LR(O) 
parser when applied to the string 'acdT. 



S 

E -ý E-T (#1 ) 

TTP (#3) 

P -ý i (#5) 

P -ý (E) (#6) 

Figure 2.2 (a) Production rules of an LALR(1) grammar, 
with associ,, ted #-syrrmbols. 

5 

zure 2.2 (b) CFSI4 of the above i th 1- syrabo l FA 
look-ahead sets assoc. { ted ,., rith tr-,. nsition 
out of inadequate states (2 and 10). 



State Stack Remaining Look-ahead Reduction 
input string string 

0 

4 
5 P -> i 

3 
4 T -> P 

2 

8 02 i -i. 
4 0J 2 8 

5 P -> i 
11 U2 8 -1. 3 T --> 'T, ̀ P 

2 U -1 
-2 E -> T 

1 U -1. 

7 01 i. 

4 01 7 
5 P -> i 

3 01 7 4 T -> P 
10 U1 7 

E -> E-T 
1 U . 

6 U1 
U S --> E. 

teure 2.2 History of the above grammar's LALR(1) 

parser when applied to the string 
i*i-i. 



S -ý aAd. (# )A -> eA (#4) 

S -; aBc. (#ý) A-e (#5) 

SbAc. (#G) B -> eB 46) 

S -ý bBd. (#3) B-> e (#7) 

Figure 2.3 (a) Production rules of an LR (i) grammar, 
with associated #-symbols. 

A #0 

#1 

ý yl[ 

4 

I 

( 
L' 

} (ý- Cs'`ý of the a , lý' rr -. ">4m`*+, - r -i t1 
-s" . 

D! 
1 

ahead sets. Note that state 5 is rz.: t 1 lc r{- 
ahead; in fact it is not ?: -1oc1 -ahead fTr 
k. 

B- d1 1ý 
#a 



" 14 
#o 

15 
#' 

I 

I 
ýI 

I 

.J 

9 

7 

#2 

i 

,ý- °c t3a 

Figure 2.3 (c) i FS`4i of the above grammar, i.! ith i -symbol 5. look-ahead sets, after splitting Of state 
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In conclusion, LR(k) parsing is more general than any other 
deterministic CF parsing technique, has good error detection 

capability, and in practice is competitive in terms of size and 

speed. These features make the LR(k) parsing technique a good 
basis for extension to the parsing of languages defined by affix 

grammars. 

2.2. Canonical Forms of an Affix Grammar 

Before proceeding to the parsing problem for AGs, we : introduce 

some notational conventions which will facilitate our arguments. 

Firstly, observing that the order of the affix-positions of each 

nonterminal or primitive predicate symbol has no bearing on the 

language generated by the AG nor on its "structure", we can assume 

without loss of generality that all the inherited affix-positions of 

each nonterminal or primitive predicate symbol must preceed all its 

derived affix-positions. Secondly, we consider an affix to be an 

atomic object, so that we can write fg to denote a sequences of to 

affixes, f and g, and not the concatenation of two strings of affix- 

terminals. We emphasise, ho: wrever, that these are merely notational 

conveniences and do not apply outside this chapter. 

Following these conventions, we shall write a hypernotion in 

the form x(9; K), where 9E(BUL)* is a sequence of the affixes and 

affix-variables occupying the inherited affix-positions of the 

hypernotion, and KE(BUL)* is a similar sequence for the derived affix- 

positions. Note that eithe: i' 0 or K or both may be the empty sequence 

(A). In particular, the notion e is written as e(X;? %). 

We shall apply a similar convention to the parameters of the 

functions associated with-each primitive predicate symbol q: we 

write q(o ;) -º or IF'q(ot, ß) or Fq(oi)=( (all of which are equiv_. 1ent) o 

where a, ýEýe 
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Consider the well-formed AG 

G= Un, Vt r An, At, Q, elR, BtD, S, P) " 

Recall that L is the set of affixes of G. Let N be the set of 
protonotions of G; in our new notation, 

Nc( x(oc; ß) I x¬VnUQ A o', peL* ) 

Consider a canonical derivation in G: - 

e(2 ; 'a) 
'Ti 

:* 'Ti 1(a1'ß1) prT 

TrT`r1 72 7'2 (a2' ß2 )21 

(applying a production rule 
e(7º; ^A) + 1Tj xl(o1; ßl) 'Rl ) 

(assuming that 'rrl **- Ti) 

(applying 

xl(al; Pl) 4 TT2 x2(oc2; ß2) 1r2 ) 

TTl 72 x2 ý2 iß2 `r2 `r1 (assuming that IT' 4* °T2 

* 7r1 ... `ri'm xm(o(m; A. ) Tn ... T1 

4-T71 ... m IT m ... T1 (applying xm(orrý; ) 
-ý 7f 

In this, 1T, '1",,..., , Tfi,...,? Tm¬(NUVt)*; '1'l,..., TEVt*; 

xl,..., xx_lEVn; xmEVnUQ; and ocl, t.., oc , 
ßl, 

""", 
ßmEL*. At the last 

step of the derivation, if xm¬Q, then IT=)ý and FXM (am, ßm)=true. 

This canonical derivation was quite general. This leads to 

the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1. Every canonical form of the affix grammar G is of the 

form 

= 7Y1 """ TT ITT 
m 

where (i) ? 71 lo-997T 17TE 
(NUVt) * and TEVt# q 

(ii) for each iE[l, m ], xi-1(« i-lýßi-1) 11i xi(«i; Ai) ii is 

a production rule for some ItIE(NUVt)*; 
(iii) x0=e and a0=ß0=^A; 

and (iv) xm(ccm; ßm) -4 7r is a production rule. 

Proof. We prove the theorem by induction oýi of step in 

the canonical derivation. The theorem is true for a 
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derivation of one step, since such a derivation must be of 
the form e(; k; \) Q, where e(k; A) 4T is a production 
rule. 

Suppose e(k; )) +* 0 is a derivation of n steps. Consider 
the (n+l)-th step. Suppose further that the rightmost 
protonotion in 0 occurs in 7Tk (where 1<kSm), i. e. that 

ITk+l +"" 97TmMEVt* but TrkkVt*. Let iTk= TV x' (a' ; ß') gis, where 
lt'E(NUVt)*, VEVt*, and x'(a'; ß')EN. Then the (n+l)-th step 

of the canonical derivation is 

0=7T1... 'k-1 lI x' (a' ;ß')y'Tr. o. 1'rm TT T 

4 71 ... ? rk-1 'TT' T' 'V lTk+l ... 1Tm Ir T 
(applying x'('; ') -D 7j") 

= 0t 0 
01 has the same form as 0, with Ttk replaced by I '' , IT by TV" , 
T by Y 'R'k+l "*"m IT 9, and m by k. 

Similar logic applies in the case TVVt . Thus the theorem is 

proved. 

2.3. Auxiliary Grammar of a Well-Formed Affix Grammar 

In section 2.2 we viewed an AG primarily as a generative 

system, that is a system for deriving sentences. No clear 

distinction was made between inherited and derived affixes. In this 

and subsequent sections, we approach the problem of Zarsing sentences 

in the AG. 

Condition c3 in the definition of a well-formed AG (section 1.2) 

implies that, during a left-to-right scan of a sentence, the inherited 

affixes of a notion are known before, and its derived affixes only 

after, scanning the substring of the sentence which is the terminal 

production of that notion. Out left-to-right parser -vil1 therefore 

adopt the following strategy: before scanning the substjIngf the 

notion's inherited affixes are stored att JL--he top of a special affj: r 
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stack; after scanning the substring, the notion's derived affixes 

are determined and placed in the affix stack immediately above its 

inherited affixes (replacing any affixes placed there during the 

parsing of the substring). Since the meta-rules of the AG do not 

reflect this essential distinction between the treatments of 

inherited and derived affixes, we must construct from the AG 'a new 

grammar which is "loosely equivalent" to the AG and which will 
define the action of our left-to-right parser. 

Consider the well-formed AG 

G= (Vnt Vtr An, At, Qp e' Rl Bq D4 S9 P) 

We define an auxiliary grammar of G to be a 12-tupfe 

GA - (Qnt Vtw Ant At, Q, I, e, R, B, Dv Sr PA) t 

where I is a new set of symbols, which we call copy-s, bo1s, and Pd 

is a new set of meta--rules, constructed from the meta-rules of P as 

described in the following paragraph. I is disjoint from VnuVtUQ. 

For each meta-rule in P 

x(O; K) : To x1(01; K1) Tl .... xn(en; Kn) ern 

where XEVn, xl,..., xnEVnUQ, T0,71 ..., T11EVt#, ®, IcEB*, and 

01,..., 6n, Kl,..., 1 E(BuL)*, PA will contain the meta-rule 

(8x 
K 

ýOtlxlT1.0.6nxn'rn) ) 
BIKl ... enKn 

in which L1, -, -n are copy-symbols, aiýe distinct from one another, 

and occur only in this meta-rule. In the special case ei=-Al 

however, we replace Li by a. In addition to this meta-rule, we 

add to PA a completely new meta-rule for each i¬[l, n] such that 

eiý\: - 

ti .a 861 K1... 91 1 Ki-lei) 
(©01 

K1... ei-lf`i-1 

t 

For example, the AG meta-rule 

v(A; B D) x(7; D) t w(A; B E) 
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would be transformed into the auxiliary grammar meta-rules 

v ) t t. w x 
A B D A DAGE 

(A 
D A) 

(AD) 

From our transformations we can make the following 

observations about the meta-rules in PA . 

(1) Every meta-r-. le in PA is of the form 

s 

where sEVnUI, PE(VtUVnUQUI)*, and. e, c E(BUL) . Moreover, 

every affix-variable which occurs in OK occurs also in O. This is 

a consequence of condition c3 in the definition of a well-, formed 

AG. We call s the left-side head of this meta-rule. 

(2) For each symbol i in I, PA contains exactly one meta-rule 

whose left-side head is l.. Meta-rules of this form we call 

copy-meta-rules. 

We call PE(VtUVnIQUI)* the head stringy, and PqE(BUL) * the 

tail string, of the pair 
(h). 

We define production rules in GA analogously to production 

rules in G (see section 1.1). That is, if the result of replacing 

each variable by an affix in its domain, throughout the meta-rule 

(K) 
' 

('0'7) 

is («p) (P then («ß) a (f) is a production rule of 

Ors if q is a primitive predicatesymbol, then (äff, a 
(d is a 

production rule of GA if and only if F((u, ß)=true. 

) 

We can make the following observations about the pro6, ontinn 

rules of GA. 
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(3) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the production 

rules of G and those production rules of GA whose left-side-heads 

are in VnUQ- 

(4) Every production rule in GA is of the form («ß) 
- 

(ä 1 

where s¬VnUQuI, pc(VtuVnUQuI)*, and a, 13, jt, cL*. 
1 F1 

(5) If (otß) 
-' 

(4w), where vEVnj LEI, xEVnUQs P, TE(VtUVnUQuI)*, 

and and where ý and ý are respectively the 

inherited and derived affixes of xj then also (0( 
tl + 

(mµ1. 

Production rules of the latter form we call r-rules. 
` 1 

We define derivations in GA to be right derivations. If 

seVnUQUI, QW'6(VtUVnuQUI)*, TEVt*, and (x, ß, p, vEL*, then 

väß) > (a. PT) if and only if (äßl 
a (). This is a direct 

derivation in GA. If (PO) i, (Pl1 14 
... 

(Pnl 
p where n? 0 then 

0# This is 
O-1Llal Pn1 

PO) 4 (Pcn1 
. Thi ia derivation in GA. 

JAO 

The language generated by GA is 

J(GA) _{ TEVt* I ýýºi 4* (ý`1 

An auxiliary grammar of the AG of figure 1.1 is shown in 

figure 2.4. ß and a derivation of a sentence in this auxiliary 

grammar is shown in figure 2.5 (compare figure 1.2). 

We now prove, in stages, that CA is "loosely equivalent" to 

G, that is, G and CA generate the same language, and each derivation 

in G of a sentence is somehow closely related to the derivation in 

GA of the same sentence. 

Lemma 2.2. To every canonical form 0 of an affix grammar G there 

corresponds exactly one sentential form 4A in its auxiliary grammar 

GA such that the sequence of production rules applied in a 

canonical derivation cf 0 corresponds to the sequence of production 

rules applied in the derivation of OA; except possibly for 

intervening applications of copy-rules in the latter derivation. 

. 
Moreover, if 
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PA' 

(pi ) f block) va. r dec ln., begin ý, 1 s tm s end 
L L 

) 

(p2) decinsý 
: 

(empty) 
L 

. L 

(p3) (declns) (declns tag : type i t, 2 declare) 
L L1 T M L1 TNL 

(p4) (stmt sý (i3 stmt) 
L 

(p5) L4 stmts I C .5 stmt 
LL L 

(p6) stmt t6 vble := E7 vble i. equal ) 
L I, LM L M1 M1 M 

(p7) (vblel (tag L9 identify 
LMJ LTLT M 

(p8) (tag (x tagx) ) 
`T `TJ; 

(p`-') (y tagt') 
T 

(p10) (z tagz) 

(p11) type) C 
(mt mode i) 

(p12) (bom: deb ) 

(p13) 1 (L ) ( 1 

L L L . 

(p1)4) L2 
L1 T 14 L1 

(L1 
T 14) T N) 

(p15) ): ( ( 
L L / 

(p16) LP C) 
( 

L L 

(cont-! nl-fied) 

ý'i ý. 4. The full aux li3ry gr rmýýr of the ýG of fiý; t.., 
1.1. 



(P17) (LJL 
L) ' 

(L 
L) 

(Pi 8) L 
L L(L). 

(P19) L7 
LLM L) 

(L 

L M) 

(p2o) L8 
LLML Ml Ml Ml 

(L 
LML M1 

LTL `I' 
(L 

T. 

Figure 2-4 (conclu(Ied ) 



(block) 

(var declass begin t, 1 stmts end 
xiyi xiyi 

(var declns begin 0 L3 stmt end 
xiyi xiy i xiyi 

_> 
(var dec ins begin i, 1 4,3 L6 vble :=t, 7 vble i, 8 equal end 

xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi i xiyi iii 

> 
(var declass begin 61 .3 L6 vble := L7 vble L8 end 

xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi i xiyi iii 

_> 
(va. r dec ins begin L1 L3 L6 vble 67 vble end 

x!. yi xiyi xiyi xiyi i xiyl i 

_> 
(var dec lns begin 1 L3 t. 6 vble L7 tag t. 9 identify 

xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi i xiyi x xiyi xi 

_> 
(var dec ins begin i1 t, 3 L6 vble L'7 tag L9 end1 

xiyi xiyi xi.. yi xiyi i xiyi x Xiyi x 

_> 
var decins begin L1 L3 L6 vble L7 tag end 

xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi i xiyi x 

var declns begin L1 L3 L` vble L7 x tagx end > 
( 

xiyi x yi xiyi xiyi i xiyi x 

var declns begin L1 L3 L6 vble 1,7 x end 
=> xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi i xiy: i_ 

var declns begin Li L3 Lý vbie : =x end 
=> xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi i 

var declns begin i1 L3 L6 tag L9 identify :=x end 
> xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi y xiyi yi 

> var decl. ns begin Ll L3 tag t9 :=x endl 
xiyi xiyi xiyi x lyi y xiyi y 

ar dec lns begin i1 t3 L6 tag := x end) 
> 

( 
xiyi xiyi iy xiyi xiy 

(continued) 

Figure 2.: 5 A derivation of a sentence jr the grammar of 
f. gure 2 . 1. 



_> 
(var decins begin L1 L3 L6 y tagy :=x end 

xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi y 
(var declns begin i1 t3 «y :=x end 

xiyi xiyi xiyi xiyi 
(var decins begin Li t3 y :=x end 

xiyi xiyi xiyi 

var declns begin L1 y :=x end 
xiyi xiyi 

va. r declns begin y :=x endl 

xiyi 
va. r dec lns tag _ ty ,e L2 declare be in y : =x end 

xi yi xi yi xiyi 
(var decins tag : type ; L2 begin y :=x end 

xi yi xi yi 

var declns tag : type ; begin y :=x end 
xi yi 

(var dec? ns tag _ int model ; begin y :=x end 
xi yi 

(var decins tag : int ; begin y :=x end 
xi y 

var declns y tagy int ; begin y :=x end 
xi y 

(var dec lns 
- 

y_ 'in t; begin y :=x end) 
x i 

(var dec lns tag : type z L2 declare y: in t bein y: =x end'\ 
' xiaxi xi J 

var decins tag type ; L2 y_ int ; begin y :=x end 
-ý 

( 
'A xixi 

yar declns tag _ type y_ int ; begin y :=x end ( 

xi 

(cont-Inued 

ý''l, 7--L. -re 2.5 (continued) 



(var declns tag : int modes ;y int i begin y :=x end 
a xi 

(var declns tag : int ;y int begin x end 
x 

(var dec lns x tagx : int ;y_ int ; begin y :=x end 
x 

(var declns x_ int Zy_ int j begin y :=x end 
a J 

(var empty x int ;y int ; begin y :=x endl 

.> Cvar x: int y_ in t begin y: =x end 
J 

I 

Figure 2.5_ (concluded) 

N. B. here represents an affig- uh ch 's the 

emp ýý it does represent t1ie ors y 

sequence of affixes. 
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(i) 0= Trl ... Irm T, where 7l1z ... j7rmsTr, T are as defined 

in theorem 2.1; 

(ii) for each i¬Cl, m7, ( xi-1 1 -ý 
( pi Lixipi 

corresponds to xi-1(o Tri xi(°-i; Pi) 'Ri' ' 
and it is understood that, if aci=A then l, i=i1, otherwise 
LiE I; 

and (iii) ( Xm) 4(p 
am97 1amt'- 

then 4'A=ii... pmtmpT 4Pý1dl 

corresponds to xm(xm; ßm) 4 7r ; 

0 

Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the number of steps in 

the derivation of 0. The postulate is true for derivations 

of one step, since these must be of the forms e(\; A) 'rr 

in G and (e) 
to, 

(P) in GAP where e(7;? %) --, it and 
(e) 

-> (P l are corresponding production rules. 
\a µ1 

Suppose e(A; )) 0 is a derivation of n steps. Suppose 

further, as in the proof of theorem 2.1, that 

Irk+1, "" , TTm, trGVt* (where 16k<_m) but that irk = Tt" 

Then, by definition of the auxiliary grammar, Pk+1= k+19 

"""", Pm=1cn, p Tr, and pk+1-... ' ptn= µ=); also Pk, Nk must be 

of the forms Pk = p' L'x')T, Pk == µ'o&'ß', where it is 

understood that, if m1=1 then L' _)ý, otherwise 1, ' eI . 

Thenthe derivation in GA continues 

(P1L1.. 
m_1PrnLm1TT&i 

1'' . am-11 roam 

P1 L1... Lm-1Pm'rr1 
ka1 .0 . dm-1µm 

ar p1 t1 """ Lm-1 rrm 
`fxlal... "IM-1 

r piLi. ""Lk-1Pk'rk+l"""lT, '7rT 
t µ1a1... ak-ilk 

pl Li ... (l 1 p' L. 7''r1. , -1, .. ITM ITT (µ1a1.. 

ýýk_1 10(t ße 

( P1 Ll0 0 . Lk-1P't'Pýyýk+l... TmýTI ý4 1. 
J l µ1'c1... «k-1 fv 0(' ft" 
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At each step of this derivation, except the last, there are 

two possibilities (k<_i<_m): - 

(1) t =o1=ýk. Then 
r Pi t1... Pi li Ti+i... TrplTr'rl 

= 

(P11. 
I. oe 

pi1T1+1... 
ýhý1 " 1` 

µla1".. µi, «i 1 µl«l... µi 1 
(2) Li¬l. Then there is a production rule 

`i 1( 'A 
ai-1 Piai 11 «i-1141l ) 

and therefore 

/ p1L1... Li-1pitilTi+1... 7r,, I7'1') (p1L1... Li-1piT'i+1... 7rr17TT 

µlal... ai-] iliai µl""l. Iýli-llli. 

In either case the relation * holds. (Notice that a 

production rule whose left-side head is Li is always 

applicable when Li is due to be replaced in a sentential 

form, and that there is exactly one applicable produce ion 

rule. ) 

The last step of the derivation is an application of the 

production rule 
( 

'x -ý 
(Oeýýýl which corresponds to 

a13 µJ 
(Note that the first of these is 

applicable if and only if the second is applicable. ) 

Now, the (n+l)-th step in the derivation in G, from the 

proof of theorem 2.1, was 

0 Trl... 'Rk1n',. " V'rk+l 000 7Tm"-r 44 _O'. 
OA' bears the same relationship to 0' as OA did to 0. The 

derivation Oa * OA' consisted of some applications of 

copy-rules followed by an application of the production 

rule in GA which corresponds to the production rule applied 

in the direct derivation 0 Ö'. Moreover, exactly the 

same choice of production rules was available in each 

derivation. 
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Similar logic holds in the case TTýVt*. Thus the inductive 

hypothesis holds for derivations of (n+l) steps in G, and 
the theorem is proved. 

Lemma 2.3. An affix grammar G and its auxiliary grammar G. 

generate the same language. 

Proof. Consider the general canonical form of G (from theorem 2.1), 

0- 1Tl ... 7Tm - ?rT 

and the corresponding sentential form in GA (from lemma 2.2), 

OA = 
(P1ýl... pmýmpT) 

µ1°1l ... µmam µ 

If 0 is a sentence, then 7rl, ""., Trm, TrEVt*, whence it follows, 

by definition of an auxiliary grammar, that p1=1Tj,...., 

f)m m, p Tr, and µ1=ý2=... =µm=µ=ý. 
derivation from OA as follows: - 

OA rplL1. Lm_1PMLM1T71 
t ml«l... am-lµraam 

Pi (-1... Lm-1Pm7TT 
µ101... °`m-1[-m 

- 
(piLl". Lm_llTrnrrT 

µl°, 1 9" "«m-1 

Pl 1P273... 1Tm1TT 

_rp1t. 1ir21r3 ... 1rnl'T 
º&lal 

r T) 
J 

P 1? T2TT3... 1" rr 

(lii... i"m17T\ 

Then there is a unique 

(See the justification, up to before its last step, of the 

derivation OA : ý'* OA' in the proof of lemma 2.2. The last 

step in the present derivation is possible because 
(e) a (pi ixip1'l implies ( (11 l 

-* 
a1, 

unless o(l=ý. ) 
aµlalßlf1l'/ \t1ýl/ 

\µl/ 

Thus, if 0 is a. sentence, then OA derives that same sentence 

and no other. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence 
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between forms such as 0 and Opi there must also be a 

one-to-one correspondence between the sentences of G and 

those of GA. Thus the lemma is proved. 

Theorem 2.4. An affix grammar G and its auxiliary grammar GA are 

"loosely equivalent", that iss they generate the same language and 

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the canonical 

derivations of sentences in G and. the derivations of the same 

sentences in GA 

Proof. This theorem follows from a combination of the proofs of 

lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 

2.4. Optimisations to an Auxiliary Grammar 

Our objective in defining an auxiliary grammar in section 2.3 

was to find a grammar which, while preserving the essential 

structure of the affix grammar, would reflect better than the AG 

the transformations taking place during a left-to-r. ght parse. For 

this purpose the essential properties of the auxiliary grammar are 
(1) its loose equivalence to the AG; (2) its special treatment of 

inherited affixes, as reflected in the copy-rules; and (3) the fact 

that every affix-variable occurring on the left side of a meta-rule 

occurs also on its right side. 

In general, an auxiliary grammar which satisfies these 

requirements for a given AG is not unique. An auxiliary grammar 

constructed by the method given in section 2.3 can be subjected to 

various optimisations which reduce the number of copy-meta-rules 

and shorten the other meta-rules. These optimisations were not 

introduced in section 2.2 in order not to complicate the proof of 
the equivalence of the auxiliary grammar and the original AG; 

however, we show informally that none of the optimisations 
invalidate the proof. 
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The first optimisation concerns the role of the copy-symbols. 

It often happens in practice that, in a meta-rule 

fv 
/ 

PixP' 
1tß i4v6KV') ' 

where 0 and K respectively occupied the inherited and derived 

affix-positions of x in the original AG meta-rule, 9 is a suffix of 
4v, and therefore, in every production rule (v 4( plxp\ 

a Ia A. 
which tN 

can be generated from the meta-rule, is a suffix of aµ.. Consider 

what happens to t during a derivation after an application of this 

production rule. x must eventually be replaced by application of a 

production rule 
(ý) 

-s 
(Zir ) Thus is undisturbed, and remains 

undisturbed in the sentential form until x has been completely 

replaced by a terminal string. Then the production rule 
(4) 

-* 
(aµ) is applied to remove both L and All this time, 

however, al, has been situated in the tail string immediately to the 

left of ý, and ý is a copy of a suffix of ads. Thus it is not 

necessary for t to be separately present in the tail string; the 

suffix of oft will do the job of ' perfectly satisfactorily. We can 

achieve this effect by replacing the meta-rule quoted above by 

( vKV' 

and discarding the meta-rule which has t. as its left-side head. 

(And, since L no longer occurs in any meta-rule, t may be removed 

from I. ) If a copy-symbol L' occurs in p', then the meta-rule whose 

left-side head is L' must be correspondingly altered, by the removal 

of 8 from both sides, so that observation (5) in section 2.3 will 

continue to be true. 

It may be observed that we have here a generalisation of the 

case 9=a, which we considered in section 2.3. In lemma 2.2, for 

example, we generalise the phrase "it is understood that, if ai=A 
then Li=?, otherwise LEI" to "it is understood that both Li and oci 

may stand for A, provided that oti is guaranteed to be a suffix of 

0Ci-111iI otherwise ti¬I". Now, in the proof of this lemma we must 

consider the possibility that Pk= P'x'V and ýk= pl? I; where a' is a 

suffix of a, ý_lµ' say ak-lµß _,,; a' . In this case the last step of 
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the derivation in GA is 

(Pl. Ll` "" Pk-lLk-lPk'k+1" ° °lrm7 
`ý1a1" 

"" &k-1 k-]J"k 

P1L1".. Pk-lLk-1p'X')Mk+l... Irm? TT (Ptl«1009fLk-1 
* 0" A' 

(Pill "" "Pk-lLk-1P'P"ylk+l" " "ýmTrT 
1f4locl... µ. k-1 't oc µ 
(P1 Ll... Pk-lLk-1 PAP'tyTrk+1" . o1Tm `141Oll... tA k-lUk-1 µ'&n 

7 

The final sentential form satisfies the modified inductive 

hypothesis. 

The auxiliary grammar of figure 2.4 illustrates well the 

practical value of this optimisation. For example, L1 can be 

eliminated because 'L' is a suffix of 'L' and C2 because 'Ll T M' 

is a suffix of 'L1 T M'. In fact every symbol in I can be 

eliminated with the exceptions of L7 and L8. As a result of the 

removal of L6 from the right side of meta-rule p6, meta-rules pl9 

and p20 must be altered to 

(LAM 
L) 

(L 
M) and 

(L 
1 Lý81 141 N) 

(L 
NL Ml) 

respectively. 

The second optimisation exploits the fact, noted in the proof 

of lemma 2.2, that, whenever a copy-symbol L is due to be replaced 

in a sentential form, a production rule generated from the meta- 

rule whose left-side head is L is always applicable. If the meta- 

rule is 
(t-q) 

: 
Cil) 

I 

and if t has a prefix ® such that t=BK and every affix-variable 

occurring in I also occurs in K, then we can simplify the meta-rule 

to 

The correctness of this optimisation can be proved along ir, i. la? 

lines to the previous proof. 
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In the auxiliary grammar of figure 2.41 after the first 

optimisation the prefix 'L' can be cancelled on the left and right 

sides of meta-rule p20. The resulting optimised auxiliary grammar 

is shown in figure 2.6. 

The third optimisation enables copy-meta-rules which are 

"similar" to one another to be replaced by a single meta-rule. 

Two copy-meta-rules are similar if their left-side tail strings 

could be made identical by a systematic renaming of the variables 

occurring in one of them, provided that such a renaming preserves 

the domains of the variables. Similar copy-meta-rules generate 

sets of production rules which differ only in their left-side 

heads. One of the copy-meta-rules can be discarded, and the symbol 

which was its left-side head can be replaced (in the right side of 

the meta-rule where it occurs) by the symbol which is the head of 

the other copy-meta-rule. 

For example, the meta-rules 

(M 
L M) 

(M 
L) and 

(Ml LL 
M1) 

(ML) 
L 

are similar, as can be seen by replacing 'I, il° by 'J, i' throughout the 

second meta-rule' provided that 'M1' and 'h2' have the same 

associated affix-nonterminal. If these meta-rules occurred in an 

auxiliary grammar, the second could be eliminated and L' replaced 

by L in the meta-rule in whose right side L' occurs. 

Figure 2.7 shows a derivation in the optimised auxiliary 

grammar of figure 2.6. This is shorter than the derivation of the 

same sentence in the unoptimised auxiliary grammar (figure 2.5), 

but retains a loose equivalence to the derivation in the affix 

grammar (figure 1.2). The shortening of the derivation will, of 

course, be mirrored by a shortening of the parse of the sentence, 

and this is a consequence of our first optimisation. 

The second optimisation has no independent practical 

significance, but it tends to increase the number of meta-rules to 

which the third optimisation may be applied. The importance of the 



I= {i7ý ý8} 
PA'- 

(p1) (block) (var declns bjin stmts end 1 
. 

" L r" J 
(p2) declns ( 

empty ) 
L L . 

(p3) declns ) declns tag : type j declare 
L Li TML 

(p4) (stmts1 ( stmtl 
LJ \LJ; 

(p5) r stmts stmtl 
L 

(p6) stmt 1 vble := i7 vble L9 eoful ( 
Lj \LML M1 M1 M 

(p7) vble ) tag identify 
LM LTM 

(p8) ( tag (x tagx 
TJ `TJ; 

(p%) (y tagy l 
TJ; 

(p1 U) (z tagz 

T 
(p1 1) (t pe 

( int model 
M , l 

(p12) r bool modeb 

M 
(plc) ( ) ) \ 

LM L LM . 

(p20) L8 C 1. ) 

ML M1 M1 MNL M1 1 

Figure 2.6. An optimised auxiliary grammar of the AG of 
figure 1.1. 



(block var ( declns begin stmts end 
xiyi 

_> 
(var declns begin stmt end 

xiyi 

_> 
(var declns begin vbie : = i7 vble t8 equal end 

xiyi i xiyi iii 

_> 
rvar declns begin vble : = L7 vble i8 end 

xiyi i xiyi iii 

=> 
(var declns begin vble : = L7 vble ends 

xiyi i xiyi i) 

_> 
(var declns begin vble i7 tag identify end 

xiyi i xiyi xi 

_> 
(var decins begin vble : = L7 tag end 

xiyi i xiyi x 

_> 
(var declns begin vble i7 x tagx end 

xiyi i xiyi x 

_> 
rvar declns begin vble i7 x end 

xiyi i xiyi 

_> 
(var declns begin vble : =x end } 

xiyi i 

_> 
( var declns begin tag id entify x end 

xiyi y i 

_> 
f var declass begin tag := x end 

xiyi y 

> 
(var dec ns begin y tagy :=x end 

i xiyi y 

> 
(var declns begin y :=x end 

xiyi 

(continued) 

Figure 2.7. A derivation of a sentence in the auxiliary 
grammar of figure 2.6. 

N. B. 7. here represents an affix which is the 
empty string: it does not represent the em pt-; 
sequence of affixes. 



(var declns tag : type declare begin y: =x end 
xi y i xiyi 

(var declns tag : type be_in y :=x end 
xi y i 

ývar declns tag : int modes begin y :=x end 
xi y i 

(var dee lns tag : in t1 begin y :=x end 
xi y 

var dee lns y tagy _ int Z be =ny :=x end 
xi y 

ývar declns y: int ; in y :=x end 
xi 

var decins tag : type z declare y: int i begin yx end 
x i xi 

var decins tag : type y_ int Z be in y :=x end 

var decins tag : int model yz mnt *, beg in y :=x end 

l 
va. r dec lns tag : int ;y_ in t; begin y: =x end 

x 

var declns x tagx : int y_ int j begin y :=x endl 
A x 

(var decins xz in tZy: int Z begin y := x end 

(var empty x int Zy_ int ; begin y :=x endl 
a l 

(var x int y: int begin y :=x end) 

Figure 2.7 (concluded) 
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latter is that it will make our left-to-right parsing method more 
likely to work on the grammar. The reason for this is that 

merging of similar copy-meta-rules reduces the probability of our 

parser's having a state in which it knows that it must make a 

reduction involving a copy-rule, but not which one. The first 

optimisation is also helpful in this respect, and in addition it 

reduces the probability of our parser's having a state in which it 

cannot resolve even whether a reduction involving a copy-rule must 

be made. 

2.9. Head Grammar of an Auxiliary Grammar; AF-L. R k) Grammars 

To summarise the results of sections 2.3 and 2.4, we have 

shown how to construct from an AG G an auxiliary grammar GA which 

is loosely equivalent to G. We can solve the problem of parsing 

sentences in G by solving the problem of parsing sentences in GA. 

Each meta-rule of GA is of the form 

(K) (9) 

where sG(VnUI) , PE(VtUVnUQGI)*, 6, KE(BGL)*, and every affix- 

variable occurring in K occurs also in 09 if G is well-formed. 

In this section no real distinction will be made between members of 

Vn and of I, and this will simplify our progress. 

Let {J10, #1,... } be a set of special symbols, called #-symbols, 

disjoint from VtUVnuQUI, such that each #-symbol is uniquely 

associated with either a meta-rule in PA or with a primitive 

predicate symbol in Q. 

It follows from this definition that each production rule in 

GA is associated with exactly one #-symbol: if the left-side head 

of the production rule is in VnUI, then it is the #-symbol 

associated with the meta-rule from which the production rule was 

generated; if the left, --side head is a primitive predicate :;: 'rnboi 

q, then it is the #-symbol associated with q. Of course, the 
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reverse is not true: there may be an unbounded number of 
production rules associated with a given #-syrnbol. 

Suppose (0) -() is a production rule whose associated 
#-symbol is #j. 

` 
If there is a derivation in GA 

(a) (vy 
i. 

(VPT) 
s 

then ap#j is a characteristic head stringy; of the sentential form 
(UFT) 

Given a, characteristic head string i; l-j of (, 5, T) 
, the 

production rule applied in the last step of a derivation of 

can be re-constructed as follows. 

(1) If #j is associated with a meta-rule 

(K) _ (P1 
then the suffix ft which has the same length as ® is detached from 

ý. Each affix-variable occurring in 0 is given the value of the 

corresponding affix in ja. Since every affix-variable occurring in 

K occurs also in 0, the tail string 0 corresponding to K can now be 

constructed. The applied production rule is then () 
-}(I 

(2) If #j is associated with a primitive predicate symbol q, then 

the suffix M. whose length equals the number of inherited affix- 

positions of q is detached from V. The derived affixes are now 

determined by Fq(fL). The applied production rule is then 

( we)-,. (w)- 
Finally, the sentential form which existed immediately before 

the application of this production rule can be re-constructed by 

reversing the direct derivation. 

We now go on to obtain some results about the set of 

characteristic strings of our auxiliary grammar. 
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Theorem 2.5. Every characteristic head string of an auxiliary 

grammar GA = (Vn, Vt, An, At, Q, I, e, R, B, D, S, PA) is a 

sentence of the CFG G1 = (VT, VN, e', P'), where 

V4 = VtUVnUQUIU¬#pi#l,... } 

VN ={ s' I seVnUQUI } 

P' ={ s' a p#i I (K) 
: (e) is 

U{ q' #j q is in Qi and 

Ut, t px' (') r) e 
Proof. Observe that P' may equiv+ 

in PA and 

is asscci+ 

is, in PA, 

a1ently be 

is associated with .} 
ated with #j} 

and xeVnUQJI }" 

defined by 

P' s' + P#j I (). (P ` is a production rule i_t GA 
/ ý" / and is associated with #j J 

U{ s' + P9' ( 
04 

`Pm ) is a production rule in (! A? J and XEVnUQUI }0 

Every sentential form in GA is of the form Pie.. PmPT 
it , 

( 
ýtl... 

where P1,..., Pm, PE(VtUVnUQuUI)* annd TeVt* and 

µl+"""jµmjjEL* , where for each ie[1, mJ there is a 

production rule (si-1 
-ý (Pi2iPiý 

' where sp==e and %; =_? "., 
`01-1 \ 14 i¢iµi') 

This and where there is a production rule (Sr\ + (P) 

m/ 1 
may be proved, by induction on the number of steps in the 

derivation, in a manner similar to the proof of theorem 2.1. 

A characteristic head string of (P1. ". P mPT is Pi... PmPfjI 
1P1"""FLmN 

where j is the #-symbol associated with the production 

rule r m) 4 (P) This characteristic head string is 
m µJ 

generated by the sequence 

el Z> plslt 

P1P252' 

. . 
P1... Pmam' 

p1... pmpoj 

(applying e' 4 PLsl' 
(applying Si' - P282' 

(applying s' emsm' ) 

(applying s,,. ' 4 p#j ) 

which i -z a derivation- in G' . Thus the trcor-? m is proved. 
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We now define the head grammar of the auxiliary grammar GA to 

be the CFG GH = (v 
t' Vh, e, Ph), where 

Vh a VnUQUI 

Ph {s->P((): `P) is in PA} 

U{q -+ 1 qcQ }/ 

As Ph contains exactly one production rule for each meta-rule in PA 

and each primitive predicate symbol in Q, there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the members of Ph and our set of #-symbols. 

As an example, figure 2.8 shows the head grammar of the 

auxiliary grammar of figure 2.6. 

Theorem 2.6. Every characteristic head string of an auxiliary 

grammar GA is a characteristic string of GA's head grammar GH. 

Proof. From section 2.1, the characteristic grammar of GH, i. e. 

the grammar which generates exactly the set of characteristic 

strings of G, is (VIP, VN, e, P'), where 

VT - VtUVhU{fp1#I16*e} 

= VtUVnUQUTU{#01#1100. ) 
a 

VI s' f seVh } 

s' s EVnUQUI }i 

Pt s' -ý P# jýsp is 

{ s' .. PX' s --p pxcr 
{ s1 -1, P; (SK) : (e) 

{q' 
-- #I q is in Q 

1 s' + Px' I (S) 
_ 

(P. 

in Ph and is associated with 
#3 } 

is in Ph, and x¬Vh 
I 

is in PA and is associated 
with tj } 

and is associated with #j } 

ý°1 is in PA, and x¬ nUQtjI 
} 

This is precisely the grammar G' of theorem 2.5, which 

generates all the characteristic head strings of GA. Thus 

the theorem is proved. 

The foregoing results are of the greatest importance, as 

establish a firm connection between AGs and. CFGs through a'. -j. xiliary 



vh ={ block, declns, stmts, stmt, tag, type, 
empty, decl are, equal, identify, 
tagx, tagy, tag z, modes, modeb, i7, l, 8 } 

Ph: - 

(p1) block -> var declns begin stmts end 
(p2) declns -> empty 

(p3) dec lns -> declns tag type ; declare 

(p)4) stmts -> stmt 

(p5) stints -> stints stmt 
(p6) stmt --> vble t. 7 vble L8 equal 
(p7) vble -> tag identify 

(p8) tag -> x tagx 

(p9) tag -> y tagy 

(p10) tag -> z tagz 

(p11) type -> int model 

(p12) type -> bool modeb 

(P19) L7 -> 
(P20) L8 -> 
(p22) empty -> 

(p23) declare -> 

(p24) equal 

(p25) identify -> 

(p26) tagx -> 

(P'7) tagy -> 

(p28) tagt -> 

(p29) modes -> 

(p30) modeb -> 

Figure 2.8 Head grammar of the auxiliary grammar of 
figure 2.6. 
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grammars and head grammars of the former. This prompts the 

following definitions. 

An auxiliary grammar is PY-LR k (for "affix-free LR(k)") if 

and only if its head grammar is LR(k). Likewise, an auxiliary 

grammar is AF-LALR(k) (respectively, AF-SLß k) if and only if its 

head grammar is LALR(k) (respectively, SLR(k)). 

If an auxiliary grammar is AF-LR(k), then every sentential 

form (ITT ), 
except 

(e) 
, has a. unique characteristic head string 

6#j which can be determined by inspecting only c and the first k 

terminals of T, i. e. without regard to the tail stri_n . This is 

the reason for our terminology "affix-free". 

We are now in a position to construct parsers for AF-LR(k) 

auxiliary grammars. This we do in section 2.7, after first 

considering the special case of AF-LR(O) grammars in section 2.6. 
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2.6. Parsers for AF-LR(O) Grammars 

By the definition at the end of section 2.5, an auxiliary 
grammar GA is AF-LR(O) if and only if its head grammar GH is LR(0), 

that is if GH's CFSM contains no inadequate status. 

Our parser for GA will be a generalisation of the LR(O) 

parser described in section 2.1. It is based on Cg°s CFSM, and 

uses two stacks -a state stack, as in the LR(O) parser, and an 

affix stack, on which is stored the tail string of the current 
(alleged) sentential form. The parsing algorithm is as follows. 

Step 1. Start the CFSM in its initial state. Initialise both 

stacks to be empty. Be prepared to read the first 

terminal of the input string to be parsed. 

Step 2. Stack the name of the current state on the state Etack. 
If the current state is a read state, go to step 3. If 

the current state is a reduce state, consider the 

#-transition out of this state, and go to step 4. 

Step 3. Read the next terminal from the input string. If there is 

a transition out of the current state under that terminal, 

then change to the state at the end of that transition and 

go to step 2. Otherwise, the input string is not a sentence 

of GA. 

Step 4. Determine from the #-symbol on the considered transition, 

using the method described near the beginning of section 

2.5t the production rule 
W 

-º 
(µ) 

which must have been 

applied in the last step of the derivation of the current 

sentential form; j. will be the sequence of affixes 

occupying the topmost positions in the affix stack. 

Replace ti, by 0 on the affix stack. If n is the length of 

p, pop n state names from the state stack. If s=e, the 

parse has been successfully completed. Otherwise, there 

will be a transition under s out of the state *hose name is 
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now at the top of the state stack. Change to the state at 
the end of this transition and go to step 2. 

The essential difference between our parsing algorithm and 
the LR(O) parsing algorithm is in the reduction procedure (step 4). 
In the LR(0) parser there was no way for the reduction to fail. In 

our parser, there are two conceivable ways in which the reduction 

might fail. 

(1) If the #-symbol is associated with a meta-rule 

(S ) 
K: (10) , then the only possibility of failure is if I cannot be matched to 
that is if either (-L) an affix-variable occurs more than once in 

® and the corresponding affixes in µ are not all equal, or (ii) an 

affix occurs in 0 but does not equal the corresponding affix in µ® 

In fact neither of these eventualities can ever arise. As a formal 

proof of this would be tedious, we illustrate (i) by example. 

Suppose an AG contains the meta-rules 

f(A; A) : g(\; B) h(A; %) 9 
h(A; A) :t 

(We have written these meta-rules in the notation introduced in 

section 2.2. ) The auxiliary grammar will contain the meta-rules 
(A ) (g 

A 
L 
B A 

) 

h t (A ) ) (A 

) (A 
B A) ' 

( 
A B 

la Suppose now that we are attempting to reduce cah T) 
J 

where a, cEL(D(A)) and bcL(D(B)), using the first meta-rule. If c/a 
then µ= 'c b a' cannot be matched to 0= 'A B A'. But let us 

re-trace the last step of the parse: 

Cghvcba T) 
=> 

(V 
cba 

T) (applying (a) (a) )" 

No further derivation is possible, since there is no production rule 
(c 

a> 
(c 

b) if c/a. Thus I could not have been obtained i roe.: 

a` terminal string by successive reductions, unless c=a. Note that 

we did not assume that I was a sentential form, so our e. rgument is 
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valid whether the input string is a sentence or not. A similar 

example could be used to illustrate (ii). 

(2) If the #-symbol is associated with a primitive predicate 

symbol q, then the reduction will indeed fail if Fq(µ) = w. Then 

the current form (Cr µ) is not in fact a sentential form. For, if 

it were, there must be a derivation 

q (18) 
ý=>* - 

(v�r ) 

=e 
(v17,1 

µ) 
in which case Fq(ýt, ß) must be true and therefore FQ(}4) 

= I3. Thus 
if a reduction fails, the input string is not a sentence of GA. 

We see here what will happen if the head grammar GH has a 

characteristic string u#j (where #j is associated with a primitive 

predicate symbol q) which is not also a characteristic head string 

of GA. That is, for every sentential form ýv'Aß) 
, Fq(ý, ß) = false. 

Then the reduce state accessed by o may indeed be accessed during a 

parse, but the subsequent reduction will aurars fail. Such a 

situation would arise in practice only if a mistake had been made 
in the design of the original AG; it would indicate that some 

meta-rule in the AG could not be used in the derivation of any 

sentence. 

We now prove that our parser will always find the correct 

reduction to make to a sentential form. Consider a sentential form 

whose derivation in GA is 

(e) > (TOT) s� (crµT) If f. is the 4s-symbol associated with the production rule 
(Äl 

-ý 
(µ) 

, then by definition cp#pj is the characteristic head 

string of 
(pT) 

. By theorem 2.6, cpfj is also a characteristic 

string of G11, therefo. e ap#j is accepted by Gg's CFSM. It follows 

that ap accesses a state with a transition under #j; and, since GH 

is LR(0), this state must be a reduce state. Since there is a 

production rule 
($) 

a 
(Pµ) 

, the reduction must work, and the 

effect of step 4 of our parsing algorithm is to replace p by s and 

ta, by O in the sentential form, thus yielding a new sentential form 
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The CFSM of % has special features, when viewed as the basis 

of our parser. If #j is the symbol on the #-transition out of a 
reduce state, and if #j is associated with a primitive predicate 

symbol, then we re-define the state to be a predicate state, or if 

#j is associated with a copy-meta-rule, then we re-define the state 
to be a copy state. 

We call a transition under a primitive predicate symbol a 

predicate-transition, and a transition under a copy-symbol a 

copy-transition. 

Consider a predicate state, N, with {j associated with a 

primitive predicate symbol q. If a accesses N, then a#j is a 

characteristic string of GII. Thus, for some TEVt'E, e :! ý* C'qT * crT 
is a derivation in GII, and aq must be a prefix of at least one 

characteristic string (that of aqT). Since the CFSM is 

deterministic, there must be a transition under q from N to 

another state, say N. 

Whenever the parser reaches state N and successfully 

re-constructs the production rule 
() 

4iµ) to be involved in 

the reduction, it will pop 0 state names off the state stack, 
leaving N still on top. On completing the reduction, therefore, it 

will traverse the transition under q out of N. Thus the parser in 

state N will always change to state M. Therefore, since q and #j 

are uniquely associated with each other, the transition under #, j is 

redundant and may be eliminated, provided that we modify our 

parsing algorithm accordingly. 

A similar transformation is possible in a copy state with #j 

associated with a copy-symbol t,, since there is exactly one meta- 

rule in GA with !, as its left-side head and therefore 1, and #rj are 

uniquely associated with each other, and since the right-side head 

string of this meta-rule is empty. 

Thus every #-transition out of a predicate state or a copy 

state can be eliminated. The only remaining #-transitions ar- 
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those under #-symbols associated with meta-rules of GA whose left- 

side heads are nonterminals, that is those meta-rules of GA which 

correspond to the meta-rules of the AG from which GA was 

constructed. The resulting machine we call the affix finite-state 

machine (AFSN) of GA. 

Figure 2.9 shows the CFSM of the head grammar of figure 2.8, 

and figure 2.10 shows the result of applying the above transformation 

to this CFSbi, namely the AFSM of the auxiliary grammar of figure 2.6. 

Our parsing algorithm for GA may now be re-stated in terms of 

GA's AFSNI. As before, the algorithm uses a state stack and an 

affig stack. We call it the AF-LR(O) parsing algorithm. 

Step 1. Start the AFSI4 in its initial state. Initialise both 

stacks to be empty. Be prepared to read the first terminal 

of the input string to be parsed. 

Step 2. Stack the name of the current state on the state stack. 

If the current state is a read state, go to step 3; if a 

reduce state, consider the #-transition out of this state 

and go to step 4; if a predicate state, consider the 

predicate-transition out of this state and go to step 5; 

if a copy state, consider the copy-transition out of this 

state and go to step 6. 

Step 3. Read the next terminal from the input string. If there is 

a transition out of the current state under that terminal, 

then change to the state at the end of that transition and 

go to step 2. Otherwise, the input string is not a 

sentence of GA. 

Step 4. Let the meta-rule associated with the #-symbol on the 

considered transition be (K) 
: 

(P) 
, and let n be the 

length of p, m the length of e, and p the length of 

Match 0 to the top m affixes in the affix stack, and give 

each affix-variable in 0 the value of the correspcndiiiU 
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affix in the stack. Replace the top m affixes in the stack 
by the p affixes which are the values of the variables of 
K. Pop n state names from the state stack. If v=e, the 

parse has been successfully completed. Otherwise, there 

will be a transition under v out of the state whose name is 

now at the top of the state stack. Change to the state at 
the end of this transition and go to state 2. 

Step 5. Let q be the primitive predicate symbol on the considered 

transition, and let m and n be the number of inherited and 

derived affix-positions of q. Apply the function Pq to the 

top m affixes in the affix stack. If the result is to, the 

input string is not a sentence of GA. Otherwise, stack the 

n derived affixes yielded by the function on the affix 

stack. Change to'the state at the end of the considered 

transition and go to step 2. 

Step 6. Let the meta-rule whose left-side head 

on the considered transition be (eyl)the 

length of 0 and p the length of n. 

m affixes in the affix stack, and give 

in 0 the value of the corresponding of 

is the copy-symbol 
0 

and let in be 

Latch 6 to the torte 

each affix-variable 

fix in the stack. 

Stack the p affixes which are the values of the variables 

of, or which themselves occur in, -q. Change to the state 

at the end of the considered transition and go to step 2. 

Figure 2.11 shows a history of the AF-LR(O) parser based on 

the AFSM of figure 2.10. (Compare this with figures 1.2 and 2.7. ) 

As an example of the action of the parser in a predicate state, 

consider the second time it reaches state 28. The function 

Fdeclare when applied to the affixes 'xi', 'y' and 'i' yields the 

affix 'xiyi', which is stacked on top of the first three. As an 

example of a reduction, consider its subsequent action in state 30, 

where the. meta--rule involved is p3 (figure 2.6). 'L1', IT', '1: ' 

and 'L' are matched to 'xi', 'y'1 'i' and 'xiyi' resýýectively. the 

left-side t: il string consists simply of the affix matched to 'L', 

namely 'xiyi', which replaces the top 4 affixes in the stack. 
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State State stack Affix stack Remaining ; Reduction 
input string 

0 var x: int .. . 

1 U x int Z """ 

3 U 1 x int ; """ 
P2 

2 0 1 xintý. "" 
5 0 1 2 : int ý "". 

13 U 1 2 5 Ax _intL ""- 
p8 8 0 1 2 Ax int ... 

16 0 1 2 8 Ax intL.. " 

21 0 1 2 8 16 Ax y_int ".. 

26 0 1 2 8 16 21 Axi y_ int .. " 
p11 

23 0 1 2 8 16 Axi y_ int """ 

28 0 1 2 8 16 23 Txi y_intj 

30 0 1 2 8 16 Axi xi y: int Z"". 
23 28 p3 

2 0 1 xi y: int L". " 

6 0 1 2 xi int L""" 

14 0 1 2 6 xi y : int j 
P9 

8 0 1 2 xi y : int Z""" 

16 0 1 2 8 xi y int ; . "" 

21 0 1 2 8 16 xi y begin """ 

26 0 1 2 8 16 21 xi yi begin ".. 
p11 

23 0 1 2 8 16 xi yi z begin 

28 0 1 2 8 16 23 xi yi begin y: = x 

ýcý 0 1 2 8 16 xi vi xivi begin y :=x" ". 
23 28 p3 

(continued) 

i 11 r; r Figure 2.11 History of the AF-LR(f! ) par ei, of the all 
grammar of figure 2.6 when applied to the senGc-nice 

var x int ;ymt: begin y ._X. end 



State State stack Affix stack Remaining Reduction 
input string 

2 0 1 xiyi begin yx... 

4 0 1 2 xiyi y := x end 

6 0 1 2 4 xiyi .=x end 

14 0 1 2 46 xiyi y .=x end 

12 0 1 2 4 xiyi y .=x end 

20 0 1 2 4 12 xiyi y i .=x end 

11 0 1 2 4 xiyi i .=x end 

19 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i x end 

25 0 1 2 4 11 19 xiyi i xiyi x end 

5 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i xiyi end 
1925 

13 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i xiyi x end 
1 9 25 5 

12 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i xiyi x end 
19 25 

20 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i xiyi end 
19 25 12 xi 

29 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i xiyi i end 
19 25 

31 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i xiyi end 
1Y 2529 iii 

32 0 1 2 4 11 xiyi i xiyi end 
1 9 25 29 31 iii 

10 U 1 2 4 xiyi end 

9 C) 1 2 4 xiyi end 

17 0 1 2 49 xiyi 

P9 

p7 

p8 

p7 

p6 

p4 

P1 

Figure 2.11 (concluded) 

(Only the first few symbols of the remaining 
input string are shown on uach ii.: e. 
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Note that, when we speak of a "redubtio. n" in the context of 

our AF-LR(O) parsing algorithm (and, later, our AF-LR(k) parsing 

algorithm), we are referring to the reversed application of a 

production rule whose left-side head is a nonterminal. 

Theorem 2.7. Let GA be an AF-LR(0) auxiliary grammar of an AG G. 

Then the sequence of production rules involved in reductions and 
(implicitly) in traversals of predicate-transitions when the 

AF-LR(O) parsing algorithm is applied to a sentence of G 

corresponds exactly to the parse of that sentence in G. 

Proof. By lemma 2.3, G and GA generate the same language. 

Consider the parse of the sentence in GA. We showed that 

this parse is correctly determined by the parsing algorithm 

using the CFSM of GA's head grammar. By construction of 

GA's AF'S11 from this CFSM, this parse is also determined by 

the AF-LR(O) parsing algorithm if production rule, implicitly 

involved in traversals of predicate- and copy-transitions 

are recorded as well as reductions. The sequence mentioned 

in the statement of this theorem is this parse with copy- 

rules deleted. 

By lemma 2.2, the parse of the sentence in GA corresponds 

to the parse of the sentence in G except for the insertion 

of copy-rules. Thus the theorem is proved. 

The significance of this result is that, although it may be 

possible to construct a number of different auxiliary grammars, and 

hence a number of different AFSI1s, from a given AG, every one of 

these AFSMs yields the same output when applied to a given sentence, 

and in that sense they are equivalent to one another and are 

characterised by the original AG. 
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2.7. Parsers for AF-LR(k) Grammars 

We have defined an auxiliary grammar GA to be AF-M(k) if and 

only if its head grammar G11 is LR(k). The techniques discussed in 

section 2.1 can be immediately applied to Gg's CFSM to compute the 

k-symbol look-ahead sets associated with transitions out of 

inadequate states and, if necessary, to split states. 

The observations in the previous section about predicate- 

transitions out of predicate states apply equally to predicate- 

transitions out of look-ahead states. Predicate-transitions and 

transitions under the corresponding #-symbols always occur in 

pairs. However, the k--symbol look-ahead set associated with each 

#-transition out of a k-look-ahead state must be retained and 

associated with the corresponding predicate-transition before the 

#-transition is eliminated. 

All this, of course, applies to copy-transitions out of 

look-ahead states. 

We can now generalise the AF-LR(o) parsing algorithm of the 

previous section to the AF-LR(k arsi ; ai roritl. m. Step 2 is 

modified by the addition of the sentence "If the current state is 

a k-look-ahead state, go to step 7. ". A new step is added, as 

follows. 

Step 7. Examine the next k terminals of the input string, but do 

not read them. If this k-terminal string is not in any of 

the k-symbol look-ahead sets associated with transitions 

out of the current state, then the input string is not a 

sentence of GA . Otherwise, the string must be in exactly 

one of these look-ahead sets. If the transition associated 

with this set is a terminal-transition, read a terminal 

from the input string, change to the state at the end of 

the transition, and go to step 2. If the transition is a 

"-transition, a predicate-transition, or a copy-transition, 

consider this transition and go to step 4, step 5, or step 
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6, respectively. 

Theorem 2.7 can be extended to prove the correctness of this 

AF-LR(k) parsing algorithm. If reductions and traversals of 

predicate-transitions are recorded, the output of the parser 

corresponds exactly to the parse of the sentence in the AG from 

which GA was constructed. 

Just as many CFGs of interest are LALR(l), so also we expect 

many programming languages to be definable by AGs whose (optimised) 

auxiliary grammars are AF-LALR(1)., This would not be surprising, 

as in a conventional translator the CFG defining the context-free 

part of the syntax is often used to drive a syntax analyser in 

which are embedded "semantic" functions which, among other things, 

check the context-sensitivities. These functions are somewhat 

analogous to the primitive predicate functions of the AG. The 

AF-LR(k) condition corresponds to the requirement that the 

"semantic" functions can be invoked when required, not necessarily 

when a reduction is being performed. 

2.8. Left Recursion in Affix Grammars 

Direct left recursion in a CFG, that is a production rule of 

the form N4 Nv, and indirect left recursion, that is a cycle of 

production rules N1 . N2v2 ,"""", Nn-1 4 Zýn1'n j Nn - 1ilvl (where 

n>l), are well-known problems in respect of top-down parsing 

methods. Bottom-up parsing methods have no such difficulty as they 

do not work on the goal-seeking principle. Even the LR(k) method, 

which is a mixed case with an element of goal-orientation, handles 

such constructs with ease. For example, figures 2.2(b) and 2.9 

show CFSMs of CFGs with left-recursive production rules. 

Left recursion can, however, appear in a more subtle form, 

involving production rules with empty right sides. Consider, for 

example, the following CFG, which generates the language 
.t bgn-4 1 n?: 01 
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L -ýELa 
L -+b 

E -+ A 

This grammar is not LR(k) for any k, since, in parsing : ban-4', 

must be reduced to 'E' n times before reading 'b', and the 

necessary decisions cannot be taken without scanning arbitrarily 

far to the right. 

Such "delayed" left recursion is not very likely to arise in 

ordinary CFGs of interest, but it is highly relevant in the case of a 

head grammar, which may contain a large number of production rules 

with empty right sides, namely those with copy-symbols or primitive 

predicate symbols on their left sides. 

Consider, for example, an AG containing the following meta- 

rule: 

y(O; K) : v(t; q) v" 

The auxiliary grammar will contain meta-rules of the form 

(8K) (A-v'A) 
' 

`6t) 
: 

(0, )I 

and the head grammar will contain production rules of the form 

v -ý Lvp 

Thus the head grammar is not LR(k), and therefore the auxiliary 

grammar is not AF-LR(k). But now suppose that t=O; then we can 

apply the first optimisation of section 2.4 to eliminate l., giving 

the meta-rule 

and now the head grammar contains the direct left-recursive 

production rule 

V4 Vp t 

which we have seen causes no trouble. This example demonstrates 
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the importance of our first optimisation to auxiliary grammars: it 

permits the AF-LR(k) parsing method to be applied to an AG 

containing left-recursive meta-rules, provided that each inherited 

affix-position of the nonterminal contains the same affix-variable 

on both sides of each such meta-rule. This seems to happen quite 

frequently in practice; see for example meta-rule p5 in the AG of 
figure 1.1. 

Delayed left recursion can occur more explicitly in a. meta- 

rule of an AG, if the first nonterminal hypernotion on the right 

side is preceeded by one or more primitive predicate hypernotions. 

For example, the meta-rule 

v(0; 1<) q(e; t) v(, ;, ) 

will give rise to the following head grammar production rules 

v qvp 
qA" 

Thus an AG with explicitly delayed left-recursive meta-rules can 

never have an AF-LR(k) auxiliary grammar. 

Exceptionally, however, such an AG may be transformed by 

re-ordering delayed left-recursive meta-rules to make them direct 

left-recursive. Such re-ordering is always subject to condition c3 

in the definition of a well-formed AG (section 1.2). For example, 

the meta-rule 

v(O; K) : q(t; 1) V(t; "j) 

may be transformed into 

v(e; I<) : v(t; 1) q(.; ir) 9 

provided that no affix-variable has a defining occurrence in if and 

an applied occurrence in t (and provided that q's associated 

function has no harmful side-effects). If now t=O, then the 

meta-rule satisfies the condition stated above. Curiously, if t=O, 

and if the original AG was well-formed, then no variable in + can 

occur also in 4, so the re-ordering is then subject only to the 

lack of side-effects in q's associated function. All this applies 

also when more than one primitive predicate hypernotion prececds 
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the nonterminal hypernotion. 

We may draw these informal observations together in tho 
following statement: an affix grammar containing left-recursive 

meta-rules may have an AF-LR(k) auxiliary grammar only if, in every 
left-recursive meta-rule, each inherited affix-position of the 

relevant nonterminal hypernotion on the right side contains the 

same affix-variable as the corresponding affix-position of the 

left-side hypernotion. This in turn implies that all the 

nonterminals in an indirect left-recursive cycle have inherited 

affix-positions with identical domains. 

2.9. A-LR(k) Grammars; Multi-Predicate States 

Following the lines of our definition of A. F-LR(k) grammars, 

we can define an auxiliary grammar to be A--LR k (for "affix LR(It. )" ) 

if and only if every sentential form (vý 
, except (e) 

, has a 

unique characteristic head string a#j which can be determined by 

inspecting only cc, v, and the first k terminals of T. 

We do not have any general results about A-LR(k) grammars, 

but we look at a particular case which is of practical interest. 

That is when an auxiliary grammar has an AFSM in which every 

inadequate state which is not k-look-ahead is a multi-predicate 

state. A multi-predicate state is one out of which there are two 

or more predicate transitions, but no terminal-, copy- or 

#-transitions. 

Let #11 ... ' #n be the #-symbols associated with the 

primitive predicate symbols on the transitions out of a multi- 

predicate state. If Q e(VtUVnUQUI)* is any string which accesses 

this state, then v'tl, 1** Y (r# n are all characteristic strings of 

the head grammar. Suppose, however, that, given <'±_Y' an-' 

DEL* such that (v T, is a sentential form, at most one of the 
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primitive predicate functions, when applied to the appropriate 

suffix of v, will not yield the result @; that is, at most one of 

a-fl I ..., a#n is a characteristic head string of 
(yT) 

. Then the 

multi-predicate state is deterministic. 

We can give a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for a 

multi-predicate state to be deterministic. We say that two 

primitive predicate symbols p and q are 
_dis; 

joint if and only if 
(1) the functions Pp and Fq have the same domains; 

and (2) 1aI Fp(a)/w } () {aI Fq(a)/w }-ý} 

where ý denotes the empty set. A multi-predicate state is 

deterministic if the symbols on all the predicate-transitions out 

of the state are mutually disjoint. 

Consider the AG fragment shown in figure 2.12(a). The AFSM 

of an auxiliary grammar of this AG will contain a multi-predicate 

state, as shown in figure 2.12(b). It is readily demonstrated that 

this state satisfies the above condition and is therefore 

deterministic. 

We have found that multi-predicate states satisfying the 

above condition occur quite commonly in practices A simple 

modification to step 5 of the AF-LR(O) (or AF-LR(k)) parsing 

algorithm suffices to implement such states. If the predicate- 
transitions out of a multi-predicate state are under ql, """, qn, 

then the associated functions Fql, 
..., 

Fqn are applied in turn to 

the affixes at the top of the affix stack, until one of them works 
(i. e. does not yield w); then the transition under the 

corresponding primitive predicate symbol is traversed. Only if 

all the functions fail (i. e. yield w) does the parse as a whole 

fail. 

We can now extend the class of left-. recursive constructs 

which we can handle. The AG fragment of figure 2.13(a), for 

example, contains a delayed left-recursive meta-rule which causes 

its auxiliary grammar to be non-AF-LR(k). The corresponding part 

of the kFSM contains two multi-predicate elates which are not 

k-look-ahead but are deterministic. The delayed 1ef-±-:, "t: cursive 
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construct gives rise to a complete loop of predicate- and copy- 

transitions in the AFSM. Care must therefore be taken to ensure 

that the parsing algorithm can never loop indefinitely (when the 

input string is not a sentence). This must be determined by 

inspection in individual cases; in the grammar of figure 2.13 

there is no danger of indefinite looping. 

Our method of handling multi-predicate states can be combined 

with k-symbol look-aheads to resolve more complicated cases of 

inadequacy. We do not pursue this possibility, as such cases are 

likely to occur infrequently in practice, and the ideas are more 

important than the details. 



Control: - 

v2 
equal 2 
unequal 2 

Meta-rules: - 

(pi) v(T1, T2) 

(p2) 

L3 L) T, T) 
L 

,p 
L) T, T) x NY x: -; y 

L, L, ) T., T) 7x ?y 
kx, 

-Y) 

equai_(T1, T2) s 

unequal(T1, T2) t 

Figure 2.12 (a) A fragment of an AG. 

,z 

Figure 2.12 (b) Part of an AFSM constructed from the above 
AG fragment. 

For every a, be_L(T), 
N Fequal(a, b) =WV Funequal(a, b) = a'" 

State N is therefore a deterministic 
multi-predicate state. 



Control: - 

v2L, t, ) JT, T 
equal 2 L, L T, T ; kx Ay 
unequal 2 L, L T, T ax kr x#y) truncate 2 i., s T, T lx qty x=cy) 

Meta-rules: - 

(p1) v(T1, T2) equal(T1; T2) s; 

(p2) unequal(T1, T2) truncate(T2, T3) 
v(T1, T3) t 

Figure 2.13 ýA fragment of an AG. 

(pi) v equal s (T1 
T2) 

(T1 
T2 

) 

(p2) unequal truncate Lvt (T1 
T2 T3 T1 T3 

(p3) L 
T1 T2 T3 Ti T3 

(T1 
T2 T3 

Figure 2.1? b Auxiliary grammar meta--rules corresponding 
to the above AG meta-rules. 



-s - 
vý ý2 

Figure 2.13 (c) Part of an AFSM constructed from the above 
auxiliary grammar fragment. 
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2.10. Summary: Construction of an AF-LR(k) Parser 

Parts of this chapter, particularly sections 2.2,2-3 and 2.5, 
have consisted largely of definitions, theorems and proofs, which 

may have tended to obscure the significance of their results, In 

this section, therefore, we attempt to summarise and put into 

perspective the main results of this chapter by outlining how one 

would go about constructing an AF-LR(k) parser from a well-formed 

affix grammar. 

The follo'Ting algorithm, applied in turn to each meta-rule 

of a well-formed AG G, directly constructs an optimised auxiliary 

grammar GA of G. The sets I (containing the copy-symbols of GA) 

and PA (containing the meta-rules of GA) are assumed to be 

initially empty. The algorithm uses two string variables p and V, 

in which are built up the right-side head and tail strings 

(respectively) of the auxiliary grammar meta-rule. 

Step 1. Let v(®; K) be the left-side hypernotion of the AG meta- 

rule. Set p to A and V to 0. 

Step 2. If all items (hypernotions and terminals) on the right 

side of the AG meta-rule have already been considered, go 

to step 4. Otherwise, consider the leftmost item which 

has not yet been considered, and go to step 3. 

Step 3. If the considered item is a terminal symbol, say t, 

replace p by pt and go to step 2. Otherwise, the item 

must be a hypernotion, say x(h; ). If k is a suffix of V, 

replace p by px and v by vq} and go to step 2. If t is 

not a suffix of v, form the copy-meta-rule 

`v) (where 6 is a copy-symbol not already in I). 

If (see section 2.4) after simplification this meta-rule 

is "Similar" to any copy-meta-rule already in PA, replace 

L by the left-side head of that copy-meta-rule; 
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otherwise introduce L into I and the copy-meta-rule into 

PA. Replace p by PLx and v by V, and go to step 2. 

Step 4. Add the meta-rule 

(e. 1 Iß) 
to PA. 

The production rules of the head grammar of GA can now be 

formed from the meta-rules of GA by removing their left- and right- 

side tail strings, and adding a production rule qA for each 

primitive predicate symbol q. 

The CFSI1 of the head grammar may be computed by the method 
given by DeRemer (DeRemer 71). For each inadequate state of the 

CFSM (if any) the k-symbol look-ahead sets are computed (trying 

k=1, k=2, etc., up to some maximum acceptable value). If in any 

inadequate state the k-symbol look-ahead sets are not mutually 

disjoint, state-splitting may be tried (DeRemer 69). 

The CFSM is simplified to an AFSM by eliminating each 

transition under a f-symbol associated with a copy-symbol or 

primitive predicate symbol s, and transferring any look-ahead set 

associated with that transition to the transition out of the same 

state under s. 

If the AFSDI has no inadequate states; the AF-LR(O) parsing 

algorithm of section 2.6 is applicable; or, if all its inadequate 

states are k-look-ahead (where k>O), or "better", then the more 

general AF-LR(k) algorithm of section 2.7 is used. Any multi- 

predicate states in the AFSM should be inspected to see if our 

informal enhancement of section 2.9 is useful. 

We expect that many practical programming languages could be 

defined by AGs irhich have AF-LALP. (1) auxiliary grw,, mars, for wüich 

both our constructor and our parser are reasonably efficient. 
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It is relevant to compare our syntax-directed parsing 
technique for AGs with previous efforts along these lines. 

Koster (Koster 70) uses a full top-down parsing technique, 

in which inherited affixes are passed down from goal (nonterminal) 

to sub-goal (nonterminal or primitive predicate), and derived 

affixes are passed up from sub-goal to goal. Left recursion 

cannot be handled at all by this method; and another problem is 

unnecessary backtracking. Under certain circumstances these 

problems can be eliminated by transformations to the grammar, using 

generalisations of methods previously developed for CFGs (Foster 

68). We suspect that AGs which can be parsed deterministically 

from left to right in a top-down manner are those which have 

auxiliary grammars whose head grammars are LL(k) (Knuth 71b). 

Crowe's constructor (Crowe 72) generates parsers in a 

generalised form of Floyd Production Language. Unfortunately the 

generated parsers are inefficient, mainly as a result of 

unnecessary checking of the contents of the stack in many 

situations. Crowe uses a method very similar to our use of copy" 

symbols to bring inherited affixes to the top of the stack, and he 

handles left recursion (involving inherited affixes) in a manner 

also rather similar to ours, and with the same restrictions. But 

whereas our ability to handle certain left-recursive constructs is 

a by-product of our first optimisation of section 2.4, whose more 

general purpose is to eliminate unnecessary copying of affixes in 

the stack, Crowe's method of handling these constructs is not 

applicable in any other situation. Crowe relates the class of AGs 

accepted by his constructor to the (m, k) bounded-context grammars; 

we believe that in fact the class of acceptable AGs is a subset of 

those which have auxiliary grammars whose head grammars are (m, k) 

bounded-context. 

Since the class of LR(k) grammars properly includes both the 

class of LL(k) grammars and the class of (m, k) bounded-context 

grammars, we have reason to believe that our parsing technique is 

more widely applicable than any other deterministic parsing method 

for affix Fýrarwars. 
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CHAPTER 

EXTENDED AFFIX GRAMMARS 

3.0. Introduction to Extended Affix Grammars 

In section 1.4 we discussed the advantages and disadvantages 

of affix grammars from the points of view of definition and 

implementation of programming languages. In this chapter we 

propose a new form of grammar in an attempt to remedy some of the 

disadvantages of affix grammars while preserving their most 

important advantage, namely their suitability for parsing. 

In order to make our grammars less tedious to write and 

easier to read, we wish to avoid cluttering the meta-rules with 

primitive predicates, especially those with trivial associated 

functions, and to dispense with unnecessary restrictions on the 

form of hypernotions. lie wish to exploit the wealth of information 

provided by the upper level grammar about the structure of affixes 

and about the domains of the affix-variables and affix-positions. 

Let us return to the example we used in section 0.1 to 

illustrate a VWG: it was the meta-rule 

reference to MODE assignation . reference to MODE destination 
becomes symbol , MODE source 

Given that it is desirable to impose some sort of structure on the 

bypernotions, it seems perfectly natural to re-write this meta-rule 

as 

assignation(reference to 1ODE) : destination(reference to I, ODI) 
becomes-symbol sourcc(hODE) . 
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Comparing this new meta-rule with the corresponding meta-rule in AG 

form (section 1.0), we Bee that the nonterminal hypernotions are 

still there and have the same heads ('assignation', 'destination', 

'source'); but the affix-positions of the first two contain 

'reference to MODE', which would be illegal in an AG. Although the 

domain of each of these affix-positions is the set of terminal 

productions of 'MODE', this meta-rule can generate only production 

rules in which each of these affix-positions is occupied by a 

terminal production of 'reference to MODES - which is precisely 

what we wish to specify. Since 'reference to MODE' can be derived 

using the upper-level rules from 'MODE', each affix-position in 

each production rule is guaranteed to be occupied by an affix 

which is within the domain of that affix-position. For example, 

replacing 'MODE' by 'real' throughout the meta-rule yields the 

production rule 

assignation(reference to real) : destination(reference to real) 
becomes-symbol source(real) . 

A further comparison of our new meta-rule with the AG meta- 

rule (section 1.0) shows that the hypernotion whose head was the 

primitive predicate symbol 'check-ref' has been dropped. Its 

purpose was to ensure that the affix of 'destination' was the affix 

of 'source' prefixed by 'reference to'. In our meta-rule this same 

restriction is implicitly enforced by the occurrence of 'reference 

to MODE' in the affix-position of 'destination'. 

It turns out in fact that our extension allows primitive 

predicates to be dispensed with altogether, without sacrificing any 

of the formal power of AGs. We call our new form of two-level 

grammar an "extended affix grammar". 

The next three sections of this chapter parallel the 

corresponding sections of chapter 1. In section 3.1 we give a 

formal definition of an extended affix grammar, and in section 3.2 

a definition of well-formedness. In secvion 3.3 we investigata the 

formal properties of extended affix grammars. 
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In section 3.4 we show how any extended affix grammar can be 
converted automatically into an equivalent AG. This is of the 
greatest importance, as it means that our approach to parser 
construction from AGs, which we developed in chapter 2, is 

applicable to extended affix grammars as well. 

We conclude in section 3.5 by discussing the results of this 
chapter. 

3.1. Definition of an Extended Affix Grammar 

We define an extended affix grammar (EAG) to be a 10-tuple 

G= Un, Vt, An, At, e, R, B+ D, S, P) 

whose elements are defined in the following paragraphs. 

Vt is the set of terminal symbols, Vn the set of nonterminal 

symbols, At the set of affix-terminal symbols, An the set of 

affix-nonterminal symbols, e the distinguished nontermin, 91, R the 

set of affix-rules, B the set of affix-variables, and Da map from 

B into A. These all play similar roles to the corresponding 

elements of an AG (see section 1.1). As in an AG, we define, for 

each affix-nonterminal a, L(a) to be the language generated by the 

CFG Ga = (At, An, a, R); we define L, the set of affixes, to be 

the union of all the sets L(a) such that aEAn. 

S is the control of the EAG, a set of 4-tuples 

Sv = (v, Nv, rv, ocv) 

one for each nonterminal v. In this, Nv is the number of affix- 

positions of v, T. is a Nv-tupfe over {L, 6} specifying the tyres of 

the affix-positions of v, and av is a Nv tuple over An specifying 

the domains of the affix-positions of v. The EAG control plays a 

similar role to an AG control, but is simplified by the removal of 

the associated functions of the latter, since these are irrelevant 

in an EAG. 
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P is the set of meta-rules. Each meta-rule is of the form 

Z: Z1 ... Zm (where m>_O) 

Z. is known as the left side, and Zlo.. Zm as the right side, of this 

meta-rule. Z is a hypernotion; and, for each j in Elsn], Zj is 

either a hypernotion or a terminal symbol. A notion is of the 

form v(f1,.., ff ), where v is a nonterminal and, for each i in 

C1, NvJ, fi is an affix-forma fi is a string of affix-variables and 

affix-terminals such that, if each affix-variable b which occurs in 

fi is replaced by D(b), then the resulting string of affix- 

nonterminals and -tef-irinals can be derived from acvri using the 

affix-rules in R. 

If the result of replacing, throughout a meta-rule 

Z: Z1 ... Zm 

each affix-variable b by an affix in its domain L(D(b)) is the rule 

Y Y1 ... YM f 

then we write Y+ Yl ... Ym I and call this relation a P. roduc1iici 

rule. We say that Ylo.. Ym is a direct production of Y. 

A protonotion is of the form v(gl, ... , Div) p where v is an 

affix-nonterminal and, for each i in C1 tNvlt g; EL(ocv, i). A notion 

is a protonotion which has at least one direct production. Thus; 

in a production rule Y -). Yl ... Yn, ,Y is a notion and each Yi is 

either a protonotion or a terminal symbol. In particular, the 

distinguished nonterminal e is a notion. A blind alle is a 

protonotion which is not a notion. 

A production of a notion X is either (i. ) a direct production 

of X, or (ii) a string of protonotions and terminals obtained by 

replacing, in a production of X, some notion Y by a direct 

production of Y. A terminal production of a notion is one which 

consists entirely of terminals. A sentence is a terminal 

production of the d. istin; zished nonterminal e. The 1a . ý�ua e of t}. 4. 
EAG is the set of all sentences in the EAG. 



Vn ={ program, amts, stmt, vble, tag, identify } 

Vt -- { begin, end, Z, . =, [, ], x, y, z) 

An ={ TAG, MODE, LIST } 

At ={x, y, z, i, b, a, +} 

e= program 

R: - 

(r1-r3) TAG xyz 
(rlý_, ' ) MODE iba 

(r7-r8) LIST LIST + TAG ODE ; 

B T, T1, r!, M1, L} 

D={ (I', TAC), (T1, TAG), ([t, MODF), (111, I, ODT<'), (I_,, I: I; =. '_) } 

S={ (program, 0, -, -), 
stmts, 1, L, LIST), 
stmt, 1,1., LIST), 
vble, 2, (L, s) (LIST, t/iODE) ), 

( t� r, 1, S, TAG), 
(identify, 3, (t,, 4,8)j (T., IS`P, TAG, 1 OD'? )) } 

P: - 

(p1) program be, jn stmt s(+xb+yi+zab) end 

(p2) stmts(L) : stmt(L) 

(p3) strnts(L) stmt(L) 

(p4) stmt(L) : vble(L, 1.1) := vble(L, 1, ) 

(p5) v'ble(L, M) : tag(T) identif. y(L, T, M) ; 

(ph) vble(L, a N) [ vble(L, i) 

(p7) to (x) x. 

(p8) tag(y) : y. 

(p9) tag(z) : z 

(pl()) identify(L +TN, T, N ) 

(p11) identify(L + Ti M1, T, M) -identify(L, T, M) 

Fi r°vro ý. 1. An extended affix prar. -r. pr. 
This EAG defines a la. nguacre of a^stFnri. ent s 
het, ",, ieen variables of. identical rc de. A. 11- v abie 
moc1F, 3 are defined 1. r r24-_rý -tands f, 
'integer', ' ab' for 'array of boolean', e *. c . 



program 

begin stints(+xb+yi+zab) end 

berTin stmt(+xb+yi+zab) end 

begin vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) := vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) end 

be, 
min vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) := vble(+xb+yi+zab, ab) [ 

vble(+xb+yi+zab, i) ] end 

begin vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) := vble(+x_b+yi+zab, ab) [ 
_~ tag (y) i dentify (+;: b+yi+zab, y, i) ] end 

= be yln vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) := vble(+xb+yi+zab, ab) [ 
tag(y) i. dentif-r(+xb+yi, yr, i)] end 

beg,; vble(+xb+: ri+zab, b) := vble(+xb+yi+zab, ab) [ 
ýta. g (y) ] end 

begin vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) := vble(+xb+yi+zab, ab) [y] 
end 

be, -a_n vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) tag(z) identify(+xb+yi+zab, 
z, ab) [y] end 

4 begin vble(+xb+yi+zab, b) := tag(z) [y] end 

-ý bei; in vble (+xb+yi+zab, b) z[y] end 

beý; ý_n tag(x) Identify(+xb+yi+zab, x, b) z[yI end 

4 berg in tag(x) identify(+xb+yi, x, b) :=z[y] end 

be2: in tag(x) identify(+xb, x, b) :=z[y] end 

begin tag(x) z[y] end 

begin x. :=z[y] end 

Figure 3. r. A derivation in the EAG of figure 3.1. 
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The foregoing definition of an EAG differs from that of an AG 

in only two essential respects - the elimination of the primitive 

predicate symbols and their associated functions, and the change in 

the definition of a hypernotion. These two differences are however 

of the greatest significance. 

Figure 3.1 shows an example of an EAG, and figure 3.2 an 

example of a derivation of a sentence in that EAG. The notational 

conventions we use are similar to those we used in our AG examples. 
(See section 1.1. ) 

Observe that in an EAG the distinction between the roles of 

the affix-variables and the affix-nonterminals is absolutely 

essential. A construction like the one we quoted in section 1.1 

to remove affix-variables is not possible in an EkG because it 

would yield affix-forms which cannot be derived from the affix- 

nonterminals specifying the domains of their positions. 

�2 Well-formed Extended. Affix Grammars fi 
_ . _. _. ý 

For the same reason that we defined well-formed AGe, namely 
to define what conditions are necessary for grammars to be well 

suited to parsing, we wish to define a class of "well-formed" EAGs. 

It turns out that, as a consequence of our definition of an EAG, 

only two conditions are required to ensure that an EAG is well- 

formed for our purposes. 

A defining occurrence of an affix-variable in a meta-rule is 

an occurrence of that variable in an inherited affix-position of 
the hypernotion on the left side, or in a derived affix-position of 

a hypern. otion on the right side, of the meta-rule. An applied 

occurrence of an affix-variable is an occurrence of that variable 
which is not a defining occurrence. 

A well-formed extended affix grammar is eno in which 
(a) for every affix-nonterminal a, Ga (At, Ani a, R) is 
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unambiguous; 

and (b) every variable occurring in a meta-rule has at least one 

defining occurrence in that meta-rule, and moreover, if a variable 

has an applied occurrence in a hypernotion Z on the right side of a 

meta-rule, then it has a defining occurrence on the left side of 

that meta-rule or in a kirpernotion to the left of Z. 

Condition (b) corresponds to condition c3 in the definition 

of a well-formed AG, but is less restrictive in that a variable may 

have more than one defining occurrence in an EAG meta-rule. 

Condition (a), as we shall see in section 3.4, is closely related 

to condition c2. 

Our definition of a well-formed EAG was simpler to formulate 

than that of a well-formed AG. In general, however, it is not 
possible to determine whether an arbitrary EAG satisfies condition 
(a), since the ambiguity of an arbitrary CFG is undecideable 
(Hopcroft 69, theorem 14.7). This leads us to state the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. It is undecideable whether an arbitrary extended 

affix grammar is well-formed, 

As in the case of an AG, it is to be expected that any 

practical EAG will be written in such a way that well-formedness 

can in fact be determined by inspection. 

The example EAG of figure 3.1 is well-formed. 

3.3. Formal Properties of Extended Affix Grammars 

In order to show that FAGS are as powerful as AGs, we derive 

in this section some results about the formal properties of ü:? Gs to 

compare with the results of section 1.3. 
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Theorem 3.2. For every Turing machine T there exists an extended 

affix grammar which generates the language recognised by T. 

Proof. We construct an EAG G which simulates the action of T. 

Each machine configuration (q, cc, ß) is represented by the 

protonotion q(a9 ß). A change of configuration will be 

represented by a direct production which simply replaces 

one protonotion (notion) by another. 

At consists of the tape symbols of T. A= {LEFT, RIGHT, 

SYMBOL}. R contains one affix-rule SYMBOL :s for each 

s in At, plus the affix-rules 

LEFT :; LEFT SYMBOL 

RIGHT ; SYMBOL RIGHT 

Vt consists of the input symbols of T, i. e. a subset of At. 

Vn contains one symbol q for each possible state of T, with 

associated control 

Sq = (q, 21 (t 
, L), (LEFT, RIGHT) )t 

plus the distinguished. nonterminal ev plus one extra symbol, 
'init', with associated control 

Sinit = (finit, 1, I., RIGHT) 

B contains the variable 'LEFT', 'RIGHT' and 'SYMBOL', each 

associated with the affix-nonterminal of the same name. 

The T-rules are transliterated into meta-rules as follows. 

T-rule 6(qi, si) = (qf, sf, R) 

Meta-rule gi(LEFT, si RIGET) . qf(LEFT s f, RIGHT) 

Effect ...... si ä ..... F- f..... sf 8 ..... 

T-rule S(qi, B) ý (qf+ Sf, R) 
Meta-rule q. (LEFT 

I) gf(LEFT sfq ) 

Effect .,.... 'blanks .ý F- eýýeeI f 
planks 
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T-rule S(ql, s1) = (qf, sf, L) 
Meta-rule gi(LEFT SYTBOL, si RIGHT) : gf(LEFT, SYMBOL sf RIGHT) 

Effect ...... s ...... ý- ...... 5 sf ...... 
+T 

T-rule S(q1, B) _ (qf, sf, L) 
Meta-rule gi(LEFT SDIBOL, ): qf(LEFT, SYMBOL sf) 
Effect ..... Is blanks .. F..... Is Isf planks .. 

TT 

If q0 is the initial state of T, then P will also contain 

the meta-rules 

e: init( ) 

init(RIGHT) q0( , RIGHT) 

and' for each input symbol s, a meta-rule 

init(RIGHT) .- init(s RIGHT) s 

Finally, P will contain, for each final state q, a meta-rul, 

q(LEFT, RIGHT) 

We first prove that the machine configurations and changes 

in them are correctly represented by protonotions and 

productions as stated. Leta and ß be arbitrary strings of 
tape symbols; they fall within the domains of the variables 
'LEFT' and 'RIGHT' respectively. Consider, for example, the 

first of the four cases above. Substituting « for 'MI'T' 

and A for 'RIGHT' in the meta-rule 

gi(LEFT, si RIGHT) qf(LEFT sf, RIGHT) , 

we obtain the production rule qi(a, sip 4 gf(a$f, ß)" 

It can be seen that this production rule cannot be 

generated from any other meta-rule in P. Thus 

gi(o(, sip) + gf((xsf, ß) if and only if S(gi, si) = (gffsf, R). 

But, by definition of T, (qi, ()(I sip) - (q f, o(s f, ß) if and 

only if S(gi, si) a (gfysf, R). Similar arguments apply in 

the other three cases. In general, therefore, 

gi(cci I 
Pi) > qf(--f I 

Af. ) if and only if 
(qi, ai, ýi) F- (qf, «f, ßf)" It follows by induction that 

gl(K1, ßl) 4* q2(°"2' ý2) if and only if 
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(gl, al, ßl) F-* (g2, a2, ß2) " In particular, 

qp(2, T) q(a, ß) if and only if (qp, 'At T) F* (q, a, ß)" 

Now, for any string T of input synnbols, 

e init('X) * init(T) T go(ai T) T; and q(a, j) =Iv A 

if and only if a is a final state of T. Thus, 

e ** qp(A, T) T .* q(a, ß) T*T if and only if q is a 

final state of T and (q0j 'A, T) i* (q, a' ý) . That iss T 

is a sentence of G if and only if T accepts T. The theorem 

follows immediately by a generalisation of this deduction. 

Corollate 3. . Every recursively enumerable set can be generated 

by an extended affix grammar. 

Note that the EAG which simulates the Turing machine is well- 

formed. 

3.4. Conversion of an Extended Affix Grammar into an Eouivalent 
Affix Gra nnar 

We have stated that one of the constraints in our development 

of EAGs was to retain the suitability for parsing of AGs. In 

this section we show that any EAG may be automatically converted 

into an equivalent AG, and moreover that any well-formed EAG may be 

automatically converted into an equivalent well-formed AG. Thus the 

techniques of parser construction already developed for AGs can be 

applied to EAGs as well. 

We use here an extension to our notation: we allow the map 

D to take as an argument any affix-form ff and define D(f) to be 

the result of replacing each affix-variable which occurs in f by 

its associated affix-nonterminal. Thus, in every hypernotion 

V(fl,..., fN), av, i D(fi) for each i in [1, N] . 

Consider the EAG 
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C: - (Vnp Vt, Ani At, el R9 Bt Dp S, P) 

We shall convert G into an AG 

G' (Va, V. j Ani At, Q' el R, B'' D'9 S'9 P') 

where B': ->B, D12D, and, if (v, IT, T, oc) E S, them (v, N, Tj ai '-) ESQ, 

We assume an arbitrary numbering of the affix-rule, of R. 

Let the r-th affix-rule be 

a: t0a1tl... a. KtK 

where aal, ... faKEAn and to, tl,..., tKEAt*. Then Q will contain 
(i) a symbol °synthr' whose associated control is 

Stsynthr = (synthrv K+11 (LI... 
sL, S), (a,,..., ag, a), 

Axl 0 .. axK 7x (x_toxltl... xKtK, ) 's 

and (ii) a symbol 'analr' whose associated control is 

Stanalr = (analr, K+l' (a, a. l,..., aj{), 
1x ? lxl 000- 

a'K (x. =tOxltl... XKtK) ) 

We call the primitive predicate symbols 'synthrl synthesise-predicates 

and the symbols 'anal' anal, sy e-predicates. 

P' will consist-of the meta-rules of P, each transformed 

into AG form by the following procedure P1 (which may as a side-- 

effect require B' to be expanded, and D' accordingly). 

Procedure P1. To replace the EAG meta-rule 

Ir =Z: Z1 ... Zm 

by an equivalent AG meta-rule. 

If every affix-position of every hypernotion in iris 

occupied by an affix-variable whose associated affix- 

nonterminal specifies the domain of that affix-position, 
then the procedure is terminated. 

Otherwise, suppose H= v(fl,... fN) occurs in ir'such that 

D(f. j) «ß. 
9i, 

There are four possible cases: - 
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(1) H= Zj (i. e. H is on the right side of 1) I and TV, i=1.; 
(2) HH =Zj, and 77, i=&; 
(3) H=Z (i. e. 'H is on the left side of IT) I and v i= 
ý4) HmZ7 and vices' 

s 

By definition of a hypernotion, avi .* D(fi). Since 

avsi D(fi), let the last affix-rule applied in a derivation 

acvt iD(fi) be 

a t0a1tl... tKaK 

where a, al,..., aKEAn and tO/t1,... 'tKEA*t' and let this be 

the r-th affix-rule of R. Then there must exist ®9ý E 
(AnuAt)* such that 

. otvji Oa -* Otoe, lt,... a tKý _ D(fi) 9 

and therefore f. 
1 

'must be of the form 

fi = rtobltl... bKtKV I 

where D(/A)= 6, D(v)=' , and bk is an affix-variable with 

D(bk)=ak for each k in [l, K]. Let b be a variable, with 

D(b)=a, not occurring in IT. Then a new meta-rule 7r° is 

formed from Ti using one of the following four transformations, 

according to which of the above four cases holds: - 

(Ti) rr' - Z: : Z} .... Zj.. l synthr(bl,..., bK, b) 
v`f1, " ", fi-1, (. bv, fi+lI " "'fN) 
Z. j+1 .... Zw 

(T2) IT' -Z: Z1 .... Z '-1 
v(f1 ;, "°, fi-1, bv, fi 19.. rfN) 
analr(b, bl,..., bK) Zj-i-1 

.... Zm 
(T3) rr' = v(fl,.., f'_ ; jý. bv, fi+l,.., fN) 

anair(b, bl,..., bK) Z1 ..... Zm 
(T4) 'R' = v(fl,. ", f1_1, by+fi+lý.. f) 

Zl ..... Z. synthrýbl;... rbg: b) 

it is replaced by TO, and the procedure is repeated. 

40 

9 

Theorem 3.4. The above method converts an extended affix grammar G 

into an affix grammar G' which is loosely equivalent to G. 

Proof. P1 always terminates since, for each affix form f, the 
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derivation of D(f) contains a finite number of steps, and 

each of the transformations T1-T4 shortens such a derivation 

by one step. The terminating condition of P1 ensures that 

every affix-position of every hypernotion in a meta-rule is 

occupied by an appropriate affix-variable, so the resulting 

meta-rule is in fact an AG meta-rule. 

It remains to be proved that the meta-rule -, r' resulting 

from any of the transformations Tl-T4 is in some way 

equivalent to the meta-rule Tr. Note that it is possible 

that an intermediate meta-rule is neither an EAG meta-rule 
(because of the presence of primitive predicate 

hypernotions) nor an AG meta-rule (because of the presence 

of generalised affix-forms), although of course the 

original is an EAG meta-rule and the final one is an AG 

meta-rule. To handle this possibility, we informally allow 

"generalised" meta-rules, which are like EAG meta-rules but 

may contain primitive predicate hypernotions, with 

production rules for primitive predicate protonotions being 

defined in the same way as in AGs. Thus EAG meta-rules and 

AG meta-rules are particular cases of "generalised" meta- 

rules. 

Consider, for example, the "generalised" meta-rules 7T and 

IT' before and after transformation T4. In this case, 

'IT = v(fl,.., fi-1,14tobytl... bKtKvsfi+l,.., fN) 
Z1 ..... Zm 1 

IT' = v(fl,.. fi-l, µbvifi+ll.. tfN) 
Z1 ..... Zm synthr(b]v..., bK, b) 0 

Let gl, ..., gt be arbitrary affixes in the respective 

domains of the variables bl, ..., bK. Substituting these 

affixes for these variables in 'Ti, and arbitrary affixes for 

any other variables occurring in IT, we obtain a production 

rule of the form 

sr(hjf.. yhi ototlt_l .. oujYtKr'ýhi+lfi= Q#iy) -ý 
Yi 0 .... Ym 
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Substituting the same affixes for the same variables in n', 

we obtain 

v(hl , .. '1 l Obyj hi+j j .. thN) : Yl ..... Ym 
syn hr(gll... 

rgK, b) 

since by construction b does not occur in any of fl, ..., 
fi-1+ fi+11 ..., fN' 11, v, Zl, ....., Zm. Further 

substituting for b an arbitrary affix g in the domain of b, 

we obtain the production rule 

P° výh1a""aýli-iaýgYrhi+la""ahNý - 
Y1 ..... Yin synthr(g1. a... agK9g) " 

Now, if g, t0glt2... ggty, then synth (g1,..., g1Cpg) is a 

blind alley, and therefore p' cannot be applied in a 

derivation of any sentence. On the other hand, if 

g=togltZ. . gIctKi* then synth, (gl 
, ... , gK s g) a A' and therefore 

Q(hl, .. , h2--1, ýtogltl... gKtKy9hi+1 7 .. t hrd) 

e Y1 ...... Yrn synths, (g1r... 
1gK9togltl... gKtK) 

2>Yl ..... Ym 0 

Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

production rules which can usefully be generated from IT 

and Tr', and corresponding production rules cause the same 

notion to be replaced by the same string of protonotions 

and terminals, after replacement of primitive predicate 

notions. 

Similar arguments can be used to obtain the same result for 

the meta-rules before and after transformations T1-T3. The 

theorem follows by induction. 

We have established that any EAG can be converted into an 

equivalent AG. What is still. more relevant, however, is whether a 

well-formed EAG can be converted into an equivalent well-formed AG. 

This, in fact, can be done, and all that is necessary, beyond 
transformation of the EAG meta-rules by procedure P1, is to 

eliminate repeated. defining occurrences of the same affix-variable 
in a giver. meta-rule. 
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For each affix-nonterrninal at we introduce into Qa new 

symbol 'equals', whose associated control is 

Stequala = (equals, 2, (LIL), (a, a), Ax ; ky (x=y) )" 

We call the primitive predicate symbols 'equala' equ redicates. 

We further transform each meta-rule of P' by applying the 

following procedure P2 (which may as a side-effect require B' to be 

further expanded, and D' accordingly). 

Procedure P2o To eliminate multiple defining occurrences of affix- 

variables in the affix grammar meta-rule 

?T=ZZi0.. 
0t 

Zm 
0 

If no affix-variable has more than one defining occurrence 

in IT, then the procedure is terminated. 

Otherwise, suppose the variable b has more than one defining 

occurrence. Let b' be a variable, with D(b') = D(b) = a, 

not occurring in ir. There are two possible cases (which 

are not mutually exclusive). 

(T5) b has two defining occurrences on the left side of IT, 
i. e. Z is of the form Form a new 

meta-rule it' from ir as follows: - 

ITt 
: equala(b'tb) Z1 ..... Zm 0 

(T6) b has a defining occurrence in Z and another in Z.,, 

or has a defining occurrence in Zk and another in Zj 

(where kij). If Zj is of the form v(.., b,.. ) then 

form a new meta-rule 11' from rr as follows: - 

pit' _ 
Zz Z1 ... Z 

_1 v(.., b',.. ) equala(b', b) 
Z j+l ... m 

Replace ir by n'q and repeat the procedure. 
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Theorem 3.5. Application of procedures Pl and P2 to each meta-rule 

converts a well-formed extended affix grammar G into a well-formed 

affix grammar G' which is loosely equivalent to G. 

Proof. The proof of theorem 3.4 can be extended to cover procedure 
P2 with transformations T5-T6. Thus G' is an AG and 'is 

loosely equivalent to G. It only remains to be proved that 

if G is a well-formed EAG then G' is a yell-formed AG. 

Condition cl in the definition of a well-formed AG is 

obviously satisfied since, by construction, every affix- 

position of every hypernotion occurring in a meta-rule of 
G' is occupied by a variable whose associated affix-- 

nonterminal specifies the domain of that affix-position, 

i. e. in every hypernotion x(bl,..., bN), and for each i in 

Cl, N7, bi is a variable with D(bi) - ax, it regardless of 

whether x i-L or Tx i=S, or whether the hypernotion is on 
r 

the left or right side of a meta-rule. 

The set of primitive predicate symbols of G' is 

Q={ analr, synthr r is the number of an affix-rule } 
U{ equals I aEAn }. 

The symbols 'equals' have no derived affixes, so the 

functions Fequala obviously exist. If affix-rule r is 

a: tOaltl... aKtK , 

then the function mapping the inherited affixes of 'synthr' 

to its derived affix is 

Fsynthr - 1x1 ... ilxg (toxlt1... xKtK) 

and the function mapping the inherited affix of 'analx' to 

its derived affixes is 

I''analy, = ?x (3x EL(al) r..., xKEL(ý7ak) : x=t0x1t1... xKtK 
I 

ýxl' 

O.. t6{{) 

IW) 

Clearly Fsynthr(Yip 
... sYK) =Y if and only if 

F'synthr(Yl, """, YK, y) = trug' and k'analr(Y) _ (Y1''""'YK) if 

and only if Fanalr(Y? Yls..., y) - true. ', Ioreover, Fcynthj, 
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is oviously single-valued. Since Ga is unambiguous, by 

condition (a) in the definition of a well-formed EAG, 

Fanalr is also single-valued, which we prove by 

contradiction. If Fanalr were not single-valued, suppose 

that Fanalr(Y)= (Y1, 
''', yg) and Fanalr(Y) = (Yl°r..., yK'). 

For. each i in [1, K], yiEL(ai), i. e. ai * yi; therefore 

a* tpaltl... aKtK 
tOaltl... yKtK 

** tOy]ti... yKtK 
=y0 

Likewise, 

a: tOaltl... aKtK 
tpaltl... yKntK 

. 

toylit1... yK'tK 

=y 

If (y1'... 
'YK) 

X (yl" 
... y,, '), then there are two 

different canonical derivations a .*y, which contradicts 
the unambiguity of Ga. Thus condition c2 is satisfied. 

If a "generalised" meta-rule it satisfies condition (b) in 

the definition of a well-formed EAG,, then so does the meta- 

rule TO resulting from any of transformations Tl--T6. 

Consider, for example, transformation T4, involving a 

derived affix-position on the left side of IT. Recall that 

v(fl,.., fi-1, &tobltl... bKtKv'fi+1:.., fN) 
Z1 

069.0 
Zin 

and that 

°RO V(flr""vfi-lrµbvgfi+lv". tfN) : Z1 ..... Zm 
synthr(bl,..., bg, b) 0 

In IT, each of the variables blo ... 9 bK must, by condition 
(b), have a defining occurrence in an inherited affix- 

position on the left side or in Z1..... Zm; therefore the 

applied occurrence of each of these variables in the 
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hypernotion synth=, (b1,..., bK, b) 

(b). Also, the new variable b, 

in TO satisfies condition 

which has an applied 

occurrence on the left side of 1t°, also has a defining 

occurrence, in synthr(bl,..., bb, b). Similar arguments can 

be applied to the other transformations. 

It follows by induction that, if each meta-rule of G 

satisfies condition (b), then the corresponding meta-rul. e 

of G' satisfies this condition too. Thus each variable 

occurring in a meta-rule of G' has at least one defining 

occurrence in that meta-rule. But the terminating 

condition of procedure P2 ensures that each variable has 

at most one defining occurrence in any meta-rule of G'. 

Thus condition c3 is satisfied. 

We have shown how any (well-formed EAG can be converted into 

an equivalent (well-formed) AG. Thus the parsing technique we 

developed in chapter 2 (or any other parsing technique for ACs) can 

be applied to EAGs. We investigate this possibility more deeply in 

chapter 4. 

Figure 3.3 shows the well-formed AG obtained by converting 

the EAG of figure 3.1 according to the transformations given in 

this section. 

3.5. Some Comments on Extended Affix Grammars 

We believe our examples (and a further example appears in 

the appendix) have demonstrated that EAGs are significantly more 

readable than AGs. Even the grammars which simulate a Turing 

machine (sections 1.3 and 3.3), although not practical examples, 

reinfoic& our view, and it is noteworthy that the proof of 

correctnfes of the simulation by an EAG is rather more elegant than 

that of' the simulation by an AG. 



Q={ synth 1, synth2, Synth,, synth4, synths, synth6, 
synth 7, synth, ana. 14, anal6, anal7, equalMODE, 
eaualTAG } 

B' _fT, `i'1 , T2, M, M1 , M2, M3, L, L1 , L2, L3 } 

D' ={T, TAG), (T1, TAG), (T2, TAG), (M, MODE), (M1, MaDE), 
M2, IV(CDE), (M3, MODE), (L, LIST), (L1, LIST), (L2, LIST), 
L3, LI ST) } 

S' =( program, 0, -, -, - )y 
struts, 1,1, LIST, - ), 
s -,, m t., 1, d,, LIS ±,, -- ), 
vble, 2, (L, S) , 

(LIS! 
, MODE) ,-), ta°, 1, a, TAG, - ), 

identify, 3, (L, L") , LIST, TAG, MODE) ,-), 
syn th1 ,1, S, TAG, "', t=x) 
syritbc ,1,8, TAG, ^At t=y ý, 
symth3,1,8, TAG, )ýt t=z 
synth1., 1. P b, MODE, Am (m=i) 
syn thr ,1,6, MODE, .m (m=b) ), 
synth6,2, L, S), (MODE, MODE), 'am 'an (n=a. m) 
synt , 

4, (LIST, TAG, MODE, LIST) , 'Al At ýkm \k (k=l+tm ) 
3yr1th8 ,1, 

S, LIST, 'Al (1=A) 
anal4,1, L, MODE, )i (m=i) 
anal6,2, SL, S), (1MMGDF, MODE), ?m An (m=an) 

, LIST, ` AC, 1; oD ), 
ý 

ana]_7,4, (LIST 
ak 'Al '; \t 'rn (k=i+tm ) 

(equal oDE, 2, ýLL), L, t) ,( MODE, MODE) , Am )kn (m=n) 

equa1TAG, 2, (TAG, TAG); 'Xt )u (t=u) )) 

(continues ) 

). 9 

), 

Figure-3-3. The AG constructed from the EAG of fi ure 3.1 
by the method described in section 3. 

ý. 

Vn, Vt, An, At, e, R are as in figure 3d 1. 



P' 

(p1) program begin synth (L) 
synth1 t1 R,! nth-(r""7 Sýrnth7(L, T, M L1 ) 
synth2(T1) syntk 4(r-°1 )' syn'ch, 7(Li1 T1.9M1 L2) 
synth3(T2) synth-(f, vr) synthý(M2, M3) 
synth 7(L2, T2, M3, ] 3) stmts(LS) end 

(p2) stmts(L) stmt(L) ; 
(p3) 

stmts(L) 9 stmt(L) 
(PIE) stmt(L) vble(L, M) : -- vble(L, M1 ) 

equa. 1P40DE(M1, M) 

(p5) vble(L, M) tag(T) i.. dent. fy(L, T, M) 
(p6) vble(L, M1) anal6(T, ^1, P1) 

[ vble(L, M2) anal4(M2) Je 

(p7) tag(T) :x synthl(T) ; 

(p8) y synth2(T) ;. 

(p°) z synth3(T) 

(p10) identif_y(L1, T, M) : anal , 
(L1, L, T1 M) 

Ti 

T6 

T2 
L 

TAI 

T4 

T4 

equal iAG(T 1, T) T3, TF 

(p11) anal7(L1, L, T1, M1) identify(L, T, M) e T3 

Figure 3.3 (concluded) 

Transformations applied to each meta-rule are 
shown on the right. 
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We have certainly found by experience that writing an EAG is 

much less tedious and more creative than writing an AG. 

The reason for these observations is undoubtedly that in an 

EAG relationships among affixes can be expressed in a direct and 

natural manner in the meta-rules themselves, and not hidden away in 

some primitive predicate functions. (An excellent example of this 

is meta-rule plp in figures 3.3 and 3.1. ) The simple predicates 

which tend to obscure AG meta-rules are just not necessary in EAGs. 

Certainly, in a given situation, these predicates specify checks or 

actions which must be performed during a parse; but section 3.4 

has shown that such predicates can be inserted automatically. 

In one sense, the relationship between EAGs and AGs is 

similar to that between high-level and low-level languages. In 

another sense, EAGs are declarative systems whilst AGs are 

imperative systems. 

High-level languages tend to take away some of the progra-nmir. ü 

flexibility of low-level languages. LAGS have the same drawback 

when compared with AGs. For example, whilst one can specify that 

two affixes must be equal simply by using the same affix, -variable 

in a meta-rule, there is no elegant way in an EAG of specifying 

that two affixes must be unequal; in an AG the necessary 

primitive predicate function would be just as trivial as one for 

ensuring equality. We shall return to this point later. 

A major example of the use of an EAG to define completely the 

syntax of a practical programming language is given in appendix A. 

Some of our small examples have been extracted from this grammar, 

perhaps with slight modifications, to illustrate particular points. 
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CHAPTER 4 

LEFT-TO-RIGHT PARSERS FOR WELL-FORA? ED EXTENDED AFFIX GRAZ AARS 
ýý-"ýýý"ýýc-ýt-"ýjc"ýc-ýý""ý#ýt-"ýofýjt"aF ýý-x"ýc"3ýýc "tc"#ýc "ýý, "ý"ýý"ýýýt-ý3c"ýtý ý""rýjt-#ý"-ýý"x""ý"ý"ýý#x- ý"ýý"ý"ý 

4.0. Introduction 

We have already assembled all the techniques necessary to 

construct a left-to-right parser from a suitable well-formed EAG. 

In section 3.4 we showed how to convert any well-formed EAG into a 

well-formed AG. In chapter 2 we showed how to convert a well--formed 

AG into an auxiliary grammar, and we defined the class of AF.. LR_(k) 

auxiliary grammars to which our LR(k)-based parsing method can be 

applied. 

There are, however, two further, closely related, problems 

which must be solved before the construction of a parser from an EAG 

can be completely automated. We must design a parse-time 

representation of affixes, and we must show how to implement the 

synthesise-, analyse- and equal-predicate functions generated by the 

EAG-to-AG convertor. These problems we consider in sections 4.1 and 

4.2. 

In section 4.3 we consider the problem of left recursion as it 

applies to EAGs. This is somewhat analogous to a problem already 

investigated for AGs. An opportunity is taken to introduce an 

improvement into our EAG-to-AG convertor. 

In section 4.4 we show that certain multi-predicate states in 

an LAG parser can be proved to be deterministic. This extends 

beyond AF-LR(k) the class of grammars from which we can 

automatically construct deterministic parsers. 
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In order to estimate the practical value of our results, we 
describe in sections 4.5 and 4.6 a machine-code implementation of 

our parser, including some optimisations which can be deduced from 

the EAG; and in section 4.7 we describe a simple empirical 

investigation into the efficiency of this implementation. Finally, 

in section 4.8, we discuss the possibility of incorporating our 

parser into a practical translator. 

4.1. Parse-time Representation of Affixes 

A suitable representation of affixes at parse time will be one 

which permits an efficient implementation of the primitive predicate 

functions of the AG. In the case of a parser constructed from an 

EAG, the functions to be implemented are those of the synthesise-t 

analyse- and equal-predicates defined in section 3.4" Recall that, 

if affix-rule r is 

a tOaltl... aKtJ I 

then 

Flynthr 
= Axl ... ? XK (tox1t1... xKtK) r 

Fanalr (3 x1EL(al)9... ºXKEL(aK) : I=toxltl... XKtK 

1 (Y1,,... ºXK) 1W) 
and that, for each affix-nonterminal a, 

Fequala = 71x1 Axt ( a1=x2 II w) 

where 0 denotes a 0-tuple. 

The most obvious representation of affixes, by strings, is 

unsuitable in general, because each analyse-predicate function 

would have to perform a complete (context-free) parse of its 

inherited affix. (It may be mentioned in passing, however, that 

such a representation is worth consideration in certain special 

cases. For example, if every affix-rule contains at most one 

affix-nonterminal, each analyse-predicate function could. Simply 

check for and remove particular affix terminals at the ends of the 

string representing the affix. ) 
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In order to avoid re-parsing of affixes, the most suitable 

representation of an affix which is a terminal production of an 

affix-nonterminal a is the derivation tree for the affix in the 

context-free grammar Ga. Since Ga is unambiguous, by definition of 

a well-formed EAG, a derivation tree for an affix ao a terminal 

production of a particular affix-nonterminal is unique. We ' 

emphasise this point because it influenced a feature of our EAG-to- 

AG convertor. An affix Which is simultaneously a terminal 

production of n affix-nonterminals may have one of n different 

derivation trees. This point is illustrated in figure 4.1. For 

this reason, our parser will work with this representation only 

because every affix-position of every hypernotion in the meta-rules 

of the AG produced by our convertor is occupied by a variable whose 

associated affix-nonterminal specifies the domain of that affix- 

position. In a well-formed AG a wider choice of variables is 

allowed in a given affix-position (see condition cl in the 

definition of a well-formed AG - section 1.2); but, if our EAG- 

to. -AG convertor took advantage of this fact, a variable might be 

assigned an affix which, although in itself' a possible value of 

that variable, is represented by a tree with the wrong affix- 

nonterminal at its root; the parser would therefore malfunction. 

An example of this will be given in section 4.2. 

Conventionally, the nodes of a derivation tree in a CTG are 

labelled by nonterminals and terminals. To represent an affix, we 

prefer to use a tree in which each node is labelled by the affix- 

rule applied at that node and has one direct descendent for each 

affix-nonterminal in the right side of that affix rule. A 

derivation tree in our form could be converted into one in 

conventional form, and vice versa. Our form has the advantage of 

being more compact and is more suited to our purpose. Examples 

of derivation trees representing affixes appear in figures 4.1 and 
4.5" 

At parse time the nodes of the derivation trees rill be 

stored separately from the affix stack, ýn a dynamic storage ar.,, a 



MODE : reference to MODE 

MODE : real 

(a) Derivation tree of 'reference to real' as a terminal 
production of 'MODE'. 

MOTD : I'IODE 

MODE : reference to MODE 

MODE : real 

(b) Derivation tree of `reference to real` as a terminal 
production of 'MOID' 

. 

Figure 4.1 Different derivation trees for the same affix. 

The affix-rules are: - 

MOID MODE ; void 

MODE real ; reference to MODE . 
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or heap. Each node will be a record containing the following data: 
(1) the number, r, of the affix-rule labelling this node (using 

the same numbering of affix-rules as in the construction of section 
3.4); (2) the number of affix-nonterminals, K, in the right side 

of affix-rule r; and (3) pointers to the K nodes which are the 
direct descendants of the current node. Each affix will be 

represented by a pointer to the root node of its derivation tree. 

Thus the affix stack will be a stack of pointers. 

Copying of affixes in the stack (when a copy-transition is 

traversed) will, of course, be implemented by copying pointers' 

not by reproducing the trees to which they point. This, and other 

aspects of the implementations to be described in section 4.2, 

imply that the derivation trees of affixes which exist at any stage 

of a parse are not necessarily disjoint, but may have common 

subtrees. In fact, each tree is in general just a part of a 
larger and more general data structure, a directed graph which 
has the property of containing no loops. 

4.2. Implementation of Synthesise-r Analyse- and Equal-Pred. icc: te 
Functions 

Having defined our parse-time representation of affixes, we 

proceed to describe the implementation of the various primitive 

predicate functions introduced by the EAG-to-AG convertor. As 

usual, we assume that the r-th affix-rule of the EAG is 

a: tOaltl... aKtK 

Recall that 

Fsynthi, = axl ... axj (toxltl... xgtK) 

The action of the function y= FsynthT(y1,... 
YYK) is illustrated 

in figure 4.2. A new node is created in the heap; it is labelled 

by affix-rule r, and has as its direct descendents the nodes to 

which the pointers representing yip . r. ' yi point; y is then 
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represented by a pointer to the new node. A proof of the 

correctness of this implementation is quite simple. For each i 

in [1, K], the domain of the i-th parameter of Fsy-nth is L(ai), so 

ai 4* yi. It follows that r 

a+ tpaltl... aKtK 
t0a1tl... YKtK 

tOylt1. ®. YKtK 

y 

is the (right) derivation of y from a, and in the corresponding tree 
the root will be labelled by 'a: tOaltl... aXtyI and the root's direct 
descendants will be the roots of the derivation trees corresponding 
to the derivations a1. * y1, ... t aKL YK" 

The typical analyse-predicate function is 
N 

Fanalr = \x (3 xleL(a, ),..., xKEL(aK) : x-tpxltl... XKtK 
I (x1,..., XK) Iw) 

The action of the function Fanair (y) (y1'-" 
''yK) is shown in 

figure 4.3. If the node to which the pointer representing y points 

is labelled by affix-rule r, then yl, ..., yK will be represented 
by pointers to the K direct descendants of that node; otherwise 
the value of the function is Fanal (y) = t' To prove this, note 

r 
that Fanalr(y) 

= (y1'"""'yK) if and only if 

a tOaltl... aKtK 
tOaltl... YKtK 

* tpyltl... yKtK 

=YI 

which in turn is equivalent to saying that the node to which the 

pointer representing.., r points is labelled by 'a: t0a1tl... aKth' and 

that a pointer to the i-th direct descendant of that node is a 

representation of yi. Fanal (y) r `a if and only if the derivation 
r 

a .*y does not start with a* tOaltl... aKtK , i. e. if the Diode to 
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which the pointer representing y points is not labelled by that 

affix-rule. 

Our choice of representation for affixes has permitted a 

very simple and efficient implementation of the synthesise- and 

analyse-predicate functions. This, however, has been achieved at 
the expense of a more complex implementation of the equal-predicate 

functions. This was a deliberate design decision, as we expect the 

equal-predicate functions to be applied rather less frequently than 

the other functions. 

The equal-predicate functions must be implemented by a tree- 

matching procedure, which will use a stack. The affix stack can be 

used for this purpose, provided that it is restored to its original 

state before exit from the procedure. The procedure should take 

into account the possibility that the two derivation trees may have 

subtrees in common. Our procedure checks the "equivalence" of the 

nodes to which the pointers representing the two affixes point. 

Two nodes are "equivalent" 

(1) trivially, if they are the self-same node; 

or (2) if they are labelled by the same affix-rule, and all 

their direct descendants (if any) are, in order, pairwise 

equivalent. 

Note that this one procedure implements all the equal- 

predicate functions. A flow diagram for the procedure is shown in 

figure 4.4, and some examples of pairs of trees which will be 

successfully matched by the procedure are shown in figure 4.5" 

It may be seen that only a synthesise-predicate function can 

create a node and that the direct descendants of this node are 

fixed, once and for all, to be nodes which already exist. This 

guarantees that no loop can exist in the graph at any stage of a 

parse, and this in turn ensures that the procedure implementing 

the equal-predicate functions will terminate. 



yl 

aý .... 

0"" 

a 

yK 

(a) Before application of the function. 

Y 

Y1 

Yl 

(b) After application of the function. 

Figure 4.2 Action of the synthesise-predicate function 

y= FsynthrýYýs... ýYFý) 

where affix-rule r is 

a to al t, ... aK tK . 



Y 

I 

(a) Before application of the function. 

y 

y- 

Yý 

(b) After application of the function 

Figure 4.3 Action of the analyse-predicate function 

(Ylo.. 
', YK) = Fanalr (Y) 

9 

where affix-rule r is 

a 't0 a, t1 ... aK tK . 



equal (P1, P2) 

Unstack top 
pointer pair 
from affix 
stack into 
P1 and 12. 

yes Do 111 and 
PG point to 

same node? 

no 

Are nodes 
to which °1 
and P2 point 

labelled no 
with same 
affix-rule`? 

yes 

I := number Unstack all 
of direct pointer 
descendents pairs on 
of each affix stack. 
node. 

yes -ý 
I=U? 

no 
no 

Have all Stack pair 
pointer' of pointers 

pairs been to I-th 
unstacked 2 direct 

descendents 
yes of each 

node. 

Return e turn 
true I := I-1 false 

. F-l n-ure )4.11 r''iow di agrain of the jr,, )cedure used by the 
eaual-: _r'ec icate 



yi 
SIMPLE bool e ann 

(a) yl = y2 = 'boolean'. 

y2 

SIP'PLE : boolean 

Y Yr 1 

TYPE pointer to TYPE TYPE : pointer to TYPE 

TYPE : SIMPLE 

SIMPLE : character 

(b) yl = y2 = 'pointer to character' . 

(continued) 

Figure 4.5 Examples of derivation trees representing 
equal affixes. 

The affix-rules are: - 

TYPE SIMPLE ; pointer to TYPE ; 
array with SIMPLE subscript of TYPE 

SIMPLE boolean character 



yl y2 

TYPE : array with TYPE : array with 
ST 1PLE subscript of TYPE SIýý! P E subscript of HYPE 

i 

lrý 
TYPE : pointer to TYPE TYPE : pointer co TYPE 

SIMPLE : character II TYPE : SIý"4PLE 

SIMPLE : boolean 

(c) y=y,. = 'array with character subscript of pointer 
to boolean'. 

Figure 4.5 (concluded) 
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Finally, it should be pointed out that our implementation of 
the primitive predicate functions does not require that the parser 

retain detailed knowledge of the affix-rules; it need know only 

the number, r, assigned to the affix-rule corresponding to each 

predicate synthr or anal r, 
and the number of affix-nonterminals in 

the right side of that affix-rule. 

We are now in a position to show by example why our parser 

would malfunction if, in the AG constructed by our EAG-to-AG 

convertor, every affix-position of every hypernotion were not 

occupied by a variable whose associated affix-nonterminal specifies the 

domain of that affix-position. Figure 4.6(a) shows a fragment of 

an EAG and figure 4.6(b) the AG meta-rules constructed from it by 

our convertor. Figure 4.6(c) shows one of these meta-rules at an 

intermediate stage of the conversion; it is a well-formed AG 

meta-rule, since the affix-position of 'source' is inherited, and 

the domain of the variable 'SII'iF'LE' is a subset of the domain of 

the affix-position, namely L(TYPE). Suppose we allowed this meta- 

rule to stand, and suppose that in a particular parse both 'source' 

and 'expression' have the affix 'integer'. Then the variable 

'SIMPLE' would be assigned a pointer to the derivation tree for 

SIMPLE integer . 

This would be pissed down as the inherited affix of 'source', and 

assigned to the variable 'TYPE' in the second meta-rule. The 

variable 'TYPET' would be assigned the derived affix of 'expressions' 

a pointer to the derivation tree for 

TYPE SIMPLE integer 

The equal-predicate would then fail, as the two derivation trees 

are dissimilar, although the affixes they represent are the same. 



Affix-rules :- 

(r1-r2) TYPE SIMPLE array with SIMPLE 
subscript of TYPE . 

(r3-r4) SIMPLE integer ; boolean 

Nonterminals and control: - 

variable 1S TYPE 
source 1t TYPE 
expression 16 TYPE 

Meta-rules: - 

variable(TYPE) variable(array with SIMPLE 
subscript of TYPE) 
[ source(SIMPLE) ) 

source(TYPE) expression(TYPE) . 

Figure 4.6 (a) A fragment of an EAG. 

variable(TYPE) variable(TYPE1) analr(TYPE1, 
SIMPLE, TYPE) [ synýh, (SIMPLE, 
TYPE2) source(TYPEý) 

soürce(TYPE) expression(TYPE1) 
equal(TYPE1, TYPE) 

Figure 4.6 (b) AG meta-rules obtained from the above 
EAG meta-rules. 

variable(TYPE) variable(TYPE1) anal2(TYPE1, 
SIMPLE, TYPE) 
[ source(SIMPLE) ] 

source(TYPE) expression(TYPE1) 
equal(TYPE1, TYPE) 

Figure 4.6 (c) Alternative AG meta-rules which are also 
equivalent to the above LAG meta-rules. 
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4.3. Left Recursion in Extended Affix Grammars 

We can investigate what left-recursive constructs in an EAG 

can be handled by our parsing method on the basis of our 

conclusions of section 2.8. At the same time we shall take the 

opportunity to introduce a useful optimisation into our EAG-to-AG 

convertor. 

As EAG meta-rules do not contain primitive predicate 

hypernotions� we need concern ourselves only with those introduced 

by the convertor. Consider an EAG which contains the affix-rule 

(rl) C: dD 

and the meta-rule 

(pl) v(dD) : v(dD) ... 

where v has one inherited affix-position whose domain is L(C). 

Applying transformations Ti and T3 (section 3.4), we obtain the 

equivalent AG meta-rule 

v(C) : anal1(C, D) synthl(D, C1) v(C1) ... 0 

From section 2.8, the AG containing this delayed-left-recursive 

meta-rule cannot have an AF-LR(k) auxiliary grammar. 

On both sides of ply however, v's affix-position is occupied 

by the same affix-form. It follows that' in every production rule 

generated from the meta-rule (and likewise in every production rule 

generated from the corresponding AG meta--rule), v's affix will be 

the same on both sides. Thus an equivalent AG meta-rule can be 

constructed in which the same affix-variable is used on both sides, 

and in which the synthesise-predicate hypernotion is eliminated: 

v(C) : anall(C, D) v(C) ... 

Now there is nothing to prevent a re-ordering of the hypernotions 

to bring about a direct-left-recursive meta-rule: 

v(C) : v(C) anall(C, D) ... 0 

From section 2.8, a meta-rule of this form can easily be handled by 

our AF-LR(k) parsing technique. 
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We can generalise this result as follows. An EAG containing 
left-recursive meta-rules may be converted into an AG with an 

AF-LR(k) auxiliary grammar only if, in every left-recursive meta- 

rule, each inherited affix-position of the first hypernotion on 
the right side contains the same affix-form as the corresponding 

affix-position of the left-side hypernotion. All the nonterminals 

in an indirect left-recursive cycle must have inherited affix- 

positions with identical domains. 

We have seen one example of the simplification of an AG meta- 

rule when the original EAG meta-rule contains identical affix-forms 
in two or more positions. Simplifications along these lines are 

always possible, during transformations Tl-T4 (section 3.4)v when 

identical affix-forms occur. We shall illustrate the simplifications 

with an EAG which contains the affix-rules 

(rl) C: dDI (r2) D: fF 

and whose control includes (v, 1, L, C), (: w, 1, L, C), and 
(x, 1, S, C). There are three different cases. 

(1) Two identical affig forms both occur in applied positions. 

The right side of the unsimplified AG meta-rule will contain two 

similar sequences of synthesise-predicate bypernotions, introduced 

by transformations Ti or T4. The second of these sequences can be 

eliminated. For example: 

EAG meta-rule: 

Unsimplified AG meta-rules 

Simplified AG meta-rule: 

".:... v 
(df ) 

... 
w 

(df ) 
... 

"" 
v(C) 

synthsynth2(F, 
D1)1(DýC) 

synthl(D1, C1) w(C1) ... 

v(C) 6. synthw(F, D). synthl(D, C) 

(2) Two identical affix-forms occur, one in a defining position, 

one in an applied position. The right side of the unsimplified AG 

meta-rule will contain a sequence of synthesise-predicate 

bypernotions, introduced by transformations Tl or T4, defining the 

variable put into the applied position' and a sequence of analyse- 
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predicate hypernotions, introduced by transformations T2 or T3. 
Whichever sequence comes second can be eliminated. For example: 

EAG meta-rule: 
Unsimplified AG meta-rule: 

Simplified AG meta-rule: 

..:... x(dfF) ... v(dfF) ... 

..... x(C) anall(C, D) anal2(D, F) 
... synth2(F, Dl) synthl(D1sCl) 
v(C1) ... 

". : ... x(C) anall(C, D) anal2(D, F) 
.. @ v(C) ... 

Our example involving left recursion came into this category. 

(3) Two identical affix-forms both occur in defining positions. 
The right side of the unsimplified AG meta-rule will contain two 

similar sequences of analyse-predicate bypernotions, introduced by 

transformations T2 or T3. The second of these sequences can be 

eliminated. For example: 

EAG meta-rule: 
Unsimplified AG meta-rule: 

Simplified AG meta--rule: 

v(dfF) : ... x(d1fF) ... 
v(C) : anal (C, D) anal2(D, F) ... 

x(ClJ anall(C1, D1) 
anal2(D1, F) ... 

v(C) : a. nall(C, D) anal2(D, F) ... 
x(C) ... 

In this case, of course, an equal-predicate hypernotion will 

subsequently be introduced by transformation T5 or T6. 

44, Multi-P. redica. te States in the Parser 

In section 2.9, we showed how by a straightforward extension 

to the AF-LR(k) parsing algorithm, we could parse an auxiliary 

grammar whose AFSN contained multi-predicate states, provided that 

such states were deterministic. We defined disjointness of 

primitive predicate symbols and used it to state a sufficient 

condition for determinism of a multi-predicate state. 

It is not, however, possible to decide whether two aibitrary 

primitive predicate symbols are disjoint. Consequently, it is not 



Affix-rules: - 

(r1) MODE TYPE formal value parameter ; 

(r2) TYPE formal variable parameter 

Nonterminals and control: - 

actual-parameter 1L MODE 
variable 1S TYPE 
source 1L TYPE 

Meta-rules: - 

(p1) actual-parameter(TYPE formal value parameter) 
source(TYPE) 

(p2) actual-parameter(TYPE formal variable parameter) 
variable(TYPE) . 

Figure 4.7 (a) A fragment of an EAG. 

(p1) actual-parameter(MODE) anal1(MODE, TYPE) 
source(TYPE) 

(p2) actual-parameter(MODE) anal2(MODE, TYPE) 
variable(TYPE1) equalTYpE(TYPE1, TYPE) 

Figure 4.7 (b) AG meta-rules obtained from the above 
EAG meta-rules. 



actual-parameter. DT -- lo. -----O 

Q"al1 Source $ýq 

anale variable equaln, p #2 

Figure 4.7(c) Part of an AFSM constructed from the above 
AG. State N is a deterministic multi- 
predicate state. 
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in general possible to determine automatically whether even our 

sufficient condition is satisfied. 

Consider now the case of an AG constructed from an EAG. If a 
is a given affix-nonterminal, then all the primitive predicate 

symbols in the set { analr Ia is on the left side of affix-rule r} 

are mutually disjoint. Thus a multi-predicate state all of whose 

predicate-transitions are under analyse-predicates in such a set is 

deterministic. 

Such multi-predicate states seem to occur quite often in 

practice, and they correspond to switches in ad-hoc parsers. 
Figure 4.7 illustrates how such a state can appear in an AFSM 

constructed from a practical grammar. 

4.9. A Practical Implementation of the Parser 

DeRemer (DeRemer 69) suggested a tabular representation for 

his LR(k) parsing automaton, and he described an interpreter which 

would be driven by the tables. In our AF-LR(k) parser, however, 

the actions to be performed in states of various types vary widely 
in complexity. For this reason it seems preferable to translate 

the AFSM into some sort of code than to adopt a tabular 

representation. The implementor, of course, still has a choice 

between the compactness of interpretive code and the speed of 

machine code. 

In this section we describe a possible machine implementation 

of an AP-LR(k) parser constructed from an EAG. Since the extension 

is simple, we allow the parser to have multi-predicate states, 

provided that all the predicate-transitions from such states are 

under analyse-predicates. 

Our implementation will require the following machine feature, a: 
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(1) 2 stacks - the "state stack" and the "affix stack"; 
(2) a heap for storing the affix derivation trees; 

(3) a general purpose register, which we shall call X; 
(4) a buffer for storing up to k terminals. 

For each state s there will be, in general, two code 

sequences. One code sequence, labelled Ns, will handle nonterminal 
transitions out of s. The other, labelled S, will handle all 

other transitions out of s. The state name of s on the state stack 

will be represented by the address of the code labelled Ns. 

During a reduction, the nonterminal involved will be left in 

X, and control will be transferred to the label whose address is at 
the top of the state stack. The code labelled Ns will match X to 

one of the nonterminals which have transitions out of s, and 

transfer control accordingly (figure 4.8). Since this matching 

will always succeed, one of the nonterminal transitions i:, treated 

as a default case.. 

If there is only one nonterminal transition out of s, to sl 

say, then the address of Ssl, instead of Nst can be used as the 

state name of s. 

If there is no nonterminal transition out of s, then the 

address of Ns will never be at the top of the state stack after a 

reduction, and therefore an arbitrary value. can be used for the 

state name of s. (That is' when this state name is to be stacked, 

it is necessary only to adjust the stack pointer. ) 

The larger part of the parser body will be composed of code 

sequences implementiig terminal-l reduce-, predicate- and copy- 

transitions. These. code sequences are shown in figure 4.9. Note 

that a reduce state: tame is not stacked, since it would immediately 

be unstacked, unless the right-side head string of the meta-rule 

involved is empty (see figure 4.9(b) and (c)). 
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The adjustment of affixes in the affix stack in reduce states 
(figure 4.9(b) and (c)) amounts simply to a re-ordering or copying 

of items near the top of the affix stack. The necessary code 
(which is not shown in figure 4.9) is determined by the auxiliary 

grammar meta-rule involved. For example, if the meta-rule iÜ 

vble1 (tag identify1 
LM/ 

\L 
TM1 

then the top 3 affixes will be matched to the variables L, T and I1, 

and these are to be replaced by the affixes matched to L and M. 

Thus the necessary code is simply 

"copy top item in affix stack into 2nd top position in affix stack", 

which will be followed by code to decrement the affix stack pointer 

by 1. Quite frequently, as in the case of the meta-rule 

(stmtl 
; 

(vble vble t, 8 equalMODEI 
1L J LM L Ml M1M /, 

no re-ordering code at all is necessary. Sometimes the affix stack 

pointer will not be altered, sometimes it will even be incremented. 

Similar code will be used in copy states, although in this 

case each step will simply copy an item in the affix stack to the 

top of the stack. For example, if the auxiliary grammar meta-rule 

involved is 

L8 
Ml) 

then, assuming that each "Stack" operation automatically 

increments the stack pointer by 1, the necessary code is 

"stack top item in affix stack on affix stack; 
stack 4th top item in affix stack on affix stack". 

We have seen several possibilities for local code optimisation. 

There are also situations where code optimisation of a more global 

nature is possible. These possibilities also arise in ordinary 

LR(k) parsers (DeRemer 69). 
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-+ - 5ý 

Gvl-ý 

I 
I. 

lý_ gm 

Ns: If X contains v1, jump to Ss1; 

if X contains vm-1' jump to Ssm-1; 

jump to Ssm. 

Pure 4.8 Code sequence implementing nonterrr. inal 
transitions out of a state (of any type). 

(Only nonterminal transitions are shown in 
the diagram. ) 



Ss: Stack address of Ns on state stack; 

read next terminal into X; 

if X contains t1, jump to Ssl; 

S 

if X contains tm, jump to Ssm; 

jump to error routine. 

Figure 4.9 (a) 

ý; S 

Code sequence implementing terminal 
transitions out of a read state. 

Auxiliary grammar 
meta-rule j is 

v CK \ä/ 

and n= length of p, 
m= length of e, 
1= length of k. 

Ss: Record reduction; 

adjust affixes in affix stack; 
if necessary 

pop (m-1) affixes; /-X if M/1 / 

pop (n-1) states; /* if n>1 */ 

put v in register X; 

jump to label whose address is at to;: 
of state stack. 

Figure .9 
(b) Code sequence implementing the reduce 

transition out of a reduce state, where 
the right-side head string of the auxiliary 
grammar meta-rule involved is non-empty. 

If v=e, replace the last two lines of 
code by 

"stop - parse successful-" 
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Sý 
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Auxiliary grammar 
meta-rule j is 

vl (ý N) 

and m= length of 
1= length of K. 

Ss: Stack address of Ns on state stack; 

record reduction; 

adjust affixes in affix stack; 
/* if necessary V 

pop (m-1) affixes; /* if m/l #/ 

jump to Ss. 

Figure 14.9 (c) Code sequence implementing the reduce 
transition out of a reduce state, where 
the right-side head string of the auxiliary 
grammar meta-rule involved is empty. 

If v=e, replace the last two lines of 
code by 

"stop - parse successful. " 

Ss: Stack address of Ns on state stack; 
equaýa 

o S, call equal-7)ý-°ed. ica-te function with 
top two affixes in affix stack 
as parameters, and on failure 
jump to error routine; 

jump to Ss1. 

Figure 4.9 (d) Code sequence implementing an equal- 
predicate transition out of a predicate 
stage. 



&4nthr 
S 

Ss: Stack address of Ns in state stack; 

createnew node, with n+2 fields, in 
heap; 

put r in field 1 of node; 

Affix-rule r has put n in field 2 of node; 
n affix-nonterminals 
on its right side. copy n-th top item in affix stack 

into field 3 of node; 

copy 1st toi item in affix stack 
into field (n+2) of node; 

stack pointer to node on affix stack; 

jump to Ss1. 

Figure 4.9 (e) Code sequence implementing a synthesise- 
predicate transition out of a predicate 
state. 



S 
anal rl Sý 

anairm 
$m 

For each i. 
1,..., m, 
affix-rule r 
has ni affix 
nonteminals 
on its right 
side. 

Ss: Stack address of Ns ii 

fetch into register X 
to which too item 
points; 

if X does not contain 

stack field 3 of node 

z state stack; 

field 1 of node 
in of wx stack 

r1, jump to sL2; 

on affix stack; 

stack field (ni+2) of node on affix 
stack; 

jump to Ss1. 

sL2: .. 

sLm: if X does not contain rm, jump to 
error routine; 

stack field 3 of node on affix stack; 

stack field (nm+2) of node on affix 
stack; 

jump to Ssm. 

Figure 4.9 (f) Code sequence implementing analyse-predicate 
transition(s) out of a (multi-)predicate 
state. 



Ss: Stack address of Ns on state stack: 
5 Sý 

copy affix(es) to top of affix stack; 

jump to Ss1. 

Figure 4.9 (g) Code sequence implementing the copy- 
transition out of a copy state. 

Ss: Stack address of Ns cn state st^cic; 

bring next k terminals into buffer; 

if buffer string is not in set ! 1, 
jump to sl-2; 

<code for transition under xl> 

sL2: ... 

L1 Lia 
are k-symbol 
look-ahead 
sets. 

sLm: if buffer string is not in set Im, 
jump to error routine; 

<code for transition under xm> 

Figure 4.9 (h) Code sequence implementing transitions out 
of a k-look-ahead state. 

<code for transition under xi> depends on 
whether xi is a terminal, #-symbol, copy- 
symbol, or primitive predicate symbol. If 
xi is a terminal, the code sequence is 

"read next terminal into X; jump to Ss. :" 

Otherwise the code sequence is similar to 
that in (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) or (g) 
above. 
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It often happens that there is only one state to which 

control can be transferred from a given reduce state. In such a 

case the general method of transferring control from a reduce state, 

using the label address at the top of the state stack and the 

nonterminal involved, can be replaced by a direct jump. Figure 4.9 

(c) shows one simple case. Another example can be found in figure 

2.10: control can be transferred directly from state 24 to state 

9. The reason for this is that the head grammar production rule 

involved is 

stmts + stmts J. stmt 

and the only path to state 24 which spells out 'stmts i stmt' 

starts from state 4, so state 4 will always be at the top of the 

state stack when control leaves state 24; and the transition under 

'stmts' from state 4 goes to state 9. In general, control can be 

transferred directly from reduce state R to state M only if 

(1) the head grammar production rule associated with the 

#-transition out of R is N4v; 

and (2) for every state Q such that i spells out a path from Q to 

R, the transition under N out of Q goes to N. 

All this applies equally to #-transitions out of look-ahead states. 

Frequently, several read states may have in common a subset 

of transitions under the same terminals to the same destination 

states. A good example of this may be seen in figure 2.10: the 

transitions under 'x', 'y' and 'z' from states 2,4,18 and 25. 

Such a subset of transitions should be translated into a single 

code sequence which is shared by all the states concerned. The 

same applies to nonterminal transitions out of states of any type. 

In practice the parser body can be compacted considerably in this 

Nay. 
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4.6. Optimisations to the Parser Implementation 

In describing our implementation of the EAG parser in section 
4.5, we mentioned some code optimisations, most of which were 

equally relevant to an LR(k) parser for a CFG. In this section we 

consider other optimisations which arise out of the construction of 
the parser from an EAG. 

When a primitive predicate symbol occurs in an auxiliary 

grammar meta-rule, it may be preceeded by a copy-symbol. The 

function of the copy-symbol at parse time is to copy to the top of 

the affix stack the inherited affixes of the primitive predicate. 
(The copy-symbol will be absent only when these affixes are 

guaranteed to be at the top of the stack already. ) Now, we have 

chosen to translate each predicate-transition into open code. Thus 
it is unnecessary for the inherited affixes to be at the top of the 

stack: the open code could easily be modified to access the 

affixes below the top of the stack. 

Consider, for example, the auxiliary grammar meta-rules 

identify t, l anal L2 identify 7 Ll TM) 
(L1 

T Ll L Tl 141 LT M) 

Ll (Ll ( 
T L)) 1 Ll T) 

which would be constructed from meta-rule pll, of 
Itl1 causes the 2nd top item in the affix stack to 

top� where it is examined by thelanal7 function. 

sequences for the consecutive transitions under' 

be merged into the following sequence: - 

figure 3.3. 

be copied to the 

The code 
1,2 and 'ana17 could 

"Ss: Stack address of Ns in state stack; 
fetch into register X field 1 of node to which 2nd top item 

in affix stack points; 
if X does not contain 7. jump to error routine; 
stack field 3 of node on affix stack; 
stack field 4 of node on affix stack; 
stack field 5 of node on affix stack: 
jump to Ssl. " 

Of course, the meta-rule must be altered accordingly; this can be 
achieved by a suitable alteration to the algorithm 'which converts 
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an AG meta-rule into an optimised auxiliary grammar meta-rule 
(section 2.10). In our example, the meta-rule would be changed to 

identify L1-anal t, 2 identify ( 
L1 TM 

) 
L1 TLý1I": 1LTM I 

where °tl-anal7B is a new symbol conveying the meaning that the 

inherited affix of (this particular instance of)`ana17 will be 

found in a stack location which can be deduced from the meta-rule 

for 'U'. 

Figure 4.10 shows an example of an auxiliary grammar optimised 

in this way. 

Our second optimisation concerns the representation of 

affixes. There are certain special classes of affixes, readily 

determinable from the EAG, for which more efficient representations 

than trees are possible. 

Suppose a is an affix-nonterminal, and the affix rules which 
have a on their left sides are 

a tl t2 ;0.. 3 tm I 

where each ti is a string of affix-terminals. Then each affix ti 

in L(a) could be represented by the number ri of the affix-rule 

a: ti (using the same numbering of affix-rules as in the 

construction of section 3.4). The synthesise- and analyse- 

predicate functions would then be as follows: - 

Fsynthr =r (a 0-parameter function, i. e. a constant), 
Fanalr = An ( n=r w 

Examples of affixes which could be handled in this way are the 

terminal productions of 'TAG' and of 'I'IODE' in the FLAG of figure 

3.1. 

If a is an affix-nonterminal with two affix-rules of the form 

(rl) a: t; 
(r2) 8au 
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where tt s and u are strings of affix-terminals, then each affix in 

L(a) is of the form 'sn t un' (where n_O) and could be 

represented by the integer n. The synthesise- and analyse- 

predicate functions would then be aritbnietic: - 
N 

F''synthl '0 
Fanall ffi An ( n=O (')) t 
Fsynth2 - An (nß-1) 

I 
Fana12 = Xn ( n>0 n-1 w 

All these functions could be implemented very easily, as 

could the equal-predicate functions Fequala, which would simply 

test two integers for equality. The only difficulty arises when 

pointer and integer representations for different affixes co-exist: 

both pointers and integers may occupy the "direct-descendant" 

fields of a node. The general equal-predicate function (figure 

4.4) therefore must be able to distinguish between the two 

representations, and must be modified to take appropriate action 

when it encounters an integer. For example, on a machine in which 

addresses are positive integers, negative integers could be usecil in 

the integer representation. 

4.7. Efficiency of the Parser Implementation. 

In this section we describe a simple empirical investigation 

into the efficiency of a parser constructed from an EAG. For this 

purpose we chose a language which is small enough to be easily 

manageable but which contains enough of the features of a typical 

programming language for the results of the experiment to be 

realistic. Our language is a small subset of PASCAL (Wirth 71,73), 

and features an infinity of data types and assignments between 

variables declared to be of identical type. 

The EAG defining our tan ; tz, ge is shown in figure 4.11. 
(Actually, we have cheated a little: tl; is FAG includes one 

primitive predicate symbol, 'uneq tag' ' which Lt z: the property 



I=[1,1, L2,0, L4, c. 5, -- L6, L7 } 

PA '- 

(p1) program (be1n 
syn. th$ synthl synths synth? 

'LT Iii Ll 

synthrý synthli synth7 synth3, synths 
'i1 Ti L2 T2 M2 " 

synth6 0 -synth? stints end) 
L3 

(p2) 
L 

(stmt 

(stmts) . 
\ _ý 9 

(p3) (stmts j stmt 

(p4) (stmt vble L2 vble L3-ý qua1 ,; ý11ýý 
LLML M1 

(p5) vblel tag identify 
LMJLTM 

(p6) vble anal5 [ t, 4 vble anal4 ] 
L r11 MLV 12 

(p7) t ýg x synth, 1 

l 
(p8) y synth 

. 

T' 

(p9) z synth3 
T 

(p10) identify L5-anal 7 l. 6-equalTAG 
L1 TM L1 TL Ti M 

(p11) L5-anal7 t, 7 identify 
L1 TL Ti M1 LTM) 

(continued) 

Fi rrure 4.10. Auxilia-y g, ra_rr ar constructed from the ACT of 
figure 3.3 usi. ý: r' the c `i, r s. at! _on 

described 
fir, ;, °ction 15 merc- nc, copy- and m, edicatc- 
symbols. 



(p12) (L2 i1 
T2 M2 M3 L2 T2 M3 

(p13) t2 
LMLL M) 

(p11) ( L3 
° MLM1 Ml M) MLM1 

(P15) L4 
M L) MM) 

(p16. ) 1.5 
(1 

L1 T L1 L1 T° 

(L2 
T2 M2 M3) 

(P17) L6 N (TLT1 

r4 T1 T TLT1 M 

(p18) C 
TLT1 M1 LT ° TLT1 M 1) 

Figure 24.10 (concluded) 
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of being disjoint (section 2.9) from the symbol 'equal 
TAG 

t-) 'An. 

AFS1'1 was generated from the EAG using our automatic constructor, 

and the AFSFI was manually translated into KDF9 Usercode (ICL-) 

according to the implementation method described in sections 4.5 

and 4.6. The parser was AF-LALR(l), apart from a few multi- 

predicate states. 

To provide a meaningful basis for comparison, a CFG defining 

the context-free features of our language (see figure 4.12) was 

used to construct a CFSM, which was also translated manually into 

KDF9 Usercode, using a similar implementation method. This parser 

was LALR(l). The code was then modified to impose the context- 

sen. sitive constraints on the language, for example identification 

and type compatibility. This additional code was tailored to the 

language requirements, except that no attempt was made to exploit 

the small number of different identifier tags, for example by using 

table look-up for identification. List structures were used for a 

tag-type table and to represent types. 

(KDF9 Usercode is the assembly language of the KDF9, a 48-bit 

machine with a lfüs cycle time and 6fts store and with hardware 

operand and return-address stacks of 16 and 15 registers respectively. 

No attempt was made to exploit the unconventional features of the 

machine's architecture in the implementation of either parser, lest 

the results of the experiment be untypical. ) 

For test purposes a set of 7 programs gras used; these are 

listed in figure 4.13. Of these, programs 1-4 were chosen at 

random, and programs 5-7 were designed to be similar to one 

another in structure, so as to reveal any underlying features (such 

as linearity) in the performance of the parsers. 

The results of the experiment are pre:; ented in figure 4.14. 

Lach p; --, i,. er w,,. s applied to each test program, and the parsing tir'ie 

and the heap size were measured. The number of reductions performed 

by the parsers were also noted. The storage requirements of the 

parser bodies themselves zý. r_d their service routines are recorded 
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in the table. The timing results are presented graphically in 

figure 4.15, which shows plots of parsing time against program 
length, and in figure 4.16, which shows plots of parsing time 

against program length plus number of reductions. The latter 

plots reflect the larger number of reductions performed by the 

EAG parser, due to the more complete formalisation of the language 

definition by the EAG. 

The results chow that the EAG parser was slower than the 

CFG-parser-based analyser by a factor of about 2. The performance 

of the CFG parser was, as expected, linear. The performance of 
the EAG parser showed a nonlinear component if ony the program 
length were considered, but this was not so apparent if the number 

of reductions were also taken into account. 

The principal reason for the relative slowness of the EAG 

parser was probably the inefficiency of the identification process. 
The EAG meta-rules p16 - p18 effectively define a recursive 

procedure, which is equivalent to, but much slower than, the 

linear search of the ad-hoc identification routine invoked by the 

CFG parser. In addition there were the overheads of additional 

stack operations, notably the repeated copying of the pointer to 

the tag-type list. In the CFr-parser-based analyser, the 

corresponding pointer was stored in a global location. 

It must be emphasised, however, that such a simple ad-hoc 

solution might not be available in a programming language more 

complex than our miniature language. This language was exceptional 

in that, in EAG terms, many of the notions occurring in a parse have 

one and the same inherited affix (a terminal production of *LIST') 

- the one which was repeatedly copied in the affix stack. In 

general, such copying cannot easily be avoided. 



Affix-rules: - 
(r1-r4) TAG w; x; y; z 

(r5) TYPE SIMPLE ; 

(r6) array with SIMPLE subscript of TYPE 

(r7-r8) SIMPLE integer ; boolean 

(r9-rlO) TYPEQ TYPE ; undefined 

(r11) LIST ; 

(r12) LIST TAG TYPE 

Control: - 

block 
declns 1& LIST 
stmts 1L LIST 
stmt 1L LIST 
variable 2(L, s) (LIST, `-F YPE) 
tag 1S TAG 
type 1S TYPE 
local 3(i, i, S) (LIST, TAG, TYPEQ) 

uneqtag 2(L, 1) (TAG, TAG) at Au (t/u) 

(continued) 

Figure 4.11 The EAG used in the experiment described in 
section 4.7. 



Meta-rules :- 

(p1) block var declns(LTST) begin stmts(LIST) end 

(p2) declnsO 

(p3) declns(LIST TAG TYPE) declns(LIST) tag(TAG) 
type(TYPE) L local(LIST, TAG, undefined) 

(p4) stmts(LIST) : stmt(LIST) 

(p5) stmts(LIST) ; stmt(I. -IST) 
(p6) stmt(LIST) variable(LIST, TYPE) := 

variable(LIST, TYPE) 

(p7) variable(LIST, TYPE) tag(TAG) 
local (LIST, TAG3 TYPE) 

(p8) variable(LIST, array with SIMPLE subscript 
of TYPE) [ variable(LIST, SIMPLE) ] 

(p9) tag(w) w. 

(p10) tag(x) x. 

(p11) tag(y) y 

(p12) tag(z) z. 

(p13) type(integer) integer . 

(p1)4) type(boolean) Boolean . 

(p15) type(array with SIMPLE subscript of TYPE) 
array [ type(SIMPLE) ] of type(TYPE) 

(p16) local(LIST TAG TYPE, TAG, TYPE) 

(p17) local(LIST TAG1 TYPE1, TAG, TYPEQ) 
uneq tag (`7AG1, TAG) local (LIST, TAG, T"i PEQ) 

(p18) local( , TAG, undefined) 

Figure 4.11 (concluded) 

The terminals ': ' and '; ' are underlined in 
the meta-rules to distinguish them from the 
EAG metasymbols. 



(p1) block -> var declns begin stmts end 

(p2) declns -> 

(p3) declns -> declns tag : type 

(p4) stmts -> stmt 
(p5) stmts -> stmts i stmt 

(p6) stmt -> variable := variable 

(p7) variable -> tag 

(p8) variable -> variable [ variable ] 

(p9) tag -> w 

(p10) tag -> x 

(p11) tag y 

(p12) tag -> z 

(p13) type -> integer 

(p14) type -> boolean 

(p15) type -> array [ type ] of type 

Figure 4.12 The CFG used in the experiment described in 
section 4.7. 



Program 1 

var x: integer ;y: integer ; 
begin y :=x end 

Program 2 

var w: array [ boolean ] of integer ; 
z: boolean ;y: integer ; 

begin y :=w[z]; w[z] :=y end 

Program 3 

var w: integer ; 
y: array [ integer ] of array [ boolean ] 

of boolean 
z: ar_r_ [ boolean ] of boolean 
x: boolean 

begin 
zIzwýx: =]Z);: = y[ w][ x] 

end 

Program 

var x integer jy: boolean ; 
z: array [ boolean ] of integer 
w: array [ integer ] ^f array [ Boolean ] 

of boolean 
begin x := z1 yIz[y] 

:=x 
wy xw][[zy[]Y"] t. 

y] 
end 

(continued) 

Figure 4.13 Test pro rams generated by the grammars of 
figures 4.11 and 4.12. 



Program 5 

var z: integer ; 
x: array L integer J of in ce er 

begin z: = x[xxx x[ xfx[x 
z II III]] 

end 

Program 6 

var z: integer ; 
x: array integer J of integrer 

begin z :=x[xx x[-x [xx[x 

x[x[x[x[x[x[x[x[ 
end 

Program 7 

var z: integer , 
x: array l integer J of integer ; 

begin 2 :=x[x[x[x[x[x[x[x[ 
x[ x[ x[ x[ x[ x{ x[ x[ 

x x[ x[ x[ x[ x[ x[ x[ 
zl]]]]]]]]]1]]]]] ]]]1]]]] 

end 

Figure 4.13 (concluded) 



EAG Parser CFG 
based 

Parser 
Analyser 

Size of code: - 

Parser body 249 152 

Service routines 26 19 

Timings, etc.: - 

Program Length Time Heap Red'ns Time H eap Red'ns 
(ms) (ms) 

1 14 7-1) 23 2n 3.4 6 14 
2 33 18.5 57 49 7.8 11 31 
3 56 31.7 90 79 13.3- 18 117 
4 7o 46. () 1118 116 17.3 18 65 
5 43 21.1 59 55 9.8 3 40 
6 67 34.4 83 87 15.4 8 64 
7 91 46.7 107 119 21.0 8 88 

1 
-1 

Figure 4.14 Results of an empirical investigation into the 

efficiencies of parsers constructed from the 
EAG of figure 4.11 and the CFG of figure 4.12. 

For the test programs used, see figure 4.13. 
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4.8. Incorporation of the Parser into a Translator 

The experiment of section 4.7 demonstrated that our EAG 

parser is not quite efficient enough as it stands to be a practical 

parser. Further optimisations could possibly cut down some of the 

overheads, but the principal inefficiency was the identification 

process, that is the parsing of notions whose head is 'identify'. 

Now, as it happens, every such notion either has one terminal 

production, the empty string, or none at all; and in the former 

case the inherited affixes are effectively mapped on to the derived 

affix. Thus this particular nonterminal performs a role which 

would be performed by a primitive predicate symbol in a well-formed 

AG. (See figure 1.1. ) 

A gain in efficiency, at the expense of rigour, could be 

achieved by treating a symbol such as 'identify' as a primitive 

predicate symbol and removing those meta-rules which have that 

symbol on their left sides. Meta-rules which contain that symbol 
in their right sides need not be altered in any way. Our 

constructor could easily handle primitive predicate symbols in EAG 

meta-rules. It would be necessary to designate to the constructor 

which symbols are to be treated in this way, and to program 

separately the functions mapping their inherited affixes on to 

their derived affixes. It is useful, however, that a rigorous and 

binding specification of these mappings exists in the meta-rules 

which were removed. Thus the strict original EAG retains its 

definitive role. 

Another aspect of the incorporation of our parser in a 

practical translator is its interface with a lexical analyser. A 

lexical analyser in a practical programming language translator not 

only recognises terminal symbols but also analyses objects such as 
identifier tags and constants and passes them to the parser as 

single symbols rather than sequences of terminals. In practice 
this approach reduces the size and increases the speed of the pa. rcer, 

and makes the grammar more likely to be LR(k). 

In a strict EAG, such objects are likely to c-., rrespond to 
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nonterminals with affixes (usually derived). If the lexical 

analyser is to treat them as terminals, we must informally allow 

terminals to have affixes in an EAG. Again, our constructor can 

easily handle this possibility. As before, the EAG meta-rules need 

not be altered, except for the removal of those which have these 

new "terminals" on their left sides. Of course, the lexical 

analyser must stack the affixes when such a "terminal" is read by 

the parser. 

In the case of identifier tags, each could have an affix 

represented by an integer, which could be determined by a hashing 

function. This suffices for distinguishing between different tags, 

and the composition of the tag as a sequence of letters and digits 

has no inherent significance. 

A practical example of this approach to the incorporation of 

our parser in a compiler appears in the appendix (section A. 2). 

A practical EAG parser which uses a tree representation for 

some of its affixes will require a garbage collector. Since no 

structure containing loops can be created by our parser, a 

straightforward reference-counting method can be used to detect 

inaccessible nodes. Moreover, the nature of our parser's tree 

manipulations enable us to predict to some extent how the 

reference counts will vary. We assume that each node has an 

additional field for its reference count. 

It is simplest to think in terms of the intermediate AG 

meta-rules. First of all, we note that multiple copies of a 

pointer on the affix stack can be counted as one. If an affix- 

variable occurs on the right side, but not on the left side, of an 
AG meta-rule, then on a reduction involving that meta-rule the 

reference count of the node to which the value of that variable 

points must be decreased by one. All other reference count 

adjustments are connected with the evaluation of primitive 

predicate functions. In the case of an analyse-predicate functioi, 
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the nodes to which the (pointers representing the) derived affixes 

point have their reference counts increased by one; in the case of 

a synthesise-predicate function, the nodes to which the inherited 

affixes point have their reference counts increased by one, and the 

node to which the derived affix points has its reference count 

initialised to one. 

Apart from the initialisation of the reference counts of 

newly created nodes, all reference count adjustments should be 

delayeduntil reduction time. Often adjustments to a particular 

node will cancel out. For example, in meta-rule p3 of figure 3.3, 

the nodes to which the values of L, T and Di point would have their 

reference counts incremented by the'syn. th7 function and decremented 

again by the reduction itself (since they do not occur on the left 

side), so no adjustments at all to these nodes are necessary. 

When the reference count of a node is decreased, it will be 

necessary to check whether it has become zero. If so, the node 

will be released to the pool of free space. Any direct descendants 

of the node will have their own reference counts decreased by one, 

and of course it is possible that some of them will also be 

released as a result. 
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CR PTE 

COI(CLUSIONS 

5 1. Applications of Extended Affix Grammars 

We have already emphasised the application of'EAGs to 

language definition, and referred to the practical example 

of such an application given in Appendix A. 

We do not claim that every prograrmimg language can be 

naturally defined by a well-formed EAG. Indeed, we shou. li expect 

any well-formed EAG defining ALGOL 68 to bear little resemblance, 

in parts, to the definitive syntax in (van Wijngaarden 68)1 

Although not very suitable for parsing, non-well-formed EAGs may 

well have a part to play in language definition. 

Another possible application of EAGs is translation. 

Consider the EAG fragment shown in figure 5.1. Each instance of 

a notion whose head is 'expression' will have a derived affix 

which is a postfix representation of an expression derived from 

it. Still more to the point, our representation of that affix 
(section 4.1) will be, in effect, an operator tree representation 

of the expression. These analogies are illustrated in figure 5.2. 

Probably any desired tree representation of a sentence can 

conveniently be modeled by suitable affix-rules, and the translation 

of the sentence into such a representation can be defined by the 

meta-rules of the EAG. 

We suspect that application of EAGs along these lines may 



Affix-rules: - 

OBJ OBJ OBJ add ; 
DBJ fBJ multiply ; 
OBJ negate ; 
ID 

ID a; b; c;... 

Control: - 

expression 1ä OBJ 
term 1S OBJ 
factor 18 OBJ 
identifier 1S ID 

Meta-rules: - 

expression(CBJ) term(OBJ) 

expression(OBJ negate) - term(OBJ) 

expression(OBJ1 OBJ2 add) expression(CBJ1) + 
term(013J2) 

term(OBJ) factor(OBJ) 

term(OBJ1 OBJ2 multiply) term(OBJ1) 
factor(OBJ2) 

factor(ID) identifier(ID) . 

factor(OBJ) j expression(OBJ) ) 

Figure 5.1 Fragment of an EAG defining translation of an 
arithmetic expression into postfix (or tree) 
form. 



(a) abc negate multiply add 

(b) 

(c) 
add 

a multiply 

b negate 

C 

Figure 5.2 Translation of the expression 
a+b*(-c) 

into (a) postfix form, (b) tree form, 
by the EAG of figure 5.1 . 

(c) shows the 
operator tree of this expression. 
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facilitate a rigorous specification of the relationship between 

the formal syntax and formal semantics of a. programming language. 

5.2. Notation 

We have not stressed our choice of notation for EAGs. We 

have used a particular notation whose chief merit is to make 

explicit the essential structure of each hypernotion and 

protonotion by separating the affix-positions from one another 

and from the head. 

There is at least a possibility that this visual emphasis 

on structure is unnecessary or undesirable in a language definition 

intended for programmers (rather than implementors). In order to 

illustrate the possibilities of non-trivial notational variation, 

we describe here an alternative notation for EAGs which in style 

is very similar to van Wijngaarden form (VWF). 

Given an EAG, let h be a new, distinguished, affix-nonterrainal 
For each nonterminal symbol v, there will be exactly one new affix- 

rule; and if the domains of the affix-positions of v are specified 
by v= (al,..., aN) then this affix-rule will be of the form 

h: tOalt1... aNtN , 

where t0/ tl, ... p tN are strings of affix-terminals. We require 
that the CFG Gh = (At, Ani hl R) be unambiguous. We also require rtow 
that the sets of terminals and of affix-terminals be disjoint. A 

hypernotion of the EAG will now simply be a string derivable from h, 

with each affix-nonterminal replaced by a suitable affig variable. 
(And every protonotion will be a terminal production of h. ) The 

hypernotion written as v(fl,..., fN) in our usual notation will now 
be written as toflt1... fNtN. Adjacent hypernotions and terminals 
in the right side of a meta-rule will be separated by commas. 



Additional affix-rules: - 

h block ; 

declarations LIST ; 

statements in context LIST ; 

statement in context LIST ; 

variable in context LIST with type TYPE 

tag TAG 

type TYPE ; 

in context LIST identifier TAG is TYPEQ 

TAG and TAG are different 

Meta-rules: - 

(p1) block var , declarations LIST , begin 
statements in context LIST , end 

(p2) declarations 

(p3) declarations LIST TAG TYPE declarations LIST 
tag TAG ,:, type TYPE ,;, 
in context LIST identifier TAG is 
undefined . 

(p)4) statement.:, - in context LIST 

"". statement in context LIST ; 

(p5) statements in context LIST 
statement in context LIST 

(p6) statement in context LIST variable in context 
LIST with type TYPE , :=, variable 
in context LIST with type TYPE 

(p7) variable in context LIST with type TYPE : 
tag TAG , in context LIST identifier TAG 

is TYPE ; 

(p8) variable in context LIST with type 
array with SIMPLE subscript of TYPE , 
[, variable in context LIST with 
type STMPLE ,]. 

(con ti nu.:: d ) 

Figure 5. ý The FAG of figure 4.11 written in VWF'-11!: e 
notation. 



(P9) tag ww. 
(p10) tag xx. 

(P11) tag yy 

(p12) tag zz 

(p13) type integer integer . 
(p14) type boolean boolean . 
(p15) type array with SIMPLE subscript of TYPE 

array s s type SIMPLE of 
type TYPE 

(p16) in context LIST TAG TYPE identifier TAG is TYPE 

(p17) in context LIST TAG1 TYPE1 identifier Ti, G is TYPEQ 
TAG and TAG1 are different , in context 

LIST identifier TAG is TYPEQ 

(p18) in context identifier TAG is undefined 

" I. 

Figure 5.3 (concluded) 

The terminals w, x, y, z, integer and boolean 
are underlined here to distinguish them from 
affix-terminals. 
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Figure 5.3 shows how the EAG of figure 4.11 might be expressed 

in notation of this style. We believe that a little care on the part 

of the writer can produce a grammar which is quite readable and 

almost informal. The reader need not concern himself with affix- 

positions or their types or domains; he need only have the list of 

affix-rules to hand while reading the meta-rules. 

An essential feature of our alternative notation is that the 

structure of each hypernotion can be automatically extracted. The 

hypernotion is parsed using the affix-rules, and the last affix-rule 

applied in the parse (namely that with h on its left side) 

determines the nonterminal which is the head of the hypernotion. 

The affix forms are the substrings derived from the affix- 

nonterminals occurring in the right side of that affix-rule. 

Since our EAG-to-AG convertor must parse the affix forms anyway, 

it could accept hypernotions in either notation equally easily. 

The principal difference between EAGs expressed in VWF-like 

notation and VWF itself is the requirement in the former that each 

hypernotion can be derived from a unique affix-nonterminal and that 

this derivation reflect the essential structure of the hypernotion. 

In VWGs hypernotions have no structure in this sense, and a parser 

constructed from a VWG would have to be able to re-parse the 

hypernotions at parse-time. We believe that our restriction, 

relative to VWGs, is quite natural, and we have demonstrated its 

effectiveness, and therefore we believe that EAGs may be an 

acceptable alternative to VWGs. 

5.3. Further Research 

The most obvious lines of further 

suggested by the results of section 4.7 

unlikely that a parser constructed from 

approach one based on a CFG in terms of 

believe that further refinements to the 

performance quite respectable. 

research, perhaps, are those 

Although it is very 

an EAG could closely 

cor)pactness and speed, we 

former could make its 
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For a start, stack overheads could be reduced by merging of 

code sequences generated from consecutive copy/predicate transitions. 

Such merging would be along the lines of the first optimisation of 

section 4.6, in which consecutive copy- and predicate-transitions 

were merged. In addition, the AG meta-rules produced by our EAG-to- 

AG convertor at the first stage of parser construction could be 

re-ordered (subject to condition c3 in the definition of a well- 

formed AG) in such a way as to make as many primitive predicate 

hypernotions as possible occur consecutively in each AG meta-rule, 

and thus increase the applicability of this code optimisation. 

A possibility which we have not considered in this thesis is 

the use of global affixes. Knuth (Knuth 71a) used what were in 

effect global affixes, as well as inherited and derived affixes, 
to describe semantics. Our more formal definition of EAGs does not 

seem to permit any natural extension to handle global affixes 

explicitly. In an AG the functions can certainly be programmed to 

access global variables, although the possible side-effects might 

inhibit certain parser-construction and parsing strategies, such as 

re-ordering of hypernotions in a meta-rule. To return to EAGs, it 

is interesting to speculate whether it may be possible to detect 

automatically what affixes can usefully be held in global locations 

rather than on the affix stack. One example of such an affix was 

encountered in section 4.7. 

On the subject of efficiency, a theoretical investigation into, 

the computational complexity of parsers constructed from AGs and 

EAGs might yield results of interest. We strongly suspect that the 

results would compare favourably with those for other classes of 

grammars of comparable power. 

We defined A-LR(k) grammars in chapter 2, but did not attempt 

to obtain any results for general A-LR(k) grammars. We extended our 

AF-LR(k) parsing method a little by allowing multi-predicate states 

under defined conditions. This, although in practice a useful 

enhancement, we feel only scratched the surface of a whole new a5-ea 

worthy of investigation. Quite possibly, a farther classi i. cation 

of auxiliary grammars, intermediate between AF-LR(k) and A-LR(k), 
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limiting the number of affixes which need be examined before making 

a parsing decision, would be useful. 

Finally, in investigating the parsing problem, we have 

concentrated exclusively on well-formed AGs and EAGs. We have 

already mentioned, in section 5.1, the possibility that non--Swell- 

formed EAGs have a part to play in language definition. It would 

therefore be interesting to know whether our parsing method can be 

extended to handle non-well-formed AGs or EAGs. We are thinking in 

terms of AGs which do not satisfy condition 03 (section 1.2) and 

EAGs which do not satisfy condition (b) (section 3.2). Ne should, 

of course, expect a degradation in performance, but this might be 

acceptable if the grammar has only one or two non-well-formed 

meta-rules. 
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APPENDIX A 

ABT EXTENDED AFFIX GRAriMAR FOR PASCAL 

In this appendix we present a definition by an extended 

affix grammar (EAG) of the programming language PASCAL (Wirth 7, ]., 

73). This is intended to serve as a practical example of the use 

of an EAG for language definition. In addition it can be used to 

provide a good illustration of how one could build a practical 

syntax analyser from an EAG. 

A. I. The Definition of PASCAL 

PASCAL was first described in (Wirth 71). Subsequently the 

language was improved by various revisions. The version we have 

chosen to define is the most recent (Wirth 73). The syntax of 

PASCAL was defined partly by a context-free grammar and partly in 

English. The disadvantages of this method of definitioi. were well 

exemplified: although the context-sensitive features of the syntax 

were in the main described with clarity and care, several points 

were open to more than one interpretation or were omitted altogether.. 

In each such case we adopted what seemed the most likely 

interpretation. 

There are two principal reasons for our choice of PASCAL for 

our example. Firstly, the language includes highly systematic 

data-structuring facilities, which enable us to demonstrate fully 

the expressive power of EAGs. Secondly, the language was designed 

to facilitate single-pass compilation by requiring that the 
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declaration of each identifier textually preceed its use. This 

same feature also facilitates the definition of the language by a 
fairly clear well-formed EAG. In fact, PASCAL allows some 

exceptions to this rule; for example, a type identifier may occur 
in a type declaration preceeding its own declaration. In order to 

avoid complicating our grammar (although we could have done so), 

we have enforced the strict declaration-before-use requirement. 
Apart from this, the only restriction we have imposed upon the 

language is on the allowable syntactic positions of the null 

pointer and of the empty set, whose types can be determined only 
by context. 

The EAG defining PASCAL is shown in figure A. 1. Our usual 

notational conventions are used : - 
(i) each nonterminal symbol is represented by a sequence of 

lower-case letters and hyphens; 

(ii) each terminal symbol is represented by a single letter, 

digit, or special symbol (and some terminals are underlined to 

distinguish them from EAG metasymbols, namely the parentheses, 

comma, colon, semicolon and period); 
(iii) each affix-nonterminal is represented by a sequence of 

upper-case letters; 

(iv) each affix-terminal is represented by a sequence of 

lower-case letters; 

and (v) each affix-variable is represented by the same sequence 

of letters as its associated affix-nonterminal, possibly followed 

by a digit. 

The sets of affix--terminals and affix-nonterminais are not 

given explicitly, but may be deduced from the affix-rules of 

figure A. l(a). The role of the upper-level grammar in this 

particular EAG is explained by commentary (enclosed between braces) 

to the affix-rules. 

A list of the terminals of PASCAL is given in figure A. 1(b). 

The control of the EAG, shown in figure Aol(c), includes two 
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primitive predicates, each of which checks its two inherited affixes 
for inequality; they differ only in the domains of their affix- 

positions. These symbols could have been made nonterminals and 

their functions defined by meta-rules, but this would have been 

excessively tedious. 

The meta-rules of the EAG are given in figure A. 1(d). Again, 

explanatory commentary (enclosed between braces) is interspersed 

among the meta-rules. This commentary is aimed at a reader already 

fairly familiar with the language, and is intended to show how the 

context-sensitive constraints described in English in (Mirth 73) 

are defined rigorously by the EAG. 

A. 2. Syntax Analysis of PASCAL based on the EAG 

In a practical translator it is desirable for as much work 

as possible to be done by a lexical analyser based on finite-state 

techniques. This tends to optimise the compactness and speed of 

the syntax analyser and of the translator as a whole. In the EAG 

of PASCAL, the nonterminals 'tag', 'unsigned-integer', 'unsigned- 

real', 'character' and 'string' should be re-designaled as terminals. 

Meta-rules p63.1 - p65.10 and p73.1. - p83.2 may then be removed, 

although they serve to define the actions of the lexical analyser 

in dealing with these constructs. Each of these symbols, except 

'unsigned-real', has one derived affix, and the lexical analyser 

must stack the representation of such a symbol's affix when that 

symbol is read by the parser. 

Several nonterminal: are prime candidates for re-designation 

as primitive predicate symbols, namely: (i) those concerned with 

numbers - 'reverse-sign', 'less'; (ii) those concerned with 

identification - 'identify', 'local', 'identify-label', 'identify- 

local-label', 'check-labels'. As a result,, meta-rules p29.1 - 

P30.2, p72.1 - p72.3, p61.1 - p62,3, and p67.1 - p69.3 may be 

removed, although they serve to define the associated functions of 
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the primitive predicates. 

Affixes in the 

scanning of an ident 

never analysed, only 

'tag' as a terminal, 

integer (unique to a 

being performed by a 

domain L(TAG) are synthesised during the 

ifier tag (meta-rules p63.1 -p63.3), and are 

compared. Thus, since we have re-designated 

each such affix can be represented by a unique 

particular program, that is), the mapping 

hashing function in the lexical analyser. 

Each affix 'ln' in the domain L(N) should be represented by 

the non-negative integer n. Similarly, each affix in the domain 

L(VALUE) should be represented by an integer: tlnI by n= 'minus ln,, 

by -n. 

Most nonterminals in the EAG have a first affix whose domain 

is L(C). The structure of the language suggests that such affixes 

should be held in global locations rather than in the parser's 

affix stack. The same applies to affixes in L(LC) and to some 

affixes in L(LIST) and L(LABELS). 
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